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Solon's Mash Notes to Beauties
Make Menfolk Anxious to Fight

TO EUGENE DEBS

Pardon Not Likely Since That
'
Would Restore Citizenship
Rights; Socialist's Offense
It Was Feared
Was in Words.
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formal conclusion
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Germany, may through extension
ENGLAND WaTnEAR-TIof executive clemency open the
UP BY GENERAL STRIKE doors of the Atlanta penitentiary
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(Br The Awociatcd Fran.)
New York. Sept. 4. Conditions
In the Industrial world today compared with those of last labor day
are so much better, despite aunui-mconditions, that there is causo
lor thanksgiving, tne jNauona
Clvlo Federation said In a statement today by Ralph M. Easley,
chairman of the executive council.
conditions
, A year ago Industrial
In Europe generally were very Dau,
he laid. In Italy, the workers took
over the factories end the govern- ment
. naa promiseu
lflnnl jegisiuuuii
i
rlaht tn man
age the plants. The people have
since risen and overthrown the
government that was responsible.
In Germany, a year ago, there
was fear that the communists
would seize Industry with the aid
of Bolshevik money and later conToday Gertrol the government.
man Industries are running full
blast and the German workmen
coun
have ft system of work-sho- p
cils for their. Industrial govern
ment.
France, too, has stopped
talking; bolshevism and gone, to
work.
England talked of revolution a
year ago. The most conservative
labor man in England notified
the government that if England
persisted in aiding Poland to save
herself from the Red armies labor
Would call a general strike.
Mr. Easley quoted a part of the
reply made by Samuel Gompers
last September to English labor
leaders who had asked the American workers to do nothing to aid
Poland In her struggle against the
Russian at Mes. In It Mr. Gompers said the American Federation
of Labor was not a revolutionary
body and never had affiliated with
any such organization.
It was feared at that time, Mr.
Easley said, that all British Industry would be tied up by a general
Strike. It was the British .public
which said, "They shall not pass."
mat tne
Mr. Easley recalled
executive council of the National
Clvlo federation had organized a
national Industrial committee composed of a hundred publicist!,- - officials of the
labor organizations and employers
to ascertain how far it is is possible to construct an Industrial
platform upon which the three
great divisions of society, capital,
labor and the general public can
stand. The employers Include not
only those who deal with organized
labor and are friendly with it but
those who, while opposed to many
of its policies, appreciate what It
has accomplished and recognize Its
basic soundness as shown by its
stand against all
unequivocal
movements of a "Reddish" hue.
To aid the work of this committee a questionnaire on industrial
questions of the time has been sent
to employers, labor officials and
publicists.
Concluding Mr. Easley
said:
' The national Industrial committee hopes to profit by all the
work done by previous conferences and if It Is able to contribute only a little toward the
establishment of a better under- ( Continued on Page Two.)
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GREEKS SEE END
OF HARD DRIVE

AGIST TURKS
(By The Associated Frets.)

General Headquarters of the
Greek Army in Asia Minor, Sept.
4 (by the Associated
Press),
Battles against the enemy's lines of
defense are nearing an end. This
announcement has been received
with enthusiasm by the Greek sol
diers, who have been fighting
seven .days ana seven nights.
With scanty food and water and
almost without sleep, the Greeks
are greatly fatigued after a three
weeks' march through an almost
deserted country ana against dif
ficult obstacles.
According to the observations of
military attaches the latest battle
was characterized by desperate en
gagements with bayonet and bomb.
The Greeks are declared to have
unflinchingly kept their positions
to the death, and to have shown
valor and endurance. The
auacnes also speak of the military
heroism
of the Turks.

LEADER OF IRISH REPUBLICAN
ARMY MAKES EMPHATIC SPEECH

SUPPORTING SKIN FEIN STAND
Says England Is Handing Out Parliaments
Like Carnegie Gave Libraries; "They Are the
Sort of Medicine That Cures Neither the
North Nor the South."
(BT THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Armagh, Ireland. Bept. 4 (by tho ing the last blow against English
Associated Press.) Michael Col- control of Ireland."
Mr. Collins touched gingerly on
lins, commander In chief of the
Irish republican army and Sinn the peace negotiations, explaining
Fein minister of finance, came to that at present he must choose his
he said, "Is
his constituency today, the first words. "England,"
out parliaments like Cartime he has been able to make a handing
negie gave libraries away; they are
publio appearance here since 1918, the sort of medicine which cures
to thank bis supporters for electing neither the north nor the south."
him to the dall elreann, and as he
It was obvious from Mr. Lloyd
explained, for giving him a man- George's letter, he declared, that
date f'not to sit in the north par- the northern parliament was being
liament."
used as an excuse to keep the
He proved a most emphatic north and the south asunder, but
speaker. He denounced the parti the Orangemen, who had been used
tion or Ireland and appealed to as tools, might find that they stood
Armagn to follow Tyrono and Fer In the way of an agreement, which
managh In denouncing allegiance was in England's interest, and then
io tne northern parliament, "strik- - they would be thrown aside.
"Freedom for Ireland is coming,
nobody can stop It!" he exclaimed.
"Is Ulster, with her tottering parliament going to stay out? Wo say
.to our people there, 'We won't desert you.' "
Mr. Collins had a great reception and when he appeared the auFORECAST.
4.
dience
New
of 6,000 rose and sang the
Denver, Colo.. Bept.
Mexico and Arizona: Fair Monday "Soldier's Song." He
out
and Tuesday; not much change In that Ireland had been pointed
spoken of
under a ban for centuries, but now
temperature.
in Armagh alone
S. 000
nersnns
REPORT.
the Irish language and 10,- spoke
IXCAlj
" Conditions
vuu were learning it.
for tho twenty-fou- r
hour ended at 6 p. m, yesterday,
He denounced tha
recorded by the university!
Sinn Feiners in the jails and In85 ternment camps, especially Spike
Highest temperature
Lowest ,
67 Island, which he
had been" a
Range ,
...... 28 reception hospitalsaid,
for the ' most
Mean .
71 loathsome diseases hefnra tha Sinn
'61 Fein prisoners were taken there.
Humidity at 6 a. m..
20
Humidity at 6 p. m.
uisters claim that she had en.
Precipitation .
..None Joyed he prosperity under English
Direction of wind
declared untrue. "The em- West rule,
Character of day
.Clear'
(Continued on Page Two.).
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extension of executive clt.
,
pardon, it was explained, wou
erate to restore Debs to the full
rights and privileges of citizenship
In addition to freeing
him from
of
prison, while the extension
clemency merely would give him
freedom.
These officials were strongly of
the opinion that in view of the socialist leader's age and because his
offenses have been held to be of
words rather than deeds, the question of clemency might be considered by the attorney general and
the president.
Assertions also were made by
those officials that tho approximately 200 offenders against the
war laws now serving sentences
might be treated apart from Debs
on the question of amnesty. Many
officials
these
of
offenders,
claimed, were convicted of lnfrac
tlons of statutes enacted before the
war and that even waiving provisions of the emergency acts, study
would have to be given their cases
along the lines of the usual federal prisoner for whom a pardon Is
suggested.

REPLY DDES NO T

Representative Manuel Herrick and
some of the beauties to whom
he wrote "mash" notes. Left to
right, above: Margaret Gorman
and Bertie May Rodgers. Below:
Thelma Spencer and Iola
Washington, Sept.
(Special.)
Representative Manuel Herrick
of Oklahoma, who modestly bids
for fame in his sketch in the Congressional Record as the originator
of Herrick's Giant Yellow Corn
and Copper Faced Herefords, fervently wishes that he had confined
his attention to prize cattle and
prize grain instead of permitting
nis tnougnts to stray to prlzo beauties, it Is stated on reliable authority.
Recently the congressman wrote
"mash" notes to forty-on- e
prize
winning beauties of the national
capital. He did this, he asserts, to
prove that it spoils a girl to win a
prize in a newspaper beauty contest. He had previously introduced
in the lower house a bill providing
for the prohibition of beauty contests in newspapers.
The congressman might have
esunperf wlthont serious trouble If
he had had only the girls themselves to deal with. But it now develops that most of the girls have
male relatives. And the male rele-tivare out for blood Herrick's
blood.
John O'Brien, a huBky machinist
a.id husband of the young woman
who until recently was Miss Thelma Spencer, was so enraged at the
treatment his prize winning wife
received at Herrick's hands that he
spent two days looking for the
congressman. He found him at his
office toward the close of the second day. With O'Brien was C. A.
Harbaugh, the father of another
beauty who had been receiving attentions from Herrick.
A Strategic Retreat.
When Herrick saw the pair he
4.

es

OPEN MEETING
AT MINNEAPOLIS
Better Working Conditions to
Be Sought; Will Ask
Equalization of Day and
'

Minneapolis, Minn., Sept. 4.
The twelfth biennial convention of
the National Federation of Postof-flc- e
clerks, representing 30,000
members of the postal force, will
open here tomorrow with about 600
delegates from all sections of the
United States.
Sessions continue
through September 8.
.includea number of
Speakers
members of congress and officials
of the pOstoffice department In
Washington.
The majority of the addresses
win be. delivered at a banquet
Tuesday evening when Senator F.
B. Kellogg of Minnesota and eight
Minnesota congressmen, ' Thomas
Fianerty of Washington, secretary- treasurer of the federation,
the
president of the Minnesota Federa
tion of Labor, and the local postmaster, E. A. Purdy, are to speak.
ouiers to talk at business ses
s:ons include Dr. Lee K. Frankel,
Washington, In charge of welfare
work of the postal department: W.
Irving Glover third assistant postmaster general, representing Post
master uenerai JHays, ana R. u,
Cramer, of Minneapolis, represent
of
ing the American Federation
Labor.
Resolutions will be drawn
up
from recommendations
received
from locals from many sections of
the United States, according . to
George N. Meyers, chairman of
Outthe convention committee.
standing among these recommendations are:
Better working conditions, espewith night
cially in connection
work. Endorsement of the "huefforts advanced by
manizing"
Postmaster General Hays. Time
differential between night and day
workers, to make six hours of
night work' equivalent to the regular eight hour day shift.
-

&

Underwood '

bolted fnr the door, and Harbaugh,
a short, elderly gentleman, swung
at him with his umbrella. O'Brien
tried to grab him, but Herrick got
away, with the two men in hot
pursuit. Help came to Herrick in
time to prevent bloodshed.
What started all the trouble was
an anoiV'mous letter written by
Mr.

He.lck

Inviting forty-nin- e
prize winMng beauties of the capU
tal to enter into a contest for hiB
heart. The letter, which was 'accompanied
by a questionnaire,
reads in part:
"Dear Miss: You Wve entered
Into one prize contest. You are
r.ow entering the second prize contest in which you may win.
Do
you wish to enter a, third .prize
contest, the contest for the greatest
prize on earth that any woman
could ever win the contest for the
whole heart and soul love, and
hand in marriage of one of the fifteen men who is now living on the
earth who can look God and all
humanity square in the eye and
say, "Against my body and against
my soul there rests no moral stain,
for I have kept my soul and my
body free from all moral stain in
order that I may look my virgin
in the eye without guilt and
shame in my heart.
Modesty, Thy Naiuo Is Herrick.
"The girl who is winner of this
contest will have won the love of a
man whoso love will be so great

that If that was the one and only
price that would purchase
your

soul salvation, he would ransom
your soul out of hell with the price
of his own, and if you should enter
this contest and be the winner it
would go a long way toward assuring you of being the winner in the
contest to become Mrs. Washington, for this man now holds one ol
the highest offices in the nation
and will at a time not to exceed
eight years hold the highest, and
the glil who wins his lovo can rest
assured that he will exert every
atom of his powerful influence to
have his sweetheart selected to be
Miss Washington."
After describing himself In glowing terms tho congressman closed
by inviting the recipient of the letter to fill out the questionnaire
which accompanied It. Some of the
girls assert that they signed the
questionnaire out of curiosity or
for the purpose of getting information to turn over to the postal authorities. On complaints from several of the families whose daughters had received communications
from the congressman, the postal
authorities Informed Herrick that
he must bring his "love contest" to
an end.

IN SPITE OF THE REACTIONARIES

POSTAL CLERKS

Night Work.
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VETERANS MEET.
v
Omaha, Neb., Sept. 4. Veterans
or "Sandof the Thirty-fourt- h
storm" division, from Iowa, Nebraska, South Dakota and Minnesota, will hold their first reunion
since the war here" September 19
to 21. Reorganisation of the
urth
Division Veterans' association Is anticipated.
Thirty-fo-

Competitors, who delight In "ragging" tho Journal, express
mock surprise that this paper supported Julgo llnnnn for governor
last fall, In view of our recent statements thnt the dicmocrats used
money improperly In tho campaign and that tho special Interests
Iiavo a foothold In that party.
The Journal suffered under no delusions as to the purity of tho
democratic party. Wo saw the struggle at the Las Vegas convention
between tho progressive and reactionary wings of tho party. We
saw the progressives win In the convention without tho complete
elimination of the reactionaries In the organization.
Wo saw Governor Mochcin, a progressive, nominated by the republicans and then his complete capitulation to the reactionaries in
the early weeks of tlio campaign. Efforts were mado to muzzlo the
Journal concerning tho evils of tho past. Governor Mcclicm did not
do this, but the reactionaries In his organization did do It, They
sought to muzzle us as they muzzled him.
Judge Ifnnnn democratic candidate for governor, was as outspoken as tho Journal against the evils that existed In llic state. He
was unfriendly, politically, with tho reactionaries In his own party.
Ills success would have precluded further reactionary domination.
Tho Journal went to liim In order to preserve Its own freedom of
speech and to help the progressive movement In tho state. For that
decision w6 Iiavo no apology to make. It gave us a chance to make
much public sentiment which later bore fruit la republican legislation
by the legislature.
We know of no improper use of money by Judge Ilnnna, R. E.
Putney, Arthur Scllgman or others in charge of the state campaign.
In the last two days of the campaign we became advised of some local
attempts to combat the improper use of republican money but the
Improper use of a less amount of democratic money. Wo exprcs&cd
then our hearty disapproval.
u
The Journal occupies no
position. We merely
wish to see ordinary decency prevail in political matters. It has not
Is
It
believe
We
in
the
prevailing, reasonably, in
prevailed
past.
both parties, In the present election. Forced to choose, wo will try
always to choose the lesser of two evils.
The Journal believed that tho reactionary element In tho democratic party' took advantage of tho situation this year, after the Journal hud declared for Bursum, to force the nomination of Judge
Mnnno for the punmso of killing him off with another defeat.
We
believe Unit tho ascendancy of men like Judge llnnnn In the democratic puny ii a good thing for the state. Wo were opposed to liis
Uuiii nation and we are opposed now lo Ills mi: k'otr n rampnign, because we ft o not wlsb to see him killed f f . Tho .lourinl let-Ivery
friendly tunatu Judge Hannn. If he acttpU, ns nominal, it uoiiiinntiou
which was forced upon Mm, he will rcniutu without politil-u- injury.
A strong progressive democratic party to contest the stnto with Die
help tho progressive clement
republicans will be wholesome. It will
In the republican party to force forward-lookin- g
policies In the
future.
This year the national situation, In Its relation to New Mexico,
led the Journal to feel strongly that Senator Bursum should lie
elected, unless tl)ero were unusual local reasons for his defeat. Senator Bursuin's attitudo of service and his acceptance of n progiesslve
platform led us to believe that no such reasons existed. The entire
management of his campaign confirms us In oar opinion. Volunteer
workers, Instead of paid henchmen, are being used In the organization. The leuders of the old
crowd are eliminated.
Tho utterances of a few newspapers which tbey own, are the chief
evidences of their survival at all.' These are being attended to gradually by tho people. Such papers must pass to more progressive
hands or pass out of existence. The people will not support then?
enemies for long. These newspapers are the heaviest load Senator
Bursum carries In this campaign. They are the chief source of public suspicion of the senator's good faith with the people.
As Ha una was forced to carry a reactionary handicap last year,
so Bursum Is compelled to carry an element of reaction this yenr.
We are certain thnt this factor has no ascendancy over him. The
peoplo ran trust him to serve them In splto of this dwindling Influence. He should be elected.
'

holier-than-tho-
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Carrier or Mull,

Unless British Cabinet Imposes Time Limit for Acceptance of Offers, Door
Is Still Open,

rrM.)

London, Sept. 4 (by the Associated Press.) The dail eireann'B
reply to the British premier, signed
by Eamnnn de Valera, made public
In London and Dublin today, had
been preceded in the British and
Irish press by apparently Inspired
statements that it would create a
grave situation.
Perusal of the reply, however
affords little reason to fear the
Immediate breakdown of the negotiations, unless the cabinet council
meeting Wednesday should decide
to impose a time limit, within
which Ireland must accept or reject the government proposals.
The reply shows Mr. de Valem
and the dnil elreann hsve not receded from their former position,
British govit emphasizes that the are
not an
ernment's proposals
Invitation to enter into a free and
willing partnership with the nations of the British commonwealth,
but that the conditions Mr. Lloyd
diGeorge seeks to Impose would
vide Ireland into two artificial and
Inmutually destructive states. It
must enter
sists plenipotentiaries
a conference untrammeled by conditions, but, with that proviso, it
says that the dall elreann Is ready
to appoint plenipotentiaries.
Except that Mr. de Valera seems
to Ignore the premier's warning of
danger in delay, the position ex-is
much the same as in the last
change of letters and almost certainly there will be a further exchange before a real crisis arises.
The most threatening fentures
still remain the refusal o Ulster
to yield, in which it is recognized

, Mexico City, Sept. 4 (by the Associated Press). Immediate resumption of oil operations in the
Tamplco rcprlon by American petroleum companies and payment of
postponed taxes with the lifting or
the government embargo on the
companies' funds and oil In stor
age, will result from tho agreement
reached by government
officials
nnd the heads of five American oil
concerns, reported Inst night. There
will be an Immediate movement of
oil from Mexico and after minor
details have been adjusted, a set
tlement will be reached of all the
great petroleum
problems which
have vexed the Mexican government and American development
companies for years.
The agreement, reached in tho
conferences which terminated Saturday night has tho sanction of
President Obregon, who has described it ns a "happy and satisfactory solution to all concerned."
The American oil men who participated, asserted they wero contented with results and were prepared
to leave immediately for home.
"Conferences between the Mexican government and five great oil
companies have been terminated,"
said a statement today by Secretary of tho Treasury de la Huorta.
"The result has been satisfactory,
without damaging tho interests of
Mexico, nor the International policy of Mexico, and'a decision favorable to both parties has been
reached.
"It has been agreed thnt In new
regulations on charges for export
taxation of oil, created by the decree of June 7, It will be arranged
that payments may be mads up to
December 21. Payment will be
mado every three months and not
monthly. There still remain a few
points to be discussed, but which
the oil companies hnvo agreed to
accept after studying certain information and data after their
representatives have reached New
York. When they have done this,
full details agreed on will bo arranged.
"The decree of May
1920, did
not suffer any modification and
the payment of taxes due in accordance with that decree will be
made by the companies represented Monday of next week, when
they will renew operations. I can
also affirm that the satisfactory
result was in accordance with Instructions received from the president, to which I gavo myconsunt."

;,

C00L1DGE UNHURT
WHEN SPEAKERS'
STAND COLLAPSES
Williamsburg,

Mass., Sept.

4.

Vice President Calvin Coolidge and
real danger.
ten other men escaped without
The reply follows:
eswhen the speakers' platform
"We, too, are convinced it Is
imon which they were standing coland
sential that some 'definite
mediate progress should be mado lapsed today.
The vice president, unperturbed,
toward a basis on which further
negotiations can usefully proceed.' climbed out of the debris, made his
'a
way to another platform and deend recognize the futility of
mere exchange of argumentative livered the address at a celebranotes. I shall refrain from com- tion of the 160th anniversary of
menting on the fallacious histori- this town.
cal references In your last comPLAN COAST HESOKT.
munication.
The present Is the
reality with which we have to of El Centro. Calif., Sept. 3 Copies
Mexican newspapers
reaching
deal.
"Conditions of today are the here today carry advertisements of
the
Mexican
government signed by
resultant of the past. Accurately
summing up and giving In simplest President Obregon and Secretary
form the essential data of tho of State VUlareal, asking for bids
for the establishment of a bathing
problem, these dnta are:
of Ireland, ac- bear.h, resort hotels, amusement
"The people
union
pavilions, the building of a breakknowledging no voluntary
with Great Britain, and claiming water and docks on the Cornado
as their fundamental and natural Islands, off the coast of southern
a few miles south of
right to choose freely for them- California,
selves the path they shall take to San Diego.
realize their national destiny, have
by an overwhelming majority, de-

there

is

ry

clared for independence and to set
up a republic, and more than once
have confirmed their choice.
"Grent Britain acts as
Ireland were bound to her by a
contract of union that forbids separation.
"The circumstances of the supposed contract are notorious. Yet,
on the theory of its validity, the
and parliaBritish government
ment claimed to rule and legislate
for Ireland, even to the point of
partitioning Irish territory against
the will of the Irish people and
killing or casting into prison every
Irish citizen who refuses allegiance. The proposals your government submitted July 20 are based
fundamentally on the latter premises. We rejected the proposals
and our rejection is Irrevocable.
They are not an Invitation to Ireland to enter into a free and willing partnership with the free nations of the British commonwealth. They are an Invitation to
Ireland to enter in the guise of,
and under conditions which determine a status definitely inferior to
that of these free states.
Canada, Australia, South Africa
and New Zealand are guaranteed
against domination of the major
state, not only by acknowledged
constitutional
rights which give
them equality of status with Great
Britain and freedom from the control of the British parliament, but
by the thousands of miles which
separate them from Great Britain.
Ireland would have guarantees
neither of distance nor of right.
The conditions sought to be imposed would divide here Into two
artificial states, each destructive of
the other's influence in any com-- r.
on council, and both subject to
military, naval and economic control by the British government.
"The main historical and geographical facts are not in dispute,
but your government insists on
viewing them from your standpoint
and we must be allowed to view
them from ours. The history you
Interpret as dictating union, we
read as dictating separation. Our
interpretation of the fact of 'geographical propinquity,' Is no less
We are
opposed.
diametrically
convinced that ours is the true and
Just interpretation and as proof
are willing that a neutral and Impartial arbitrator should be tho
judge. You refuse and threaten to
give effect to your view by force.
Our reply must be that if you
adopt that course we can only resist as generations before us have
resisted. Force will not solve the
problem and It will never secure
the ultimate victory over reason
and right.
"If you again resort to force, and
If victory or not on the side of
Justice the problem that confronts
ns will confront our successors.
The fact that for 750 years the
problem has resisted solution by
force Is evidence and warning suf- (Continued on Pag Two.).
,.
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HSc a Month
Single Uoptes 5o

NI SEBD

(By The Awoclated Treat.)

(By The Assnrlntrd

senod and in some quarters dissl- patod by the stand taken by
rinllphortw in hist Amarinan Vtar np'Nc
soclatlon address of last Wedne $
Pa
dav atrainst release of what
called "political offenders."
y.
several omciais, on naving
attention called to the stand 0

EDITION

END OF MEXICAN
STRIKE OUTLOOK
OIL TROUBLE IS
TO BE REALIZED
L

'S

Answer Insists That Plenipotentiaries Must Enter Conference .Untrammeled By
Conditions,

general until, a few days ago,
though without official confirmation that Attorney General Daugh-ert- y
would recommend that he be

ately pointed out that a d
existed between a pardo

DAIL EIREANN

DEVALERA GROUP WILL
NOT RECEDE FROM STAND

to Eugene V. Debs, socialist loader,

Y.

'

1

Italy, Workers Had Taken has been suggested today by adOver Factories: Today ministration officials.
Speculation as to disposition of
France Has Stopped Talk- - his case has been widespread here
for several weeks. Reports were
mg of Bolshevism.
al-

al

j

'Cl

C'e

by

..CITY.,
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IN NEGOTIATIONS

Communists
(By The AMoclated Frets.)
Would Seize Industry With
Washington, Sept. 4. Possibility
Aid of Bolshevik Money.
that President Harding after the
with
of

:

Dally

DEMAND

PAST12W10NTHS
Year Ago,

JOURNAL.

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Monday, September 5, 1921.

YEAR
VOL. CLXX. No. 67.

FORTY-SECO-V-

TO--

DISTRICT SEEMS
TO B E UNCHANGED'
Union

Officials

Announce

That Men Will Not Accept
Cuts and That Strike Will
Reach Other Mines,
C. F. AND LSAYS CUTS
NEEDED FOR OPERATION

Increased Cost of Coal
tated Closing of Steel

Dic-

Mill

at Pueblo, Claims Official;
Proposed Pay Is Low,
(By The Asnorlnted Trmt.)

Walsenburg, Colo, Sept. 4. (by
the Associated Press) Indications
that the miners employed by the
Colorado Fuel and Iron Company
in Colorado will not accept
any
wage reduction and that the strike
of the miners in this district might
be extended to other of the company's mines in Southern Colorado
were contained in two statements
tonight by John I McLennan, president of district number fifteen
United Mine Workers of America.
Walsenburg, Colo, Sept 4. (by
the Associated Press) Organizers
of the United Mine Workers were
at work today in the coal camps
of Huerfano and Las Animas counties urging the men not to work at
the reduced scale of wages put 'n
effect at several of the Codorado
Fuel and Iron company's mines
last Thursday and which resulted
In a virtual walk-oof all workers
from these mines.
made tonight
were
Predictions
by union offlcals that when the
Its
company attempts to
mines
morning there
Tuesday
II.
E.
would be no men available.
Weltzel, general manager of the
Colorado Fuel and Iron oompany.
announced yesterday whffn he was
here that none of the mines where
the employes had voted against
which apthewaage reductions,
proximate 30 per cent,, would be
operated.
There Is a shortage of orders, he
said, and the only attempt to fill
such orders as are on hand will be
made at the mines where the cut
has been accepted.
Unless there is a reduction of tha
miner's wages, mines of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company will
probably be unable to operate,
Weltzel stated. The higher cost of
coal In this territory, as compared
with the Colllnsville field In Pennsylvania and the Mingo field in
West Virginia was responsible for
tthe closslng of the steel mill of tha
Colorado Fuel and Iron Company
at
Pueblo, according to Weltzel.
'
Most of the coal mines in th
Trinidad field In Las Animas county
he said, was used at the company's
steel plant. The reductions as announced by Weltzel are from J 7.73
to $7.23 for day men; J1.02 to 7
cents a ton for pick miners; 20
cents to 15 cents a ton for mach-tth- e
miners end from 77 cents to
58 cents for loaders.
Reductions of 20 per cent ara
proposed for dead work, consisting
of all sorts of odd Jobs about the
mine and for which thn rates of
(Continued on Page Two.)
ut

CIVIL WAR IN MINGO SECTION
COMES TO END AS ARMED MEN

SURRENDER WEAPONS TO TROOPS
Trip of Inspection Over Area Shows Absolute
Quiet; Detachments of Soldiers Busy Collecting Arms and Ammunition; Disturbers
Are Allowed to Go Home.

,

(BY TIIE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)'
Madison, W. Va., Sept. 4 (by the two towns nnd tho villages of
Associated Press.)
Fighting be- Clothier, Jeffery and Sharpies.
Several hundred men, supposed
tween armed bands and Logan counto bo under arms, were reported
ty authorities along the Boone-Loga- n
at Sharpies
county line has ceased, said Col. tonight congregated
An
C. A. Martin, commander of federal ready to leave the
region.
to be eithwere
said
number
Coal
River
in
the
Little
equal
troops
valley after a tour of inspection er in Jeffery or Clothier.
of soldiers were
Detachments
today.
and busy today collecting hundreds of
"All fighting has stopped
there are few miners left in the ret arms and many rounds of ammu- gion," ho said, adding that soldiers
(Continued on Page Tvo.)
had displaced all armed men on
Loin
sldo
and
the Boone county
gan county on the east sido of
Spruce Fork ridge, while troops
moving from Logan, had replaced
state police, county deputies and
volunteers on tho western slope.
Colonel Martin said he was told
fairness to Senator Bursum
by soma of the men that there thoInJournal wishes to express It
were a number of bodies and some
sincere conviction to inquiring
He anhills.
wounded
that Sennounced that a searching party of friends ol thisIs paper,
without
personal
Hursiim
ator
tomorsoldiers would be sent out
responsibility for tho vicious
row.
Herald
Evening
tho
of
Shortly after the colonel's return
noon tho editor of tho .lonnuil.
a special train of eight cars, carWo aro satisfied that Senator
rying four hundred men arrived
Uursum and tho republican
from the Spruce Fork ridge recommittee have exgion. One hundred and elKhty-on- e campaign their
good offices In an
hausted
rifles, eighty pistols and a
controversies
large quantity of ammunition were effort to orevent
professing
taken from them here, officers between newspapers
senator In
Hie
toward
friendship
said.
this campaign.
As a number of the men were
The controlling Inflncnces in
will
unarmed, soldiers tomorrow
tho F.vcnlng Herald are only
be sent into the hills to look for
of
nominally for tho election
rifles and ammunition. One miliBurum and would
tary prisoner was brought in. Of-of Senntor sacrifice
his Interests In
ficers said he had a quantity
gladly
order to vent their personal
radical .lterature.
Additional troops arrived in the
spleen toward the Journal.
Wo trust our friends will feel
Little Coal River valley. As tne
Scnatot
no Irritation toward
federal troops arrived by rail In
llursmii on this account.
Sharpless, just behind the fighta
receive
For tho senntor to
ing area, scores of men from the
Is
hills were marching Into the vilsmaller malorlty than ho the
entitled to have, because pi
lage to hand over fire arms to tha
and
military. After surrendering their subtle methods of Mr. Sullywould
tho First National Bank
weapons the men were allowed to
'
bo unfortunate.
go home.
Three hundred soldiers of the
We sincerely iiopo onr friends
Twenty-sixt- h
infantry, who came will believe ns when wo say that
from Camp Dlx, N. J., arrived earwe feci sure thnt tho nemitor U
embarrassed by the methods bely today. They wore dispatched immediately to the neighborhood of ing used.
Blair.
Kxcept for Its effect m SenSoldiers today were In control of ator Bursum we wonld indifferthe valley from Madison to Blair.
ently Ignore these nttacks.
Regulars are located between these

DON'T BLAME
BURSUM.

e
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FDR PLICES

TEAGHERS FIGHT
TAX AMENDMENT

NATIONS COURT
Scandanavians Seek to

,

"

Pro-te-

af

(Sprcla! Correapondence to The Journal )
Hillsboro, N. M, Sept. 4. The

st

Racial Groups By In- following resolutions were adopted
county in
ter Nominations; Two Am- - by the teachers ofat Sierra
Hillsboro which
their convention
Nominated.
are
ericans
afternoon:
closed

1

O

ROOSEVELT

i?Vi.W4,i;"
Jb

at Portales Prove
to Be Success; Many Fine
Numbers
on Programj
Conway Attends.

Meetings

- :
v; ft.

Geneva, Bept. 4. Nominations
n.
.', for the fifteen Judges of the Intci-lonal court of justice which
have been made by most of the
national delegations at The Hague
"
court Of arbitration, are said to
assure plenty of excellent material
to choose from when the election
i
is reached toward the end of the
' program of the second annual session of the league of nations' as- aembly which opens here tomorrow.
Final establishment of the world
tribunal has been assured by the
- ratification of the protocol by moro
re-- ',.

'

than the

states

twenty-fou- r

quired to make that act valid and
there la every reason to believe,
officials say, that the court will be
in action before the end ot the
present year.
Two Americans, Ellhu Root and
Ro'scoe Pound, appear among
Dr.
,.Judicial candidates submitted.
Mr. Root has been nominated by
.three countries Italy, Brazil and
Bolivia. The presiding Justiceship
thus may fall to a national whose
government is not represented In
the
league of nations.
.'..'
The other nominations present a
number of interesting features.
Each country may nominate four
candidates, tout two of these must
belong to other nationalities. Great
Britain has only made one nominFin-la- y
ationthat of Viscount Robert been
and this example has
'
followed by her dependencies.
Few countries have failed to
4 make use of their full right of
In a number of innomination.
stances this right has been employed to accentuate the solidarity
racial or regional
of various
groups, as those of Scandinavia.
South America and the Little Entente of middle Europe.
Thus the Swedes have nominated
a
two of their own countrymen,
Norwegian and a Dane; tho Norbea
Swede
and
wegians, a Dane
sides their own two men, and the
Dines a Bwede and a Norwegian in
addition to two Danes. The lift
of nominations submitted by the
,'OechosTbvak
group consists of
.. one Chechoslovakian, one Jugosla-"'.'j'vla.one Rumanian and one
tav Greek.
Prior to the establishment of the
STtoiter-ation- al
court of Justice, a
ques-- i
'number of important politicalussem-'
come
before the
will
lloni
bly. Foremost looms the Tacna-Arlc- a
dispute, which Bolivia has
requested to have put on the agenChile
has given notice that
da,
. her delegates will move the previous question when this Item is
;reached, their contention belns
that the matter involved doe not
fall within the Jurisdiction of the
league of nations as outlined by
Chile is said to have
K, the covenant.
t. taken a. verv determined stand. A
number of the smaller natijns, on
t
other hand, are desiroui ofhaving similar controversies ad.idt'.'e igated by league action.
are seeking a
The Albanians
chance of appeal from the decision
of the council to have their com-and
plaints against Jugoslavia
'
, Greece
referred to the council of
instead of to thf
;m. ambassadors
league. The Vilna and tho Aland
island disputes also will cume before the session in one form or an- other. It is not expected t'.iat the
division of Silesia will come up for
discussion and It is safe to la.'ume
Germany will not be admitted
,'that
"
until it is too late for her to
raise It.
Several of the reports to be submitted, like those of the tompornry
disarmament commission, the adIn
visory committees on the (ruffle
o
opium, and the provisional eeono-mlfinancial
commission,
and
must necessarily lead to references
j...t the American attltudp toward
the league and suggestion for
ture action or Inaction in relation
to this attitude.
Other reports of the same kind,
which will provide the bulk of the
business to be transacted are as
follows:
By the council on the eonclii- lions of the committee on
ments to the covenant:
by the
j
committee appointed to examine
the scope of the treaty registration
clause of the covenant; bv the International blockade commission:
by the advisory committee in com
munlcations and transit; .by the
International conference on the
traffio In women and children by
tile committee appointed to Investigate the workings of the secretariat and the labor office; by tho
committee on the allocation of ex- , penses and by the council on the

institute,

"We appreciate and value the
services ol our state superintendent, Mr. John V. Conway. We
commend hia earnestness, honesty
of purpose and unmixed courage.
We know he has the interest of
every school teacher in the
and success of their education. Through his forceful speaking ho won the support and respect
his
of every citizen who heard
message as well as the loyalty of
the teaching body.
"We commend the splendid, work
of our county eu-- n
and
r!ntendent, Mrs. Dawson, and
congratulate her on securing this
fine institute for the teachers of
Sierra county and treasure the
cordial relations established
her and her teachers as well
as the social relations and contact
We eincerely
among ourselves.
our
hope she may be able to visit that
schools in the very near future
we may further receive her wise
counsel and advice.
and
"We thank a hospitable
friendly people for the experience
the
us
from
with
we carry away
picturesque town of Hillsboro.
"That a copy of these resolutions be published in the Sierra
Free
County Advocate, the Sierra MornProse and the Albuquerque '
ing Journal.
"ELEANOR L. PHELAN,
"Chairman.
"FRANCES WHITE.
"C. W. MARBLE,
"Committee on Resolutions."
Annrnved bv the Sierra County
Teachers' institute this 2nd day of
September, 1921. j
cqn-du- ct

CAMPAIGN AGAINST
THIEVES
BICYCLE
IS SHOWING RESULTS
The drive against bicycle thieves
results. The
Is already showing
wave of bicycle stealing which has
been growing in Albuquerque for
the past month has apparently sufas a result of the
fered a
activity of the police, not a single
stolen wheel being reported yesterday.
Shortly after 6 o'clock Saturday
Ferevening Officer Ball arrested street
nando Mercado at Second
wheel
and Central avenue with a
frhich has been identified by Pros-pe- r
Jaramillo as tho one stolen
from him on August 21.
The wheel was a "Wonder" bicycle, with two almost new tires
Officers O'Grady and Balazar recovered a bicycle belonging to Albert Kool Friday night in the store
First
of L. F. Brown, on South

V

.

let-do-

'

street

proposed international
of Intellectual work.

Four norfpermanont member"
the council, to serve for another year, are to be elected before
the assembly adjourns and this may
Provide a srlrlteo contest, particularly over the sent held for two
years by Eulglum. The little country of Kl'ig Albert feels that its
It to
part in tho great war entitles
remain in the council so long as
questions relating to the treaty of
Versailles remain unsettled, while
other countries feel that Belgium
should now give way to some other
nation in order to make the coun
ell as widely representative as
of

nni-rd- -"

I'

.dps

I
r

m

iristvors
ft
n

STRIKE OUTLOOK

IN WALSENBURG

DIS-TRIC-

T

UNCHANGED
(Continued from Page One.)
pay vary according to the nature
of the work.
Is Bare Living Wage.
Union leaders declare that the
cuts would put the miners pay
down to a bare living wage and
would not permit them to aocumu.
late for the periods when the mines
are closed.
To this objection General Manager Weltzel proposes
steadier
work, declaring that with cheaper
coal it would ee possible for the
Colorado Fuel & Iron company to
orders.
get more
However, no
guarantee of any kind is offered
by the company along this line.
from the payroll of the Walsen
mines. Weltsel quoted wages made
by some ofthe miners.
During
July, the latest month available,
one machine miner earned $478 for
twenty days work, according to
figures taken from this payroll.
Other figures gave $462 for machine miners.
Two pick miners
earn $278 during the same period
Four loaders earned $2D7,$238,
$808 and $230. These figures were
admittedly the best of the more
than 500 miners then employed at
the Wa'een camp.
The average wage for pick
miners in this camp during July
was $9.24 a day, according to W.
S Getchel,
superintendent jf the
Walsen mines.
Records of the state coal mine
Inspector show that during July
the Walsen mine worked nineteen
days. According to these figures
the average earnings for pick miners at this mine during July would
have been $175.56.
Union officials say the earnings
of day men at the $7.76 scale was
$147.24.
Under the proposed scale
these same day laborers
would
have earnej $89.76 during July, according to the figures of union officials. No average earnings for
machine miners and loaders were
made public by Mr. Getchel. He
said that average dally earnings
had been figured only for the pick
,
miners.
Records fron the office of the
state coal mine inspector show that
at ten of the Colorado Fuel and
Iron company's mines the average
number of days worked
during
July was 14.8, varying from twenty-five
days at the Leste mine in
Huerfano county, to eleven days
for
and Prlmero
mines In Las Animas counties and
ten days at the Ideal mine, near
here.
officials
On this basis, union
point out, men would earn an aver-ag- o
In the ten mines under the reduced scale of only $78.75, while
those in the two mines that worked only eleven days would have
earned $57 75 during the month.
During the first seven months of
this year the Walsen mine worked
184 days the Lester 151, the Sopris
128 and the Morley 117. The average working days per month In
these four mines was eighteen.
Under these conditions with a
scale of $7.75 a day, day men at
these mines earned an average of
officials
$139.50 a month, union
point out, and if the reduced scale
had been effective for the same
period, they declare, the earning
capacity or tne men wouia nave
been reduced to $94.50 a month,
while those working in the Morely
mine which operated only 117 days,
up to the first ot August, would
have received less than this average, which they consider a low
wage.
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The flavor of coffee
lartfely determines
its value. The better
the flavor, the better
you like it. If you
good coffee you
will enjoy the flavor

en-jo- y

Of HILLS BROS.
"RED CAN" COFFEE.

UUIViDLR
ALBUQUERQUE
42

GLASS-

-

PAIT- -

CEMENT. PLASTER
LUMBER COMPANY
NOKTH FUtSI 8TKEET

LEADER OF IRISH
REPUBLICAN
ARMY
SPEAKS AT ARMAGH
(Continued from Page One.)
igratton figures," he said, "go to
show more Protestants than Catholics left the northern counties to
escape it." The taxation of Ulster
to pay England, which he estimated at ten pounds per head, he asserted, waa sufficient to bring tho
Ulsterltes into a united Ireland, but
it it did not, the custom houses
would.
"England," he said, "wants a
truce today because she wants to
save her face."
Owen O'Duggy, chief Uason officer for the northern district, in
dealing with Ulster, was more em-

-

sennd-kse-

H. CARNES

Albright

Anderson

rel yesterday with Amarate Martinez and Arvel
Martinez, also
miners. The pair is being held by
the sheriff pending an inquest and
investigation.
Last night, it s alleged, the two
Martinez's brought Archlletta
In
a semi conscious condition to Walcabin
from
their
south of
senburg
town, where the alleged quarrel is
said to have occurred.
They informed the sheriff it is said, and
he directed them to place the man
under a physician's care. The two
men, however, removed the man
back to their cabin without consulting a physician, according to
the sheriff.

P AC KARD
One ride in the

newPack-ardSingleSixwilltelly-

ou

more of its comfort and
power than anything we
couldpossiblysayinprint
YOU CAN SAFELY EXPECT FROM THE PACKARD
SINGLE. SEX A YEARLY AVERAGE OF 17 MILES
OR BETTER TO THE GALLON OF GASOLINE,
2,000 MILES OR BETTER TO THE GALLON OF
' OIL AND 15,000 MILES OR BETTER VROM TERES

The Packard

Champion

of
Champions"
"The best trapshooter
in the United States is
Homer Clark. Some
folks say he is the best
in the
a
said
famous
world,"
sport writer recently of
Homer Clark, who'won
all of his laurels with.

trapshooter

WESTERN.shells.

Qualifications
for
Trapshooting.
A man might have all
the natural qualifications in the world nec-

essary to the make-u- p
of a "human shooting:
machine," and he might
own the best gun in the
world, but without
shells that were reliable in every way, it
would be impossible.1
for him to make a good
showing at the trap.

That's

why

Homer

Clark sticks to Western
shells.

Tour-

v

Some of the points of
superiority of Western
shells ex p er ien'ced
hunters will at once
recognize are the Hot
FJash Primer, insuring
quick ignition.. The bat- -'
tery cup pocket for'
primer, insuring accurate finished results
no hang fires. The
steel locked base.-Gasecannot lose. No
b u r s t e d gun barrels.

The

multi-fibr-

e

s

tube,

and strong
No swell, no fracture.
Western shells are absolutely waterproo- fno ruined trips dire
to wet shells. Long
years of experience fbx
damp-pro-

of

,

highly skilled workmen,' perfect machin
ery, and highest grades
of material make Western shells what they
are, Get them at

4

.

PACKARD MOTOR CAR COMPANY &YTRO IT

INLAND SAUER & COMPANY
Phone

506--

420 West Central Avenue

Clsk
Be Photographed This Tear
on Your Birthday.
Phone 820 Room S, Grant Did.

Single-Si- x

ing is now $2975, feOek Detroit

THE

STUDIO

"The

Superiority

j

WALSENBURG MINER
KILLED IN QUARREL

SHELLS

Points of

'

Motorists everywhere were searched for weapons.

The Great Sunken lake. In the
Cascade mountains, is the most
deeply sunken lake In the world.
It is two thousand feet down to
the surface of the water, but the
depth of the water is unknown.

were very encouraging and stimulating to all who attended, Professor Steed gave valuable advice
to the young teachers. Professor
Russell delivered a fine address on
literature and expressed ' a desire
that every boy and girl in the
schools have a keen Interest in
"
geod literature. Professor Taylor appoint plenipotentiaries."
gave an interesting talk. Dr. D.
H. Williams gave a talk
on the Journal want ads get results
health problem that now confronts
the teachers.
State Superintendent Conway
was here two days and delivered
several lectures showing bow he Is
in the fight for better schools.
Professor Blckley and R. R. Rum-bi- o
both gave good thoughts to
ALL CVRS READY
teachers. The, Rev. J. F. Nix expressed In a tew well chosen words
his appreciation of the work and
gave to the teachers a desire to
FOR
PEAK have' more sympathy for the glrte
s
Larsut stock ot ow tna
and boys of small opportunities.
tlrei and
Prof. McKlnley of Curry conducted Bloyclaa Id tb ctt. BlcyclIiiweit
kiitnrt repairing.
prlcn
a very interesting silent reading nuppllei.
BKOAD BICVOLE
TKAUINU CU
Phon
AUTO ROAD RACE contest.
South
Ssmnd.
t!S
Prof. Eugene Butts showed the
teachers by charts and diagrams
how to interpret scores made in
educational tests. The department
(Br The Auoclntfd Treu.)
Wind Shield Glass-LumbColorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 4. exercises were also a great success.
tUUBEB Cll
J, O. BALDHIIH1E
readings and musical numAutomobiles of all the entrants Several
bers were rendered by the Portales
tt South rinl Street, I'boB 101
for the Pikes Peak races to be held
people.
here Labor day have been exam-IneOn
Wednesday
evening the
speed tests for the order of teachers were entertained on the
court
house
lawn with a band constarting have been run and every- cert and watermelon
feast.
thing is now In readiness for the
C.
third annual climb up one of
SPEC1AI IS1 IN (H ULAR
America's most famous mountains. CONDITIONS IN
KKFRAtTION.
Visitors from out of town repreINDUSTRY SHOW
107 8. Fourth
Phone 1067-senting many sections of the state,
TURN
began arriving this afternoon, and
BETTER
It Is believed that the largest crowd
In the history of the races will be
(Continued from Page One.)
posted along the highway to witness a record list of entries to combetween the three great
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc
pete for the Penrose trophy under standing
making up our national
Boilermaker and Welders
the auspices of the American Au- elements
its
Tel. ISOS-- d
tor
will
life
it
feel
well
ttoe 8 Becnnd St.,
repaid
tomobile association.
V
J
effort.
has seen the final
Today
"At
rate at a time when the
preparation for the race. A few other any
of the
movements
trial spins by the drivers, a last bit world labor
are attacking American
of road wotk by the gangs which
will not Join them
it
labor
because
are keeping the course in condl In their
programs it
rVI'KWKlIKH
tlon, and then every one in any seems as revolutionary
it tho least that our patriCAUUON PAPERS
way connected with or Interested otic and fairmlnded citizens can
do
in the races will await clear skies to show their
appreciation of its
with th- - hope there will be no
stand is to Join hands with
clouds hovering
about the bald spendid
it in trying to make conditions betcrest of the peak.
In the shops,
The unfortunate death of Wal- ter for the workers
mills, railroads and all other
lace Coleman, Chevrolet pilot, who mines, where
men and women toll
Jumped the road Thursday morn- places
moveAnd Instead of
ing when his car skidded, has not ments to destroyencouraging
PRINTERS
the unions they
in any way dampened the determiso to
should
unions
the
BINDKKS
encourage
nation of the drivers to break the
STATIONERS
improve their methods and proexisting records for the climb.
grams that employers would reIt advantageous to deal with
208 West Gold Ave.
Journal Want Ads bring results. gard
them."
d.

'

Western

nt

er

come into
united Ireland," he declared, "we
will tighten the boycott. It that is
n t succeseful, we will bring leaii
against them. Ulster cannot remain a bridgehead against the advance of he nation."
On the platform, which was decorated with American and Sinn
Fein flags, were leaders of all sections of Ireland, as well as Harry
J. Boland, Mr. de Valera's secretary,, and Sean Mllroy, chairman
of the Sinn Fein clubs of America.
The Orangemen held a Black
chapter in the Presbyterian church
to the
today, but In marching
church avoided Sinn Fein quarters.
Mr. Collins arrived from Dublin
soon after noon to find the city
festooned with Sinn Fein colors
His followers of County Armagh,
Including delegations from various
civil bodies, as well as the lord
mayor of Londonderry, and representatives of the Monoghan, Tyrone and Fermanagh county councils greeted hlpi- - There were also
thousands of other visitors, including many from Belfast.
were arranged at
Receptions
and
Castle Blayney
Dundalk,
Keandy bofoie he entered Armagh.
wore a Sam
One of his officers
Browne belt with a loaded re-- 1
volver.
,
After luncheon Mr. Collins went
to St. Patricks college, which was
a mass of yellow and green, to receive addresses from civic bodies
and clubs He then took his place
in a procession.
The first northern division of the
Irish republican army had charge
of the
the police
arrangements,
having been notified the Sinn Fein
to
would undertake
maintain law
and order.
In the procesRlon were pu t of
the Fourth division of the repub- llcan army, the Fifth cyclist corps,
parts of the Second division, and
All were in
the Third division.
civilian clothes, the only uniforms
being those of the members of the
pipers' bands.
The Irish republican army men
kept good order. There were several Irish republican army officers
wearing Sam Browne belts with
service revolvers. They directed
the larger torce and kept watch on
Mr. Collins. Cheers went up wher
ever he appeared, but the crowd
was kept well away from him.
Asked whether Kamonn de Va-- 1
lera's reply to Premier
Lloyd
George could be regarded as a rethe
of
British
government's
jection
offer, Mr. Collins said:
"Better let the reply speakfor
Itself. Our position is unchanged
We have taken our stand on 'government by consent of the govern- -'
ed." Its acceptance In principle by
Great Britain would mean a speedy
peace."

CIVIL WAR ENDS IN
MEN
MINGO AREA;
here today of injuries he is alSURRENDERING ARMS leged to have received In a quarnlnltion from the men gathered in
the three villages.
This afternoon Lieutenant Brine,
sn army intelligence officer, left
Madison in a railway motor car for
Jeffery. He was accompanied by a
detail of soldiers and said he was
en route for Van, a mountain village. Near there, he said, he and
lis men expected to seize an arsenal said to have been the base of
the armed men.
Troops guarding the railroad today halted a train bound from the
disturbed area to St, Albans and
searched several score of miners
who were passengers, for weapons.
A number of pistols and much ammunition were confiscated.
The streets of the little mining
villages up the valley from here
presented an unusual sight all day
as uniformed soldiers patrolled the
The
ordinarily peaceful streets.
rule in each was that every one
on the street must keep moving.

Continued from Page One.)
flclent. It is true wisdom, there,
not
fore, and true statesmanship,
any false idealism, that prompts
of
Threats
nio and my colleagues.
force must be set aside from the
beginning as well as during actual
conduct of the negotiations.
"The respective plenipotentiaries
must meet untrammelled by any
must
conditions save the facts, andeubse-quebe prepared to reconcile
differences not by appeals
to force, covert or open, but by reference to some guiding principle t.
on winch there is common agree-menWe have proposed the prinof
ciples of government by consent
the governed, and do not mean ex-it
as a mere phrase. It is simple
pression of the test to which any
proposed solution must respond 'f
it is to prove adequate, and it can
be used as the criterion for the details, as well as for the whole.
That you claim it as a peculiarly
British principle, instituted by the
British and 'now the very life of
the British commonwealth' should
make H peculiarly acceptable to
you.'
"On this basis, and this only, w
see hope of reconciling the considerations which must govern the
attitude of Great Britain's representatives with the considerations
that must govern the attitude of
Ireland's representatives and on
this basis we are ready at once to

PIKES

phatic
"if Ulster fails to

B? The Auoclntcd Pram)
Walsenburg, Colo., Sept. 4. Antonio Archuletta, e miner, la dead

(Continued from Page One.)

i

Portales, N. M., Bept. 4. The
teachers' institute ot Curry and
Roosevelt counties convened in
Portales in Joint sessions the past
week. Due to the arrangements of
the superintendents of the respective counties, Mr. Steel of Cuiry and
Mr. Palm of Roosevelt, the different sessions have proven a great
success.
The teachers of this
county were glad of the chance to
mingle with the teachers of the
neighboring county, and Portales
has extended the best of hospitality to the teaching torce of both
counties.
The addresses of the past week

J

--

REPLY DOES NOT
BREAK
DEMAND

JOIN INSTITUTES

"Resolved that
"We are unalterably opposed to
the eighth amendment because we
know It would cripple the public
schools of New Mexico
"We approve and congratulate
the action of Governor Mechem in
reversing himself on this amendment and we thank him for the
manner in which he
courageous
came out for the people's cause,
"We ask all friends of education
and teachers and those interested
in the welfare and betterment of
our school facilitiea to go to the
polls on the 20th day of September and defeat the eighth amendment.
"We thank Prof. A. O. Bowden,
the dean of education at Baylor
college, for his splendid lectures
and the excellent helps and aids
he has given the teachers during
this institute, which has proven an
inspiration to all of us. We are Left to right: Willard B. Sleberllng, Pilot W. T. Van Normine, Pilot Bernard Von Hoffman, Pilot Ralph
H. Upson, C G. Andrews and J. S. McKibben.
much better equipped for our work
and his valuable suggestions have
The
men
who
will
man the
We
nett free balloon race which will
race
ing the biff international
strengthened our resources. Bowballoons which will represtart from Brussels, Belgium,
heartily commend Professor with threeAmerica
they will make flights over Gerin
sent
Gordon
the
to
Ben
other
have
Institutes,
den
sailed for Europe. Follow
county
man; and Russia,
an abiding hope that we may have
him with us again at some future
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the man who owns one

m

RAABE &

IMUGER
"If It's Hardware
Have It."

We
r

First and Copper,;
Phone 74.
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fifty-gallo-

slow-calle-

mis-nam-

Can Europe Produce Good Pictures?
J.I, CONWAY TO
"Yes," Reply Producers, "With
MEETTEACHERS
American Directors and Stars."

INK
THE!

HAVE

BICmE

TIE
THIEF

tlo-yar-

II

rg

Etruscan
One of

table silver-

ware stands with

the best products

of the Middle

Georgian Period.
The designers of
that time were
strongly impressed with pure
Greek and Roman
forms, invariably
voiding the ro-

coco, the fantastic and the ornate.

This new Gorham
pattern, modeled
upon these standards, attracts by
its classic simplicity and Is especially appropri
ate to Colonial

(Uvo.

and Georgian
dininz" rooms. ,

.

Set
$80.00

Set
Design
and
price

unequal- -

ed.

S. T. VANN,
t -i
.

.-

CENTRAL AT
THIRD.

The deceased leaves a wife and
two sons, Frank Moore of City of
Mexico. Mexico, and Wlllard Moore
of this city. a telegram has been
sent to Frank Moore, informing
him of the death of his father, but
it is likely he will not be able to
come to the funeral as he was In
jured a few days ago In an auto- mcMie accident.
i ,
The remains have been taken In
cliarge by Strong Brothers. Fu
neral arrangement
will be an
nounced later.
-

$135.00

!

0T
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DROP GAMEWITH

TOURISTS ARB KILLED.
Bloomlnflrtnn. til stunt a Tuta
men and two women were killed
and another woman Injured when
their automobile was struck by a
Chlcaeo A Alton train f
at Ocoyn today.. The victims composed a touring party.

LUI

Fitz-mauri-

RASPUTIN'S SLAYER
IN POLISH PRISON

contests that either
team has played this year..
The victory yesterday is the first
one the Los Lunas team has ever
won over the Old Town stars In the
three years that the latter team
has been organized. The teams

tightly-foug-

ht

have played some close games before but the stars have always come
cut with the targe end of the score.
Alvarez, pitching for the Los
Lunas, was in excellent shape yesterday, pitching one of the best
games he has pitched this 6eason.
Lucero, who opened the game lor
the Stars, later resigned and his
place was taken by Gilliam, who
finished the game in good share.
Guevara, the speedy little catcher
for the Stars, showed up well !n
the game.
The iLos Lunas team will come
to Albuquerque today for a return
match with the Stars. The Sta-- s
are unanimous in stating that they
expect to win todays game.
Todays game will be played at
the field at Fourteenth street and
New Tork avenue and will be called
ed at 2:30 o'clock.

e,

popular pattern! in Gorbam

s

TOI

Para-mount- 's

GEORGE HECKARD MOORE,
PIONEER OF THIS CITY,
DIED YESTERDAY AT 3:25
George Heckard Moore, an old
pioneer of this city, died at his
110 South Edith street, yesterday afternoon at 3:25 o'clock,
after suffering from a complication of diseases which practically
kept him Indoors, most of the time
in bed, for over a year.
The deceased was born In Wells- ville, Penn., on December 13, 1845.
While quite young he moved to
Kansiig with his parents, and when
the Banta Fe railroad was building
through that state he had charge
of the boarding cars, coming to
New Mexico in 1878. He had charge
of the boarding cars and also con
ducted a hotel at Wallace (now
Domingo) station, when that place
was a division point. He was in
business there up to the time the
division was moved from Wallace
to this)
to Albuquerque, coming
city In 1885 or '86, wnen tie purchased the Windsor hotel (now the
Bellevue). on South First street.
He conducted the Windsor hotel
for a number of years, after which
he moved to his ranch, known as
the Moore ranch, on Mountain
road, east of the city. A few years
atro' the ranch was eold to W. C.
Thaxton, after which the deceased
and family moved to tne

the

Can Europe make movies that tions will bephotographed in England, France and Italy, so that in
equal those produced in this coun- Paramount
pictures coming from
try?
Europe American film patrons will
Except for a bare half dozen of see a new type of background.
the most ambitious European specJohn S. Robertson, the director
tacle pictures released In this coun- whose genius was responsible for
try during the last few months, "Sentimental
Tommy" and "Dr.
Europe to date has shown no picand Mr. Hyde," is now work,
tures comparable in any way with Jekyll
ing in the Paramount London
the average pictures made in Hol- studio
producing "Perpetua," from
lywood.
a play by Dion Clayton Calthrop.
directors In the leading roles are Ann ForBut, given American
and American
players, say film rest and David Powell, two well
producers, Europe can easily pro- known American players.
Scenes
duce pictures that not only will be for this production will be photoas good as those made in this coun- graphed in France, as well as Engtry, but will have the added at- land.
traction of Europe's beautiful
"Beside the Bonnie Brlor Bush,"
scenery and the historical settings Ian MacLaren's
famous Scotch
of the old world.
is npw being
produced in
story
With this in mind the producers Scotland by Donald Crisp.
"Danof Paramount
a
have
pictures
gerous Lies." an original photostudio in London, This studio has play
E.
Phillips. Oppenheinv has
been in operation; for more than a Just by
been finished in London by
now
that the production Paul Powell.
year and
organization has been whipped into
More and more, motion
efficient shape Paramount is send- are becoming international pictures
because
ing to Europe some of its best di- the American film, enthusiast is no
rectors, who, with all of England
content with the
and the continent to draw on for longer
hills of Hollywood or
backgrounds, plan to make pic- the locations of Fort Lee.
tures with prominent American
players in the casts.
George Fltzmauriee, one of the
best Paramount directors, who OLD
STAR
and "On
produced "Experience"
With the Dance," Is now in
London studio. He has his
own cameraman with him, and the
first of a series of pictures he will
make is "Three Live Ghosts." from
the Broadway success of last season. vNorrhan Kerry, and other
well known American players will
IS
LOS
be in the cast. Later Mr.
will do "The Man From
Home," Booth Tarkington's famous
The Old Town Stars lost their
play. Scenes from these produc
game with Los Lunas yesterday by
a 7 to 6 score. In one of the most
,.

Charles Lewis Baker, said to
have admitted the theft of four bicycles, since recovered by police,
was arrested at First street and
avenue
Lead
early
yesterday
morning by Captain O'Grady and
Patrolman Salazar of the force.
He gave the officers a list of the
places where he had sold the stolen wheels, and the police have recovered all four of them,
Bnker is said to have admitted
Funnies
Picture
the theft of the bicycle belonging
Moving
to Leonard Kool, which the pofrom
lice recovered
Saturday
store. He Is
Brown's second-han- d
also said to have told the police
,4
that he had sold wheels at the
GET
shop, at the railroad
and at a boarding house at
the.
623 South First street.
OLD
' At the latter address the police
'PARSON
last night recovered a boy's Indian
bicycle, which had recently bofn
painted blue over its original rea.
The wheel answers the description
of one recently reported as stolen.
south of
At the railroad
town a Wonder Masterliyke was
recovered, which Bakes is said to
Another
have admitted stealing.
wheel, belonging to Joe Altmlx,
1315 West Tljeras, was recovered
by Altmlx from the McSpadden
bicycle shop. The fourth one was
found Saturday at the Brown second ' hand store, the handle-bar- s
having been changed.
When arrested. Baker produced
a bill of sale from Ygnacio Ysidro
for the wheel which he later sold
Charles
Cut out the picture on all four at the McSpadden shop.
sides. Then carefully fold dotted Lewis Baker was named as the
line 1 its entire length. Then dot-te- d purchaser, and one of the witnessline 2, and so on. Fold each es to the' sale was Fred Dunn. This
aroused the suspicion of the posection
underneath
accurately.
When completed turn over and lice, since the tame Harly Dunn
given by the man who sold the
you'll find a surprising result. was
wheel at Brown's. Another bill of
sale from Ba'ei to a man at the
is in handwritrailroad
ing eimilar to that of ttv) other,
which leads officers to believe that
Bakor forged the first bill of sale.
Baker will receive a hearing in
police court this morning.
tKLirtu

Washington, Sopt. 4. American
labor was urged "to go forward"
through more complete organization by Samuel Gompers. president
of the American Federation of Labor, In his annual Labor day message to the working men of the
United States.
The message, which will be read
at gatherings of organized workers
on Monday, said:
"We meet to observe this Labor
day at a time when the citizenship, the understanding, the loyalty and solidarity of all our people
is passing through the test of fire.
"We meet at a time when the
great need is to stand together.
"We are confronted by unemployment. Nearly six millions of
our people have no work.
"The reactionary forces among
employers are slow to turn their
minds to constructive effort.
"They are slow to learn that the
Injunction as abused in Industrial
disputes, is an unlawful, ineffective, tyrannical weapon.
"They are slow to learn that the
d
Individual contract as
a measure of industrial disfranchisement is a badge of enslavement which the American workers
will not accept.
"They are slow to learn that the
Is
destruction of our movement
Impossible, either through the infamous
open shop campaign or by any other device.
"But. though they are slow to
learn, they do learn.
"Every advance of labor marks
an advance in the education of employers.
"The constructive ability of our
movement is called upon to the utmost to bring the full flood of life
back to our Industries under conditions of freedom, with the democratic)
ideal dominating
everywhere,
"We will not be driven back. We
will go forward. The light that has
come Into the life and work of
our people can never be shut away
from them. There must be more,
and more, and more and more tomorrow than today, more the next
day than tomorrow, and more for
everv coming tomorrow.
"The times of today are severely
trying. They are not of our making, but they are for our redemption.
"We must organize for our task.
Tho unorganized are helpless. They
nor
can neither help themselves
Their strength,
tbelr fellows.
their skill, their inspiration, are
lost until they organize.
"Our first great task Is to organunorize to bring together the
ganized, to
bring together ac-in
Ptrength of united thought and
tion all of our people everywhere.
"Man today wins no victories
alone; ha overcomes no injustice
by himself, he contributes nothing
to the tide of progress, white he
walks by himself. The battle for
justice, for progress, for democracy, for freedom, for a better life
for all, Is the battle of all. It must
bo fought by all and all must bo
united.
"Organize for the five million
mark organize for justice for
freedom, for the great struggle to
right wrongs, for the triumph of
service over tyranny and greed.
"Take the message of organization everywhere, united In the
service of humanity, for the good
of our people and the rreatest
glorv of our country.
"Organize for the five million
mark. On this Iabor day begin
the forward march."

GREEK TROOPS KEEP
UP ADVANCE AGAINST
TURK NATIONALISTS
(Hy Th

Athens,

Prince Tussupoff.

Prince Yussupoff, who was reto be the man who shot and
ported
killed Rasputin, the Russian monk
who possessed a malign influence
over the family of Czar Nicholas
and thereafter, for a short time in
1916, became the idol of the Russian people, is in a Polish prison,
according to a recent report Although the prince never admitted
having killed Rasputin, be never
denied

Amorlntfrt Praia.)
4. Greep troops

Sept.

are continuing their advance
against the Turkish Nationalist
along the Sakaria river says an
official statment.
A

John V. Conway, state superintendent of public instruction, is in
the city today to address the general meeting of the public school
teachers which will be held in the
high school auditorium at 10:30
o'clock this morn:n&. After Mr.
Conway's address
City Superintendent John Milne will outline
plans for the year's work. The
various supervisors will also discuss their work for the year.
A meeting of all of the teachers
who are new in the Albuquerque
sjstem is called for 10 o'clock at
the high school. Practically all of
the teachers are here and ready to
begin work on Tuesday morning.
Miss Cora Allen has been detained
a few days on account of the serious Illness of her sister, and Mrs
E. E. Mann has been granted sick
leave to recover from a recent illness.
are that the enrollProspects
ment of the city schools will be
heavier
than last
considerably
year. The high school enrollment
is expected to reach 800 when class
work actually begins this week.
The four temporary annex class
rooms which have been built In the
rear of the high school grounds
are ready for t.se and additional
class room space in the neighboring church Is available if it should
be needed.
VAGRANT THREATENS
LIFE OF PATROLMAN
WHEN PUT IN JAIL
II. JoneH, colored, arrested last
night by Patrolman Salazar on a
charge of vagrancy, is said to have
created ,a rather bad impression
upon the police force by telling
Jailor Greene that "as soon as
I get out of here I'm going to kill
that Salazar."
Jones was arrested early yesterday evening at First street and
while lounging
Tijeras avenue,
around the streets. He was taken
to the police station, and when
searched was found to have two
knives, two razors, and a cartridge
belt full of shells upon his person.
The police believe that he threw
his gun away while near the railroad tracks in order to avoid having it found on him.
He will be given a hearing this
morning.
TEXAN ARRESTED.
New York. Sept. 4. Frank McDowell, who, it is charged, embezzled $35,406 from the National
bank of Graham, Tex., of which
0
he was president, was held in
ball today for a hearing September 13. He was arrested last
night here as a fugitive from
$10,-00-

Comfort Baby's Skin
With CuticuraSoap
And Fragrant Talcum

communique says:
to a Constantinople

semi-offici- al

"According

report, the Turkish authorities at
To Women
Bafra arrested 500 prominent Special
Greeks June 16, and after forcing The most economical
cleansing and
each to pay a large sum, put them
germicidal of all antiseptics la
to death. Seven hundred escaping
orphans died of starvation."

I.

it

"SCHOOL DAYS, SCHOOL DATS"
Do- -VOU remamhai ,KA
i
vuu um
j sung
about school days being golden
rule
uhjts i ii is wrong to send a coughing, sneezing.
child to
spitting
school to spread disease germs
among other little ones. Common
colds are infectious. Protect your
own and other little ones with
Foley's Honey and Tar. This safe
family remedy checks coughs and
colds, loosens phlegm and muctious
and coats raw, irritating memwith a healing, soothing
brane
Sold everywhere.
medicine.
,

UP CITY TODAY

A soluble

Antiseptic Powder

to be dissolved in water as
needed.

-
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The Gill patented
leak less joint stays liflkless even
after it opens 8 to
inches
as a result of cylinder wear.
Nothing can get past 0111 Piston
Rings.
lock-sto-

--

Gill Piston Ring Co.
706
W. Central.

Phone

A7T--

As a medicinal
antiseptio for
douches in treating catarrh, inflammation or ulceration of nose,
throat, and that caused by feminine Ills it has no equal. For ten
years the Lydla B. Pink ham Medicine Co. has recommended Pas-tin- e
in their private correspondence with women, . which prove
its superiority.
Women who have
been cured say It Is "worth Us
in
weight
gold." At druggists. 60c
large box, or by mail. The Paiton
Toilet Co,, Boston, Mass,

-

CON1TAI.TO DIRS.
Gladstons, N. J
Sept. 4.
Madame Rosa Linde, a noted conShe
tralto, died here yesterday.
was the widow of Frank Wright.

5

ft

WAY

TO PROSPERITY
IS 'TO

1

Sept. 4. Secretary
called on every,
body to work for the general good,
in a Labor dny statement. He said:
the
"This nation has become
greatest of all producing nations
because It works;
"Just now we are in the depths
of a depression. Everybody is interested In the way out. And we
have made up our minds that the
way to prosperity is to work. Just
now work Is more important than
Washington,

of Labor

(By The Ainocintrd Treat.)

tin, ico In T.na Pnnrfe- -

larins.
The house in which the still and
mash was found was deserted when
the raid was made, and no one has
been arrested as yet. Agents are
senrching for the operators of the
still, and arrests are expected to
follow.
v
The still Is said to be one of the
stills ever captured here, besides being the largest.
About sixty feet of
copper tubing constituted the
coil, which was installed in a large
hogshead filled with cool n water,
The still proper is of construct-V- ..
and is tightly
'.capacity,
&
nnpciallv-con- jt
,uHAi,),nnt
otructed coupling device connects
5 the coil to theof Btm.
the large scale on
Some idea
which the distillers have been opthe
erating may be gathered from capfact that vessels with a totalfound
were
acity of 100 gallons
closest othe still, apparently with
of another run
the expectation
kegs, two
shortly. Two
kegs
kegs, four
were found, besides three
numa
and
three
jugs
Jugs,
The
ber of smaller containers.
officers believe that it has been
about ten days since the last large
distillation.
Two hundred gallons of the mash
was raisin mash, and the balance,
consisted of potato
B50 gallons,
and corn mash. The officers were
somewhat puzzled when they first
discovered the potato mash, thinking from its appearance that it was
preparation of Eartlett pears.
Investigation, however showed that
It was composed of sliced potatoes.
The raid was made shortly after
4:30 o'clock yesterday afternoon,
nd the officers were kept busy
for more than three hours emptyouting the mash onto the ground were
side the house.Samples only
kept, and brought to the federal
building to be locked in the vault.
The still and hogshead in which the
mash was stored were transported
on a truck. The
Jo Albuquerque
still was of such size that It was
necessary to tear off the jamb of
the door to get it out of the cellar.
The still and the samples of
mash will be kept at the federal
building pending the arrest of the
distillers.

IRISH PRESIDENT'S
WIFE OPENS BAZAAR

More Complete Organization
Is Suggested By President
of Federation in Annua!
Labor Day Message.

Fifty-Gallo-

A fifty gallon copper still and 750
gallons of corn, raisin, and potato
mash, the largest still and the largest quantiy of mash ever captured
Jn the state, was seized yesterday
efternoon by federal prohibition

.
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Davis,

anything else.
"Labor day this year calls everybody to work. And there never
was a day when work a new kind
of work was more plentiful than
it is In the day of widespread unemployment, as now.
"The work is to Improve the
situation. And anybody can take
"ftv

iMictanf&

a hnnd.

ft v

Mrs. De Valera attended In place
De
of her husband. President
Valera, the opening ceremony of a
"Garden of Ireland" bazaar, at
Dalfrany, County Wicklow, recently, for the benefit of Irish sufferers. The photo shows Mrs, De
Valera addressing the Catherine

"The business leader must work:
to start the wheels of industry going again and bid farewell to wartime profits.
"Tho toiler must work for the
creation of a spirit willing to bid
goodby to unreasonable demands.
"The banker must work to provide credits for the
of business. The skilled engineer must work to cut down
CCPlS.

"There is that kind of work for
every man, woman and child. We
all must labor to build up the old
EMPLOYMENT IS MADE
spirit cf confidence.
"Work means somethtng more
IN MONTH OF AUGUST to us than working for ourselves.
We see that in order to prosper
Sept. 4. An in- ourselves wo must work for the
Washington,
crease of 1.08 per cent in ttio num- general good, for the other fellow,
ber of persons employed in sixty-fiv- e tor tho millions of other fellows
principal Industrial centers in which means our country."
August as compared with July, was
shown by statistics made public to- iron and Fteel, leather and its finday by the department of labor. ished products, stone, clay and
The figures were taken from the glass products, metals and metal
payrolls of 1,428 firms.
products, other than iron and steel,
Increases occurred in the num- tobacco manufactures and railroad
ber employed In food and food pro repair shops, all other industrial
ducts, textiles, and 'heir products,' classifications showing decreas'i.

SLIGHT INCREASE

IN

TheYoung
Mother
Youth with its vitality
makes for the young
mother's health and happiness. But later maternal
experiences bring a different result. The care of a
family, multiplied household
duties, and very often the
weakness caused by woman
ly disease, tend to prolong
the suffering and to make
convalescence a slow and weary
process. Many women perhaps
your own neighbors have had
beneficial experience with Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription
which prepares the prospective
mother. It promotes the appetite, ends nervousness and
sleeplessness, and gives a consciousness of buoyant health. It
is unexcelled as a strength-givin- g
tonic for mothers during the
period of convalescence. This
Favorite Prescription was used
by Dr. Pierce with great success over 50 years ago. It's still
good today. Ask your neighbor!

San Antonio, Texas.
"One of my daughters has
two 'Favorite Prescription'
babies of whom she is very
proud. She was in very
for eight
poor
years could scarcely get
around and was not able
to do her housework. Doctoring did not seem to
help her. Finally
to take Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription and
that medicine restored her
to perfect health. The

health

babies are fine and

healthy and she had practically no suffering. Best
of ail she is in better
health today than ever before, thanks to Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription."
MRS. SARAH WHITLEY,
307 Sharer St.

Offers A Business Training Course And
Service

That Is Hot Equalled By Any Other School in the
Southwest
The Principals of the different departments are all specialists in their respective lines of work. Note their experience and qualifications:
L. A. May is the manager of the school; for twenty-fiv- e
years was Associate Proprietor and Principal of the Shorthand Department of the Butte (Montana) Business College, teacher of Pitma'n and Gregg Shorthand, Office and
Speed Dictation Classes, Advanced Secretarial Work, Office Appliances and Office Organization ; is an experienced
stenographer and reporter.

E. L. Hosking, Principal of the Business Department, a practical Auditor and Accountant; thorough in Systematizing and Office Organization, making financial statements, Income Tax Reports, opening books
for business houses, etc. For eighteen years Mr. Hosking was Principal
of the Business Department of Butte Business College, and one year
of the Henager (Salt Lake City) Business College; has charge of Bookkeeping and Higher Accountancy Department; is the best penman and
penmanship teacher in the Southwest.
N. M. Franlz, Principal of the Stenographic Department; for twelve
years Principal of the Shorthand and Typewriting Department of the
Taylor Business College of Philadelphia The Champion Typist of the
World, William F. Oswald, was one of Mr. Frantz's students in the
Taylor school. Mr. Frantz is expert in Gregg shorthand and also
handles Secretarial subjects. He turns out expert stenographers.
Misa Vera Kiech An Albuquerque Girl a graduate of the New Mexico State University, is Principal of the Typewriting and Otfice Training Department; assists in Gregg and Pitman Shorthand, and devotes
much time to PRIVATE AND INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION.

Don't Let Neglect Fool You Into Failure
Fall Term Just Starting.
Day and Night Sessions

MORNING JOURNAL
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Grays and El Pasoans Stage New York. Sept. 4. Fmi.)
New York
Two Scrappy Games, But two teams are setting a faster pace
than the Pittsburgh Nationals and
Grays Are Unable to Hold Cleveland American pennant contenders. The Giants and Yankees
Lead.
Their Three-Ru- n
are
steady pitching and are

g

of National.

getting
well. Pittsburgh's weakFor Just one 1nn ng yesterday hitting
ness at the bat has wasted much
TS1
batsmen
Paso
the
afternoon
good pitching, while Cleveland's
found the combination on Sand- heavy batting has been offset by
oval's slow bal and clouted it unsteady pitching.
The two St.
around the field for a total of four Louis teams are expected to finish
7
at
score
final
runs leovlng the
in third place.
e
to 6 In their gavor, and destroying
Pittsburgh obtained a
the Grays' hopes of wlnnlns the lead today, defeating Cincinnati,
series. Both teams played
while New York lost to Boston.
ball but the breaks favored El Cleveland gained a half game by
Paso to soma extent.
defeating Detroit, while rain held
The El Paso hit ing streak came up the Yankees.
In the eight inning after seven inr
In the National
league Pittsnings of good pitching on the part burgh lost tan games out of thirof Sandoval had given the Grays a teen up to Saturday and New York
big lead Sandoval received good won ten games and lost three. St.
support throughout and did not Louis took three straight games
show signs of blowing up, but the from the Pirates. Boston has reEl Paso sluggers found the trick covered from Its slump, Brooklyn's
of hitting the ball and capitalized good pitching is accompanied by
heavily on it. The heavy slugging light stick work. Cincinnati and
pulled El Paso out of a bad hole, Philadelphia are setting an even
when the score stood 6 to 3 in fav Dace. With the exception of Alex
or of the Grays.
ander, Chicago's pitchers are doing
The El Paso took first jump, the none too well.
In the American league the New
game, getting one run in the second
The Grays immediately retaliated York twlrlers are excelling their
tne
Cleveland rivals.
witn three runs tn the third,
The wlnninor streak of St. LOUIS
first of which was a home run by
McCanna. The
tied the has been helped by the good twirl.
a v,
i
n,vn Wash.
score In their half of the fourth,
and the Grays again took back the Ington has lost nine straight games
load by scoring a single run. Neith- and Boston has mproved its play.
showed strength in tne
er team scored in the fifth, and Detroit

Cincinnati, Sept. 4. Pittsburgh
defeated Cincinnati In a
game today. With two out in the
twelfth Tierney tripled and Grimm
singled, driving in the winning
tally. Score:

one-gam-

Pittsburgh,

lf....
as.

.

Robertson, rf . .
Traynor, Sb ...

...

2b

Tierney,
Grimm,

Brottem.

....
....

lb
c

Glasner, p
Totals

AB. K. H. PO. A. E.
0
0

1
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

35 15

0

0
0
0
0
0

1
0

1

2

4

0
0
1

2 16
4
0
1 0

43

2

8

5
6
5
5
5
4
6
6

4

4

4

1
1

1

0

3
2

3
4
1

,

Cincinnati,

AB. R, H. PO. A. B.
1 10
0
6
1
0

2b

BoTine,

Kopf, ss
Groh, 8b
Bressler, rf

...
...

Daubert, lb

....
....

Fonseca. If
Duncan, cf
Wlngo, c
Luque, p
jcRoush

Totals

0
0
0
0
0

8
1
0
1
0
0
1

4

5
4
4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0
0

41

1

9 86

18

0

6

5
4

4
4

1
2

0

1
5

S

15

0
0
2
1
0

2
2
6
1

0

2

All-Sta-

x Batted for Luque In twelfth.
Score by Innings:

'

when the Grays added on two more
in the sixth everything looked to
be smooth sailing. The eight inning proved disastrous, however.
from the moument that Armljo's
error let Mulcahy get to first Following Mulcahy, L. Marty got a
single which shoved Mulcahy to
second. Patterson struck out, but
Colbert came to bat with a wicked
look on his face, and promptly
sent the ball across the rightfield
fence, getting a homer and bringing two men ahead of him. Titus
followed with a
and
came home on Marty's single.
Two spectacular catches, one bv
McCanna and one by Smith.
brought the crowd to its feet.
Smith nabbed a hot grounder after a speedy dash from second towards first, and seemed surprised
to find the ball sticking in his
glove. McCanna caught a long fly
after a long run clear across left
field, when It had looked to be a

001 000 000 001 2
000 100 000 0001

Pittsburgh
Cincinnati

Summary: Twobase hits Kopf.
Three-bae- e
hits Daubert. Tierney.

Stolen bases Groh, Wlngo. SacDouble
Fonseca.
rifices Groh,
Base on
play Grimm unassisted.
balls Off Luque 1. Glazner 4. Hit
by pitcher By Glazner (Roush).
Struck out By Luque 3, Glazner 4.
New York Checked.
New York, Sept. 4. The Boston
Nationals checked New York today, winning the first game of
their Inst series here. Nehf was
knocked out of the box in the
fifth when Southworth hit a home
run with two on bases. Joe Oesch-gewho was sent to Boston In the
Nehf deal two years ago, pitched
well for Boston after the early innings.
Boston.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
0
0
8
1
1
4
Powell, ct
0
0
3
8 0 0
Nixon, If
0
S
0
r,

Southworth, rf

3b ...
Barbare, ss
lb
Holke,
Ford, 2b
Gowdy, c
Oeschger, p . . .
Boeckel,

...

Totals
Burns,

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

85

2
1
0
1
0
0
1

1

2
2

2
0

6
2
1
8
1
8

8
2
0
4
1
2

0
0
0
0
0
0

27 12

0

10

6 12

New York.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

cf

Bancroft, 89 ...
Frlsch, 3b .....I

....i
.....

Young, rf
Kelly, lb
Meusel, If
Rawlings, 2b
Smith, o
Nehf, p
bailee, p

4
3
4
4
4

0
1
0
0
1

1
1
2
0

8
1
1
1

2

13

4

0

. . 8

0

0
0

3

1

1

0

1
0
0
0
0

0
4
2
1

..20

xCunningham .,1
0
Causey, p
1
XxBrown

0
0
0
0

0
6
8
0
2
0
8
3
8
0
0
0
0

1

0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0

,00
0
0
0
0
0

left is Arthur Nehf, who won two of five straight victories over Pirates. Above, Shortstop Dave Ban
McGraw and First Baseman
croft, left, and Third Baseman Frank Frisch. Below, Manager-Owne- r
Ueorge belly, home run clouter.
Giant crew to the flag it will be ever, In several ways. First of all,
(BY NOUMAN K. I1ROWN.)
of the Pirates' rePlunging on down through the virtually a case of buying It. For over
of the National Beauty Dave Bancroft and Casey maining games are to be played In
closing weeks
bolleague the New York Giants,
stered by trades, are threatening to Stengel, both purchased when the their own bailiwick. The Giants,
was apparent on the other glove, must keep o
weakness
cop the pennant from the long Giant's
g
rirates. And un- have been the main cogs in the the road to the campaign's end,
with the exception of two or three
less the Pirates take a decided la to drive.
The rounding to of the pitching games. The two clubs have one
brace the old league bunting will
instead of the staff, however, must not be over-- 1 more series against each other late
fly in Gotham
smoke-ladelooked in analyzing the team's re- - in September and these three bat- air of Pittsburgh.
Those five straight victories over versa of form. Nehf and Toney, ties will be staged In Pittsburgh.
the Pirates themselves started the unreliable last year and early In Those five defeats were handed the
real belated campaign of the
the season, have come through Robbers Bold in New York.
followed an on- well. Barnes and Benton have
Then
It may be that those contests
will settle what bids fair to be the
slaught on Chicago that Increased contributed their share.
the Giants' string.
The Pirates are favored In the hottest finish the old league ever
Tne morning game ended at C
If Brother Jawn does lead his remainder of the schedule, how- - had.
to 3 in favor of the southerners.
after a pitcher's duel which kept
stands in an excited state of
debut. He was replaced in the the
throughout the game. As in
fifth when he became unsteady. mind
fternoon game, the breaks ap
the
After using soveral other pitchers
favor the El Pasoans
TE.'E DOPE COLUMN
Dick Kerr was finally called in to peared to but
both teams played
save the game with the tying run somewhat,
ball
and the spectators
good
on base and none out in the ninth. seemed
satisfied.
made home
Sheely and Hooper
Tomorrow's game will start at 3
National Ijengue.
American League,
runs. Score:
V.
o'clock, and the Grays declare that
U Prt.
W. t,. Pet.
St- - Louis.
even luck they are going to
with
79
50 .613 New York
79 46 .633
Pittsburgh
A B. R. H. PO. A. E.
79 52 .603 Cleveland
put the big game of the series In
New York
79 49 .617 Tobln, rf ...
their pockets In the first inning.
St. Louis
71 59 .546 St. Louis
67 63 .515 Ellcrbe, 3b ..... 6
and take no chances on a hitting
Boston
69 59 .539 Washington
65 66 .496 Sisler, lb
4
streak.
67
63 .515 Boston
60 63 .488 Jacobson, ct . . . 4
Brooklyn
El Paso.
72
58
Cincinnati
.446 Detroit
62
70 .470
c .... 4
LAt

two-thir-

three-bagge-

league-leanin-

n

1

Mug-gsyite- s.

gilt-edg-

By Innings:
000 830 0006
Boston
011 100 0003
New York
e
hits Bar- Summary:
Ford. Three-bas- e
Boeckel,
bare, Kelly,
hits Frlsch, Barbare. Home
runs
Smith, Southworth. Sacrplay
ificesSmith, Nixon. Double BasFrlsch, Rawlings and Kelly.
es on balls Off Oeschger, 2. InBy Nehf. 4
nings pitched
Bailee, 2
Causey, 2. Struck out
By Nehf, 1.
Two-bas-

77

51
44

Chicago

Philadelphia

85

.399 Chicago
.341 Philadelphia

Yesterday's Results.
Pittsburgh, 2; Cincinnati, 1.
Boston, 6; New York, 3.
Brooklyn, 8; Philadelphia, 2,
St. Louis,
Chicago,
(Two games).

Chicago at St. Louis.
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh.
Boston at New York.
Philadelphia at Brooklyn.

HEAD NEW BUREAU
OF AERONAUTICS

9.

.iSiwwS

Totals

ry

0;

9 14 27 12

If......

(

No other scheduled.

iShorten

BLACKHEADS
Bear

38 10 15 24 11 2
Totals
Batted for Van Gilder in the
ninth.
Chicago.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
1
1
1 3
5
Hooper, rf
2
6 1
2 0
4
Johnson, ss
2
4
0
1
1
2
2b
Collins,
0
2
2 3 IS
4
Sheely, lb
2
0
0
1 1
4
Falk, If
0
2
0
1
1
3
Mostil, cf
1
0
0
1
1
0
cf
Strunk,
Mulligan, 3b .. 4 0 2 2 0 0
2
0
0 0
0
Rchalk,
0
0
1
1 0 1
Yaryan, c
0
0
0
0
0
2
Thompson, p...
1
2
0 0 0
0
Hodge, p
McWeeney, ri . . 1 1 0 0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
Wilkinson, p... 1
0
0 0
0
0
0
Kerr, p

...

.I

1
0
1
1

1 12
0
0
4
0
8
1

0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0

0

5
2
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

112
12 12

0
0
0

0
1
1

0,0
0
0
0

0

4
1

0
0
0
0

33 11 12z26 13 3
Totals
z Williams out for passing run
ner on base Una.
Score by lnnlngst
030 011 32010
St. Louis
300 0100 70x 11
Chicago
e
hits MosSummary:
Mulligan
til, Gerber. Williams,
Home runs Hooper, Sheely. Sacrifice McManus, Jacobson, Sev
ereid, Austin. Double plays Col
lins to Johnson to Sheely: Severeid
to McManus to Sisler; Gerber to
McManus to Sisler. Bases on balls
Off Bayne 4. Hodge 3, Thompson 1. Wilkinson 1. Innings pitched By Thompson 4 (none out tn
McWeeney
fifth), Hodge 2
(none out in eighth); Wilkinson 1
out
In
(none
ninth!, Bayne
Kerr 1, Hit by
Van Glider 1
(Collins).
Bayne
pitcher By
out
Struck
2,
By Thompson
3.
Gilder
1.
Van
2,
Kerr
Bayne
Two-bas-

3,

8.

Admiral
W. A. Moffett
302 000 000 (
(above) and Capt Henry X. Detroit
Muslin.
hits SothSummary: Two-ba)
oron, Flagstead, Smith, Johnston,
These men head the new bureau Wambsganas, Gardner. Three-bas- e
of naval aeronautics which was hits Flagstead, Jamleson. Home
authorized by the naval appropria- run Smith. Stolen base Cobb.
tion act of July 12, 192L Rear Ad- Sacrifices Jones, Sargeant, Gardmiral Moffett is chief of the bureau ner. Dou.ile plays Veach, and
Sargeant; Wambsganss, Sewell and
and Capt. Mastin assistant chief. Johnston.
Base on balls Off Sothoron, 6; Dauss, 2; Parks, 4. InAMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
nings pitched By Dauss, 6
out
Toledo, 4; Columbus, t (14 in- Walsh, 1; Parts, 1. Struck
By Sothoron, 2; Walsh, 1.
,
nings).
Indianapolis, 1: Louisville, 6,
Chicago, It; St, Louis, 10.
Minneapolis, 10; St. Paul, 7.
Chicago, Sept. 4 Chicago staged
Kansas City,
a rally and drove Payne off the
Milwaukee,
mound in the seventh and continWESTERN LEAGUE.
ued the assault against Van Gilder
Oklahoma City, 2; Wichita. 1!. and won the final
game from St
Tulsa, 13; Joplin, 9.
Louis. The visitors also batted the
Pes Moines, 5; Omaha, t.
local pitchers hard. John Thomp-- i
St. Joseph, 6; Bioux City, 6,
son of Victoria, B. C, made his1
se

AL1CU0PS
FIRST GAME TO
SANTA FE
I1PICIAU OliPATCH

TO

MO.NIN

TEI
JOUKN1L)

Santa Fe. Sept. 4. Santa Fe
took the first of Alamosa's two'
game stand here, ( to 8,
The Lopes men put the game
away In the first with three sin
glee and two three-bas- e
hits, one
by Herb Davy, former Gray third
baseman.
Dave" Gomes then
"Smoky
tightened up and pitched fairly
rood ball for the rest of the game
although Davy stretched his second
triple Into another score on a wild
throw to the plate and Teddy Arcy
added another run on his single,
stolen base, Davy's long fly to right
e
and Andres Rivera's
drive.
Weiss
"Grasshopper"
pitched for
the Lopes men and let the Colorado team down without an .arned
run. although they got nine hits off
him.
two-bas-

3;

0;

6.

Patterson, 3b
Colbert, rf .

.......

Titus, p

Rutherford,
Totals

OLD TOWN NINE WINS
OVER CENTRALS TEAM
The Old Towu, Nine defeated the
Old Town Centrals yesterday, t to
4.
The Nines will play the Duke
City Nationals at the Broadway
field In MarUneztown this afternoon. The batteries In yesterday's
game were Porea and Anaya for
the Centrals and Vigil and Burns
for the Nines,

t
5
6
5

Philadelphia

New York
Cleveland
St. Louis
Washington
Boston

5
8
2
3
1

86 6
62 12
87 6
54 10
19 40 2
24 52 10

1 41
4 32
9
21

....6

American.
P. W. U R. H. E.
7

......87

3

....74

o

7

2

Detroit

Chicago

5

s

62
41
2 40
7 24
1
3

1
2
5
3

23
33
31

21

93 13
66 7
82 12
66 7
33 3
68 9
70 8
39 9

ii

JERSEY BOUT
(By The Auorlntfd

'

READY TO HELP YOTT.
If you are subject to biliousness,
gas. bloating, sick headache, sour
stomach or other Ills that result
from indigestion and constipation,
you can get relief with Foley Cathartic Tablets. They are a genuine, wholesome physio that affords
prompt, sure and safe relief without griping or pain. J. T. Osborn,
R. F. D. 1. Lucasvllle, O., writes:
"Foley Cathartic Tablets are fine.
trouble.
I took
I had stomach
Foley Cathartic Tablets and now I
can eat anything." Sold

How She Cured
Her Husband
"For five years my husband suffered with his stomach. The medicine he took only gave relief for
a while, nothing cured, writes Mrs.
Sarah Baker, of
t?Vv

oTviTi

rf KVf
'

oJ--v- -i

iVY

7 11 27 11

AB. R.

SS'

H.PO,
1
8
4
8
1
1
3
2
0
0
2 11
1
1
0 '2

0
1
0
1
0
1
0

0
0
0
0

2

1

8

0

38
15 27
Totals
xRan for Salazar in sixth.

8

2

....

....
....
....

4
6
4
5
3
5
B

4
3

0
8
2
0
1
8
0
0
0

1

6

Score by Innings:

010 200
003 102

1

.

Enameled Finish

0407
0008

--

Earned runs Grays
4.
Base on balls Off
Titus 1, Rutherford 2.

Sandoval 4,
Struck out By Sandoval 10. Rutherford 1, Cohen 1. Three-bas- e
hits
McCanna, Titus, L. Marty. Home
runs McCanna, Colbert. Left on
bases Grays 9, El Paso 7. Double
plays Sandoval to Salazar: Sheay
to Mulcahy; McCanna to Armijo,
First base on errors El Paso 2,
Grays 1. Balks Titus. Hit by
Substitutes
pitcher Parenti.
Titus for Colbert, Colbert for
Sheay. Sheay for Smith, Smith for
Cohen, Cohen for Rutherford. UmpiresCameron and Bagley.

History of Play for .Davis

Tennis Cnp.
At ' Boston. United
States beat Great Britain.
1902 At New York, United
States beat Great Britain.
1908 At
Great
Boston,
Britain beat United States.
1904 At
London, Great
Britain beat United States. .
1905 At
London, Great
Britain beat United States.
1906 At
London, Great
Britain beat United States.
1907 At London, Austral- asla beat Great Britain,
1908 At Melbourne. Aus- tralasla beat United States. '
1909 At Sydney. Austral- asia beat United States.
1911 At Chriet church,
beat United States.
Australasia
- 1912 At Melbourne, Great
Britain beat Australasia,
United 4
1918 At London,
1914 At New York, Aus- - t
tralasla beat United States.
States boat Great Britain.
9
No challenge la- sued because of the war.
1920 At Chrlstchurch,
United States defeated Aus- 1900

ll

I.I
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N the furniture world Karpen
is synonymous with the best.
And an opportunity to get
real Karpen finished Chi
nese reed chairs tor much
less than the usual .price or ordinary imitation reed is indeed a
rare opportunity. Karpen
ported these chairs to sell at
$22.50. This
price would be
lower than the
about
regular price, but we've gone one
better and marked them $15.95,
The chairs are made of Chinese reed; closely woven on

at-

$1595

I

one-thir- d

trong frames that are so
braced as to be sufficiently

rigid, yet not uncomfortably so.
Colorful furniture is the vogue
something gay and cheerful
and yet something in the very
n.
best taste. These J...
eled cnairs may 1
..U tn a
variety of good cc.i,..-.-, euch as
brown, cream, blue, Havana, eto.
The woven motifs are decorated
In contrasting colors and ar
very effective, Karpen enamel It
durable, and not only lnoreasei
the beauty of tbe Chinese reed,
but makes it the more enduring.
The styles Illustrated may bt
had with or without rockers at

1915-191-

tralasla,

Hills
At
1921
Forest
United States defeated Japan.

- ,

15.9

Ball Game
t

Old Town Nine will play
the National Team thi
afternoon a t Mountain
Road and Broadway field.
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samples of
Stomach
"
Tablets.
;V
uo some
of
nd i
wanted my hus- ,
H.i "'"" lu iry mem.
He said it would!
do no rood. His
, stomach had been
him
troubling
worse than ever.
At last on Friday
' I told him If he
- f t- wouia not taka
those tahlata T
waB goln to send
lor a doctor, and
he said he would
take them. By Monday he was
like another man. The blues were
gone, no more trouble with his
stomach, and the best part lS'that
the trouble has not returned. I
cannot praise Chamberlain's Tablets too high.
I

Karpen Artistic

0
0

aom

sf
iKr.
ll i herlain's
4"i
them
MMr5
r
J

ImportedChinese
Reed Chairs In

1

A. E.

merchant
1

i

'

"Our

bought some of
Cha m b e r a Jn'e
medicines last fall
ana also received

HI

iiiiiiiiiimiiwiiiiiiii

Press.)

New York, Sept 4. The middleweight boxing championship
will
be battled for tomorrow
in the
Pine Bowl at Jersey City, whero
Georges
and
Jack
Carpentier
Dempsey met.
Johnny Wilson, of Boston, and
Bryan Downey, of Cleveland, will
meet In a twelve-roun- d
contest to settle the argument
over their bout at Cleveland.
Downey claimed ho knocked Wilson out. Tho referee trave Wilson
thi decision by a foul.
The championship held by
will not change hands if the
bout goes tho twelve rounds.
Downey claimed he was In excel
lent trim and expected to win by
knockout, i

j

Laguna Indians and the Cochlti Indians which Is to be p:ayed at Laguna on September 19, 20 and 21.
ISLETA INDIANS WHIP
The Isleta Indians have defeated
DUKE CITY NATIONALS
the Laguna team on their feast day
last
with a score of 3 to
10 TO 3 YESTERDAY 0. ASunday,
silver cup has been offered
the
Indian
agency as a trophy
by
The Isleta Indian team defeated for the series.
Score by innings with the Duke
the Duke City Nationals yesterday
the Isleta diamond oy tne score City Nationals yesterday:
R E
of 10 to 3. The Duke City pitcher
021 013 301 ll' 4
was hit hard by the Indians, two Indians
3 10
101 000 100
of the hits being for three bases Nationals
The batteries for Isleta were: J.
by J. Ableta and A. Abicta with
Ableta and E. Jojola.
two on bases each time.
The Indians are in shape for tne
Journal Want Ads bring results
with Wlnslow Indians.
series

Fhiladelpnia

TITLE AT STAKO

J.

40

Teller, rf
McCanna, If ...
A. Chavez, lb..
Salazar, 3b
Parenti, cf . . . .
M. Chavez, ss..
xWllson, c
Armijo, 2b
Sandoval p

(

Louis.,

Boston
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
Chicago

BY JACK CAMERON.
The brand of base ball present'
at
Barelas field yesterday should
ed
have more than satisfied the most
exacting fan. While the El Paso
team took both games and are en
titled to full credit for their victories, the "breaks" of the game
entered largely Into their success.
The "breaks" however-- , are a part
of the game and the recipient Is
fully entitled to them.
The morning game was a pitcher's duel between Osborne of the
El Paso team and Terrill of the
Grays. Terrill allowed five hits,
four of which came after chances
to retire the side had been mis- cued by his team mates and Osborne allowed but one hit up to
the last half of the ninth, when he
became a trifle unsteady, and the
Grays made a desperate fight to
win out. With three runs across
and with two on and two down,
Mose Chavez was sent in as a pinch
hitter and was walked, filling the
bases. Teller failed to come through
arid it was all over El Paso, 6;
Grays, 8.
Osborne struck out thirteen and
Terrill eleven. Osborne walked six
and Terrill three. Osborne hit three
and Terrill none.
Ihe afternoon game was an ex.
citing affair and was In douht until the third man was out In the
last half of the ninth Inning.
Kutnenord, who started on the
mound for the visitors, lacked
everything that goes to make up a
pitcner ana soon retired in favor
of Cohen. Ray McCanna again
starred, with the wlllpw poling out
a "om1ef run, a triple
and two sln- na also starred in
fielding making two hard catches
and from one of which het completed a double play by
to Arraljo. Wilson's timely pcfglng
hitting
helped matters greatly.
Sandoval struck out ten and allowed eleven hits, while the Grays
garnered fifteen hits from Rutherford and Cohen, each of whom
struck out one.
'
Catcher Marty of the visitors secured three hits and the fielding
of his entire team was
the only misplaylng being charged
to their first baseman.
Osborne and Terrill, with airtight support, would furnish a beautiful battle. These two are expected to face each other this afternoon, unless the managements
change their minds this afternoon
before the game starts.
Well, come on; let's go. Such
baseball Is worth traveling miles to
witness. Follow tne crowd to Barelas field and be there at 3 p. m.
to see the first ball pitched.

3

p..

Grays.

El Paso
Grays
Summary:
5, El Paso

St.

AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

3,

0

B
SO
7 27 12
0
Totals
s Batted for Walsh in ninth.
By innings:
.000 013 1409
Cleveland

PIMPLES AND BOILS

Tha Standard Blood Purifitr

....... 18

Blue, lb ....... 4
4
Jones, 3b
2
Cobb, cf
4
Veach,
Hollman, rf . .. 3
8
Flagstead, 88
Sargeant, 2b .. 2
Bassler, o ...... 4
Dauas, p ....... S
0
Parks, p
0
Walsh, p

1-- 4.

For SpotJol BooJtM or for Aitff.
ridual mdriem. without oharf,
wrif Chhi Uodioal Adtitot,
.
4Ms, Qa.
Cot S. 8. 8. at rout dtutiUU

rreu.)

Detroit.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

somncBN ASSOCIATION.
Mobile. 8; Atlanta, 6.
Nashville, 9; Memphis, 8.
New Orleans,
Chattanooga,

out-brea- ks

E

4.
Cleveland
Detroit,
Sept
evened the series with Detroit today. The visitors on the short end
of a five to nothing score when
rain halted the game nearly an
hour In the fifth Inning, returned
to the field and hit Dauas and
Parks hard. Smith hit a home run
with two men on in the eighth.
Cleveland.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
1
2
2
0
. . 6
If
0
Jamleson,
Wambsgansa, 2b 4 1 2 1 4 0
Speaker, cf . . . 4 3 3 6 0 0
4
2
0
0
2
1
Smith, rf
Gardner, 3b . . 4 0 1 1 4 0
1
2
2
1
0
3
Sewell, ss
Johnston, lb -- . 6 0 1 10 0 0
4
0
0
o
1
1
4
-ONeill,
Sothoron, p , . . 6 0 2 0 0 0

ft zSriS

Salt Lake. 16-San Francisco,
Los Angeles,
Sacramento,

Tou should regard thai
m danger signals. They
are a sure elgn lomethinf
li
wrong within. Look to your
blood at once. The poiionoui
Impurities hare collected In
your circulation until the danger point hat been reached,
start right now. today, to purl
fir your blood with 8. 8. 8.

I

(By The Associated

stuff

. 0
0
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Stages Rally and
Takes Final Game in Series With St. Louis; Batters Treat Pitchers Rough

COAST LEAGUE.

6;

r,

two-bagg-

Marty, X, If..
sneay, cf ., .
Smith, 2b ..
Cohen, ss . .
Mulcahy, lb
Marty, L.. c.

4
3
3

x

NS

Chicago

demons.

0;

Bayne, p
Van Gilder, p.
xAustln

B

C.....1

T

R. H. E.
Score Second game:
000 000 0202 4 0
Chicago
St. Louis . ...040 000 00X 4 10 2
Batteries:
York,
Freeman,
Cheeves and Daly; Sherdel and

...

.426 Williams. If
.367 Gerher, ss
McManus, 2b . .

EAV y HITTING

IMS

Aln-smlt- h.

2;

Severeid,

74
76

Wliere The- - Play.
(Two games).
St. Louis at Cleveland.
Chicago at Detroit.
Washington at Philadelphia.
New York at Boston.

Wlirre They Plaj.

ling each team to win. Martin for
Chicago in the first game allowed
but four hits. Sherdel of the Cardinals In the second game also held
the hits to four.
R. H. E.
Score First game:
Chicago ....000 110 0002 12 0
St. Louis ....000 000 000 0 4 1
Batteries: Martin and O'Farrell;
Pfeffer, North, Bailey and

3;

44

n,

Cardinals and Cubn Split.
St. Louis, Sept. 4. The Cardinals and Cuba divided a double-head- er
today, good pitching enab-

Seattle.
Portland,
Oakland,

65

Ycsterdcy's Results.
Chicago, 11: St. Louis, 10.
Cleveland, 9: Detroit, 6.
New
rain.

Dodgers Pound Phillies.
4.
Sept.
Brooklyn
Brooklyn.
made nineteen hits off Hubbell and
Betts and defeated Philadelphia
today. Mitchell had a poor inning
in the first, but thereafter he was
invincible until the eighth.
R. H. E.
Score:
Phlladelph. 200 000 020. 104 11 28
19
Brooklyn .. .130 050 lOx
Batteries: Hubbell. Betts and
Honline; Mitchell and Krueger.

Vernon,

eerles.
Chicago and
Philadelphia have been unable to
hits.
use
of
their
many
make
The week's record In each league,
Including games of September 3,
follows:
National.
P. W, L. R. H. E.
6
2
4 14 47
6
PIHnhnrch
7
4
1 23 45
6
New York
Cleveland

..610200

4.

38 8 8 27 19 0
Totals
x Batted for Srllee In seventh.
xx Batted for Causey in ninth.

OIER

DYNEW

M DOLE W E CHT

Rotes

Diamond

LEAGUES IS SET

WITH THE GLUTS

(By The Anioelated Prut.)

Bigbea,
Carey, cf
Maranvllle,

BOTH

1

New York Drops Game to
Boston and Leaves Pitts-

burgh With Firmer

0

GAMES

IN FAST

AD Oil GIANTS

x

immm

ARE THE GIANTS HEADED FOR TnE NATIONAL LEAGUE FLAG?

PIRATES WIDEN

September 5, 1921

September 5,1921
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BEAUTY CHATS

ELECTRIC
OF

LIP-SOCKE- T

VARIETY

By JAKE PHXXFS.
NAN AS A BXJSIXESS

WOJIAN.

CHAPTER 79.

Dick had rented 'a 'small house,
not very modern, but the best we
could find at the rent we could pay.
The ward, however," made up for
ell the house lacked, that, and the

vegetable garden. Mother gave us
several pieces of furniture she had
stored in the attlo, as well as some
she had In use. We bought only
the simplest things, yet the house
looked very cosy and comfortable.
"I believe you could take a dry"
goods box and make it look homey
Dick said when we moved in.
"It is on account of my knack
with a needle, Dick," I returned.
"Muslin curtains, and other inexpensive draperies if made right
help wonderfully to give a place
that homey look you talk about."
"Well, a fellow would be hard
to please that couldn't be contented
I
here," he said eo heartily that
gave htm a hug and kiss. I had
been afraid he would be lonely,
miss the excitement of his work
in New York, but when I spoke of
it he assured me he was happier
than in a long time.
"Happier than I deserve to je,
he had added.
Even now he would not listen
when I blamed myself for all that
had happened, but insisted he was
equally at fault.
put aside a little
Every week we
necessarily it was only a little as
his salary was small toward the
payment of what we owed.
"The day we clean up all those
debts will be the happiest day of
my life," he said when we talked
of how much we could save by being very economical.
Just as soon as we were really
settled In our new home I told
Dick of my plan to help him pay
off the terrible debts for which I
was responsible. I knew that what
we owed Mr. Burns worried Dick
more than any others, although I
never had mentioned what had
happened before he had offered to
lend Dick money.
But I had not forgotten, and If I
had needed other lncontlve than my
love for Dick, my desire to prove I
cared only for his happiness, it
would have been in that memory.
I too, longed to pay all we owed
but I think my anxiety was because
I saw that Dick never would be
quite happy until we were, as he
called it, "free."
"You say I am clever in fixing
up a home, Dick. Well, I have decided to fix up other people's homes
as well as my own. Mother and I
talked it over with some people In
Holden and with what I may be
able to get to do here, I am sure I
shall have quite a paying business."
"What do you mean, Nan? A
paying business!"
"Yes. Several people have already engaged me to make draperies, cushions, et cetera, I can get
very good prices, and by buying the
goods by the piece I can make It
an object to let me furnish the material as well as do the work."
"But Nanl you can't do thlTand
attend to the house tool It will
be too much for you."
"No, Dlckl Please don't object
If I find It is too hard, I will have
help. I expect I shall have to hire
a girl or two after a while. But at
first I shall get along alone. I
have plenty of time, end this little
house will not worry me the work
I mean. And Dick, look here!"
"Phew!" he whistled. "You're
ome little business girl. Nan." I

By Edna Kent Forbes.
Monday.
Miss Hortense Switzer
Miss
A FIXE GRAINED SKIN.
showing you this side of his nature
had shown him an estimate for Norlnne Switzer will give and
a bridge
now. I should forget all about
dotted muslin curtains with over-dra- tea for Miss Irene Herkenhoff.
Do
know
use
of him.
the proper
you
of cretonne for a neighbor
Plcnlo of the Christian Enam
to
I
inclined
think
X. K. Your
is that
of mother's. I had also figured my deavor of the Lutheran church at astringents?
that few women know the proper you are trying to difficulty
be grown up beT:?0 p. m.
profit.
t
use
time
to
on
them
fore
the
the
complextime.
Continue
to
wear
"Nan Williams, interior decora
ion. Most women, finding that cold
tor.
Going to hang up a sign, WRAP OF MOLESKIN
..wnn
M.i
,.m
cream is generally useful, are apt fm
wmdeer?"
to overdo that cosmetic.
"No, not at first. I thought that
FROCK
RESEMBLES
The skin is Inclined to be oily In
after a while if I am as successful,
the summer, therefore very little
as I feel sure I shall be, I might
cream is required except in
cold
take a small shop, and call it The
special cases of wind and sunburn.
Drapery Bhop' or something like
About this time of the year I seem
that. Tou see Holden and Lan.ingto notice an unusual number of
are so close together I really have
d
j
oily complexions,
two places to get trade from in
ana
i wonaer wnetner tne owners
stead of one. And I have two more
have not been using too
of
them
houses over in Holden to do as
much cold cream and not enough
soon as this is finished.
Mother
astringents.
helped me get them. But after I
One of the most Invigorating asdo one I imagine my work will be
tringents Is salt water. It is an exall the advertisement I shall need.
cellent thing to keep a jar of salt
And Dick, don't you see how quickon the bathroom shelf and add a
ly we shall be out of debt? You
little to the water in which you
aren't ashamed to have me do It,
wash your face. One of the best
are you?"
things about this astringent is that
I was thinking of his wealthy,
it costs practically nothing at all.
fashionable sister.
Another excellent astringent, which
have
lost all that sort of
"No, I
costs practically nothing, is tincfalse pride. Nan, But don't take
of
ture of benzoin. A few dro-ptoo much work and get sick."
this added to the cold rinse water
"I promise not to. And Dick, I
a
milk
fluid
which
"draws
produces
love this kind of work. I shall
up" the skin and makes it white
really enjoy it, as well as making
and fine grained. If you wish you
money to help you. But remember
may keep a bottle of tincture of
every penny goes for those debts
benzoin diluted with water and
until they are paid."
simply rub it into the skin after
"What a relief it will be when
you have washed.
that day arrives."
These are the two simplest
The sigh that followed showed
Ice is always excellent to
how the thought of what he owed
use but sometimes hard to procure
weighed upon Dick and made me
If you use this as an astringent rub
the more enthuslastio over helping
It over the skin for five or ten
him.
minutes after you have thoroughly
washed
the face. Plain Witch
Hazel is soothing, cooling and an I
'
CAUTIONS FOR THE
excellent astringent to be rubbed
on
skin
the
after
WOMAN WHO COOKS
washing.
Do you use astringents?
Jtt
rV
H. G. S. You are fifteen pounds
WITHELECTRICITY
overweight.
your pretty hair down and let it
Reader You should massage fall wherever it will. It will prove
the face every night with a good such a magnet for attraction that
Always turn burners off when noi
cream and use very little water un- no one will ever give a thought
not needed for cooking, being suri
til your skin has recovered from about your full mouth or the pug
the switch pointers are at "OFF."
this dryness. Remove the surplus nose. In a few years your features
Always place the food on the
cream and close the pores with a will not bo so prominent and you
burner and then turn on the cur
small piece of ice rubbed over the will then be surprised to find the
rent. , tnlg way the fu benef
face and throat Peroxide of hydro- flowing hair Is not so essential.
of all the heat generated is ob
tained.
gen will remove that yellow ring You are really too Immature, which
from your friend's neck.
Heat only as much water at a
is the reason why you are spoiled
time as you expect to use. A large
Flora The young man Is very when the hair is put up on the
selfish and you may thank him for head.
quantity of electricity Is consumed
In heating water.
Use only as much water as necessary barely to cover the food
MILK FUND FOR POOR
ELECTRICALLY HEATED
Keep utensils covered at all times
BABIES RUNNING LOW
APARTMENT IS REALITY
Always turn switch to "MED" or
"LOW" as soon as the contents of
AT DANGEROUS TIME
a vessel come to a boll, to avoid
An electric apartmont house Is
boiling over.
under construction for Mrs. G. J.
th
Start food with hot water if you
summer
Although
time,
in Berkeley. Calif. The
have a supply of hot or warm waAugust was perhaps a bit wai m when it is absolutely
imperative Mooney
ter at hand and thus save elec- to consider what
kind of fur one that babies have good milk In order house is complete in its wiring.
would wear In midwinter, but the
tricity.
of a furnace, the apartmont
The burners hold the heat for a woman who did consider the ques- to live, has been safely tided over for
There are
long time and require less current tion then surely saved money. Fur a number of poor children through is heated by electricity,
to bring them up to maximum prices have taken a Jump since the the generosity of the Woman's outlets for electrlo range, ajectrlc
temperature when they are warm. last day of August and will prob- club and private Individuals, the washer, percolator, ironer, water
Always use one already warm If it ably remain at their new level un- milk fund is
heaters, and other appliances, In
la available.
nearly exhausted at addition
til after the holidays. Some of the
to the necessary lights.
a
critical time. A few dollars
smart models which found favor
The following features are Indiat once may
COTTLD
HARDLY STRAIGHTEN among the August buyers were mean thefor free milk
wraps which resembled frocks.
saving of several chil- cated as advantages by the buildCP
When the kidneys are overwork- or Pictured here ,1a a lovely wrap dren's life, according to Dr. J. P. ers: the first electrically heated
moleskin which is built on these Docherty, city and county health apartment house in the city; the
ed or disordered and fall to throw
frock lines. It makes a striking officer.
electrlo water heaters that heat
n. n
nut njoata mattaa ffr m
Fifteen babies have been saved water instantaneously, the conven'or e'ther a"ernoon or even
it cause aches pains, lame back! . ?u""
A silver fox scarf forma during the past summer through
wear.
Ing
ient outlets that save both fire and
swollen ankles, sore joints, dlzzl the collar
and a wide girdle with the efforts of Dr. Docherty1 and accident risk, the indirect lighting
ness, floating specks, etc. J. W balls of
Miss
Glayds Harris, Red Cross pub- which Is pleasing and easy for the
the ends
finishing
Seabock, Chester, Pa., writes: "My marks afurlow
waistline.
Wide. ic health nurse. Free milk has eyes.
kidneys and back hurt me so when
been
furnished to a number of
I got out of bed in the morning I flnap,ef"i 8tLT,Cnd
Jhe
moleskin .children whose parents were abso
wrP- - i,arm
could hardlv
,.n
Wrt
to buy It for them,
unable
a
ve.lvet fa.ncy at the lutely
to rub the small of mv hack hafore 8 ?ue wltn
8 compleLe9 tne
These children will suffer while the
"tm- I could walk. Iicould hardly but- warm weather continues if their
ton my shop
I haven't felt the
milk supply is cut off now, says Dr.
soreness since I took Foley Kidney
Docherty.
Pills. Sold everywhere.
In the past few Weeks the sum
of J 32 has been contributed by the
I II3U II
Woman's club and a number of Individuals but more money is needi
ed at once.
Persons wishing to
HFJ contribute to the fund may do so
,
through Mrs. William Farr at 717
West Copper avenue, telephone
-
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over the world people
use this goody
for its
benefits, as
All

as its

Keeps teetfD
clean, breatb
sweet, throat
.soothed. '
J

appetite

(

digestion.
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AT FARM SCHOQU

Can Be Used Without Special Wiring; Has Oven for
Baking and a Fireless
Cooker Attachment.

LtPCCIAl

A new lamp socket range is on

the market The ter lampsocke!
means that it will operate on 660
watts of current and that no special

wiring is required.
This new model has on electric
fireless cooker at the right with
two aluminum kettles ready foi
An
cooking in the fireless way. adentire meal can be prepared in
vance, placed in the cooker, given
thirty minutes of high heat and
left; after detaching the plug, or
the cooker can be put on low heat,
forty watts which will maintain an
even temperature.
On the left of the cooker is an
aluminum lined oven with two
open coll heating elements, one In
the top and one in the bottom
using 660 watts each, but the two
elements cannot be operated at
the same time from a lamp socket.
However, It is claimed that the
oven Is so well made that BflO watts
only will heat it and a thermometer registers the right degree for
baking.
On top of the range and above
the oven is an alummum griddle
with the heating elements wired in
or sealed up In the; solid bottom.
This also takes 660 watts and is
used for pancakes, or for frying
hacon and eggs for the morning
meal.
Thus this range Is designed to
operate from any convenient lamp
orl;et with an oven for roasting,
baking or broiling, with a fireless
cooker for all long time cookery
and the aluminum griddle for the
short time processes, but only one
of the heating elements can be
used at a time.

SCHOOLS OF
VEGA

LIS

LOOK

RECORD SE
(Spertnl rnrrewnrirnrc to The Joamnl )
Las Vegas, N. M.. Sept. 4. The
Normal university will open for

the winter term on Tuesday. September 6. The advance enrollment
has been good, and it la expected
thnt tho hnmber of students In
school for the fall term will break
former 'ecorda. Tho main building and the two dormitories have
been completely renovated within
and are In comfortable shape for
use.
Charles Shank, whose successful
work as a dramatic instructor during the past two summers, has
made him popular with Normal
people, has been retained for the
department of public speaking.
Charles K. Persinger, formerly of
the department of history in the
Normal school at Silver City, has
been engaged to teach history at

DISPATCH

TO WOttNIM

JOUNLj

Las Cruces, N. M., Sept. 4.
Prof. Harry L. Kent, Incoming
president New Mexico college of agriculture and mechanical arts outlined a broad program at general
Dona Ana
meeting of members
ounty farm bureau here Saturday
among other
afternoon,
saying
things:
"You may depend upon It that
the Institution will serve the best
interest of the people. I am ready
to give the best in me to make this
a bigger and better college and in
this I ask you to lend your hearty
to solve the problems
which ought to be solved."
Professor Kent will be entertainat a banquet and reception by
more aro two reasons why ed
Las Cruces chamber of commerce
every woman in the United State! next Tuesday evening.
should become a memb
of thl
Woman s
rxatlonal
Foundation.
One Is the Clearing Houso of In- KANSAS MAN FOUND
formation which the foundation
WANDERING ABOUT, ON
will maintain. The other Is the
WAY TO CALIFORNIA
Bulletin of Foundation Progress."
This Is the opinion of Mrs. SidWilliam Foreman, of Strong
ney Ballon, membership chairman
of tne Woman's National Founda- City, Kans., was arrested at Los
tion, and wife of Hon. Sidney Bal- Padillas yesterday morning while,
about In a dazed condilon, formerly judge of the (supreme wandering
tion. A ticket to Los Angeles was
court of Hawaii,
In
found
his
pocket, with a small
"By simply writing or visiting amount of
money.
our bureau of Information,"
exman
The
is thought to have been,
plained Mrs. Pallou, "a member on
his way to California, when he
may get data on organized women's nctlvities of any tvpe or in suddenly lost his memory whllo
hore, and wandered to Las Padilany locality of the United States.
las. Ills ticket had been punched
"What congress or the senate is as
far as this city. Ho will probdoing for women; what republican
women are doing in Wisconsin or ably be sent on to Los Angeles
democratic women In Kentucky;
what the Housekeepers' alliance is
for the home thes WHITK SOX THY YOUNGSTER.
planning
John D.
Chicago, Sept 4.
things experts at the Clearing
left handHouso of Information will have at Thompson, a
their finger-tip- s
for transmission ed pitcher of the Victoria, B. C,
club Joined the White Sox today.
to memberf."
He will plreh tomorrow.
Those Interested In the foundation alms or in becoming members
should communicate with Mrs. C
C. Calhoun, president, or Mrs. Palof
lou, chairman
membership.
Woman's National
Foundation.
Connecticut avenue, N, W., WashC.
D.
ington,

'

Las Vegas. Another new teacher ts
Miss Mini Brandenburg, who will
have, the department of applied art
and design. Miss Rrnndenbm-taught these mibjecta In the 192!
summer school.
City Schools Crowded.
The city schools will open on
September C. The schools
have
grown to such proportions that It
has been necessary to engage a
room In the First Trcsbyterlan
church for use by the overflow
This In spite of the fact that the
annex to the Castio building, bnl't
last year, accommodates about fifty pupils.
Parish Schools Open.
The Tmmneulate Conception parish school will open on September
6, and will oecuny the building at
the corner of Sixth and National
that has been used for eight years
The school had over 500 pupils lrrst
year and more are expected this
fi.ll.
are under
Arrangements
way to build a new $80,000
on
school
lots
parish
diagonally
across the street. Tluildlngs now are
on tho lots are being removed to
Fourth and University.

1

Service

S3- -

DO YOU KNOW WHAT
EXIDE MEANS
when it comes to selecting
a starting battery for your
car? It means that you

are getting a specialized
product the best that the
largest maker of storage
batteries in the world
can produce.
Let's Talk

It Over.

Arno Hunmg
Electric Co.

"Exide Service Station'
V
I

l

u

1

1196,

HOW TO MEASURE USE
OF THE ELECTRICITY
"This Is the lamp that grandfather loved to read by, and
we
BY WATT-HOU- R
METER
haven't had the heart to cast it out
entirely, while here Is a pottery Jar
Every housekeeper is familiar
mac is a Kina or ramilv heirloom
ana we natea to part with it." In with measurements of the various
household
commodities, thus, milk
many a home there is an old oil
lamp or a pottery jar or vase of is measured by the pint and quart,
good design, an heirloom whlnh potatoes by the pound, cloth by the
tne ramlly does not wish to dis- yard, electrlo current by the kilocard but would be glad to utilize watt hour. Electricity in motion
as a part of a modern electric lights lamps, drives motors, heats
lamp. Tnere Is a way to do this. irons, toaster and percolators.
There are types of adapters now Electrlo current is of practical
made known as adapters for open-to- p value as it moves, or flows or does
vases, adapters for candle- - useful work. The current Is meas
bucks ana candclabras or gas ured In this country entirely by
meters.
lamp bases. For the oil lamps watt-hoA watt-hometer is essentially
lucre are two Kinas or converters.
une consists or a special screw a tiny electrlo motor driving a regsocket, the base of which screws istering dial. Ths electrlo current
into tne top of the oil reservoir. It used in the house flows through
is designed to fit a No. 8 collar the motor. If a
lamp is in
and replaces the kerosene burner. use. the current lasingle
verv Small and
The other kind is designed to fit the motor revolves very
slowly; if
into the clips surrounding
the more
ars turned on, the curburner in place of the glass chim- rent islamps
greater and the motor re
ney.
volves more rapidly.
The electric
There are three types of adap-m- a watt-hois really quite
to fit in vases. All of these simple. Themeter
meter
measures
which
types made use of a long threaded
amount of electricity which is
rod which Is inserted into the in- the
used in the horns is one of the
terior of the vase and braced by most
accurate devices used In an
clamps against the Interior surfaces of the vase. One type of Industry where precision ts Im
portant.
adapter has arms which may be
folded while being inserted in the
The giraffe Is gradually dlsan- vase, thus making it possible to
thrust them into the neck of even Pearlng in soma Darts of Africa.
Where
it was no uncommon thing
a small vase and behold, the vase
has been converted into a charm- to see neras ot so some years ago,
u is now a rarity to see a herd of
ing electrlo lamp.
more than twenty.
ur

Pleasure.

Still 5c
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"After Every Meal"
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MEAL

for itself
Figure what a Hoover saves; then its cost sinks into comparative insignificance.
Carpet-cleanin- g
bills, the wages of the cleaning woman,
laundry bills for draperies soiled by dust swished about by
bills due to the same cause, money
brooms,
paid for rugs to replace those worn out by embedded grit
or ruined by moths, bills for tonics, medicines, etc., due to
overworkall these represent expenses that are largely;
ended by The Hoover.
Could you value your time, strength and health at nothing
could you class a clean sanitary home the year 'round as
valueless even then The Hoover would repay its cost,
many times over, by the longer life it gives to your rugs,

m
Supper.
Boston Baked Beans
Brown Bread Toasted Spring Salad
ueiatin cream
Boston baked beans In alaetrt
fireless cooker: Soak one quart of
uaii over nignt in com water.
Drain and nut
In fireles
cnnimr
with a piece of salt pork and seasoning. Cook with current on for
tnirty minutes, then on retained
heat six to eight hours, or longer
u iJuiusiuiB. erown in oven.
Toasted brown bread: Use
trio toaster and toast half inch
slices of brown bread very crisp;
spread with butter.
Gelatin cream In unner nart nf
electric grill; Two cups of milk,
eggs, V, box granulated gelatine, S
tablespoons ef sugar, vanilla. Soak
gelatin In a little cold milk, add
to scalding milk and into this mix
ture stir the beaten yolks and
sugar. When thick, cut In th
beaten whites and flavor. Cool in
a mold.
OUR SPECIALTIES.
America leads the world In
wealth, a charity ana inaction,.
.

It BEATS .

HOOVER
as it Sweeps

We Will Demonstrate

as it Cleans

the Hoover In Your Home

We will gladly call and show you just what The Hoover
will do on your rugs. No obligation to buy.
Convenient Terms, If Desired.
Investigate
the
Federal
Electric
Washer. The machine of no regrets

1

Gas & Electric Co.
Albuquerque
"At Your Service."

Phone 93

i
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AN INDEPENDENT
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By

JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
CARL C. MAGEE.
0. A. MACPHEKSON.
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President.
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Business
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Manager
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been Imposed. These lines of ocean carriers care
nothing about the kind of immigrants they bring.
They are interested only in obtaining the price of
passage. However, when the immigrant is refused
entrance to this country doubtless it is our govern
By WALT MASON.
News of Hugh A. Carlisle Post, Written and Edited by
ment which receives the enmity of the applicant.
the Members for the Information of All Former
The situation calls for treatment. The remedy
THE HAPPY FACE.
needs be applied on the other side through lmml
Jay appeared, with sunshine In his
Service Men in Bernalillo County
glim; I d wring the briny from my
gratlon agents stationed there, by consural officers
on your happy face, my beard and go and prance with him
Put
or Dy placing it on tne steamship companies. Just friend, and seek the
Announcement has been rriade of ing to be held at the Y. W. C. A.
smile
thronging Contagious is the cheer-u- p
ice demands that the immigrant no longer be the marts, and, as on sprightly limbs that happy people wear; contaa special rate accorded by the rail cafeteria on next Monday night.
sufferer.
you wend, cheer up desponding gious also Is the bile that makes road companies of the company to There are also to be elected at this
hearts.
One buoyant,
cheerful, you seem a bear. Put on your legion members attending the na- meeting the delegates to the state
whistling chap helps other by his happy face, old scout, and see it's tional convention to be held In convention of the American legion
AX AMENDED LEAGUE,
some
mood;
delegate who sees your rightly clamped, and as you chase Kansas City, October 81, Novem to be held at Silver City in Octoost of the roads ber. Another matter of importance
map may find his hope renewed. I yourself about you'll have the peo ber 1 and 2.
The League of Nations is taking steps to so know I've felt at divers times that ple vamped. They'll be ashamed have made a rate of 1 cent per that is to be taken up at this meetgame, that like a of little griefs o'er which they used mile. This affords a rate which ing Is the appointing of the commodify article ten as to relieve members of the ob life's a
trouble climbs around to sigh, when viewing one who will permit thousands to attend mittee to handle the membership
ligation to use military force to uphold the terri grapevine
the human frame. And, feeling never beefs, as he goes whizzing who would otherwise be unable to drive which is going to be ushered
torial integrity of its members against external ag thus, upon the fence I'd lean and by. Put on your happy face, my do so. The August 26th Issue of in on the
of Albuquershed some brine; nv. thought It h.T' try to show that life's a Joy, and the American Legion Weekly de- que, beginning September 6. This
gresslon.
outvotes
to
In
the
considerable, space
response to
membership drive is
This news is subject to two interpretations, ac no lick of sense, this dippy course try to show that llge s a Joy, and
of our late comthe
was mine. And then some Joyous not a dreary-grind- .
lining of the proposed
program
last
request
to
the mental attitude of the interpreter.
cording
and explaining tho fares from dif- mander, Col. G. W. Galbraith, who
ferent points in the United States hoped that by an "Every Member
Republicans will say that the members of the
1 cent rate.
Therein it Get a Member"
the
campaign
league now see that the United States was right
Wlggily. I want a collar like that!" with the
if a circle with a radius of membership of the American lestates
The bunny rabbit gentleman
in refusing to come Into the league with this clause
twinkled his pink nose sideways for 500 .miles were circumscribed on gion might be doubled by October
included in Its constitution.
a map of the United States, with 31 of this year.
a moment or two and then he said: Kansas
Democrats will say that It proves the league
This meeting on next Tuesday
City as a center of the cir
"Hum! So you want a collar; do cle, its area
would include the maat the Y. W. promises to be
constitution to have been tentative and that we were
you. Jackie? Well, perhaps I can jor portion of seventeen states, one night
one of the most important meetmake you one!"
unduly alarmed when we refused to go in, and then
of which is New Mexico. It has ings of our post this year, and as
seek subsequent modification of the objectionable
"Oh, thank you!" barked the been rumored that the Santa Fe such, certainly warrants the suphas made a round trip rate of $21 port of your presence.
doggie boy.
Dinner
features.
"But, mind you, it will not be a for railroad fare only. This. trans- starts at 6:30 o'clock sharp and
A third interpretation may be made.
Some
one
to
will
rate
enable
immediately upon the completion
stylish one of shiny brass!" spoke portation
may feel this move to be a bid to this country to
the bunny. "The best I can do will attend the convention at a cost not of the gastria exhibition, the speJoin the league, by first removing features to which
be to make you a collar of birch to exceed 850, an amount that cial meeting will be called to or
der. The price of the dinner Is
we object.
bark. You may try that, and. if can be raised by many a New Mexof the to bo $1.00, which price also enti
How the present league will work out is still
you like it, perhaps you can save up ico legion allmember in spite
In
are
fact
the
that
tles
you to b good cigar or cigar'
your pennies and buy yourself a
problematic.
'crap shooting" a.nd money squan ette and the entertainment of one
oetter one.
class.
of the liveliest legion meetings
Yestldday after suppir me and
"Oh, this Is just dandy!" barked dering
Hugh A. Carlisle post la to begin that was ever pulled off.
pop and ma was up in the setting Jackie, capering about like a lit agitation
for
a
Fut In your order for your' plate
large
representation
room, pop reeding the spoarting tle girl taking her dancing lesson from this post at their dinner meet
to jonn Fee today.
pace and ma looking at the Jokes "Please make me the collar!"
without laffing and me wishing I
So Uncle
TO MY COMRADES.
gnawed a piece
dident halff to go to bed soon, and of bark offWlggily
tree and
who wawked In but sewed the endsthe birchwith
suddin
a
all
of
I do not sing for critics, but for you.
strong
together
some little man with a big mus-tas- threads of grass.
Of course, he
My comrades, whom I meet upon the way
me and pop and didn't sew it as
at
looking
as
Nurse
Of Life; and I would hiwe you hear and sav, ma and saying, Well well, we seem
nicely
Jane
Not "This is bright," or "This Is clever new,"
Wuzzy would have
to have compiny, this is a plezzure. done, Fuzzy
but still it was pretty good
Hon In the alteration department
But rather, from your heart, "This one sings true,"
MOUXTAINAIB,
liavent you made some mistake t for a rabbit
" Twas thus I felt," "Such Is my life today,"
gentleman. When the
sod ma.
Misses Mary and Margaret of M. Danziger Co., East Las Vegas,
The
was
collar
finished
it
Jackie put
"So sings my heart when I am glad and gay!"
You seem to of got in rong,
of Moriarty, accompanied N. M. She left Saturday for DenOr this "Dear God! you have known sorrow, too!" stranger, haw, haw, sed pop, and around his neck and, looking at Stewart,
Colo., where she will make a
by their cousin James Moriarty, of ver,
his
in
shadow
of
woodland
a
pool
is
correct,
the man sed, Haw haw
Indiana, were guests over the week visit with relatives before taking
said:
her
new duties.
For, oh the Human Heart Is my one book!
up
the loke is on me. I jest moved to water,
"Now I'm going to run and show end of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Shaw
The words of all my songs are written there. this nnyberhood and I Jest stepped
Tim Gillespie has accepted a poand
Nettie
Bessie
Misses
The
see
brother
Peetie.
He'll
my
my
You, too, may read them If you will but look,
out for a short but sweet stroll al
with the Vorenberg Mercanand want one' like It. You Lynch, of Albuquerque, came over sition
And I but sing them so that you will hear!.
ter finishing a batch of home brew collar
Miss Martinez has
a visit at the tile company.
for
morning
come
Tuesday
with
and
Uncle
me,
but
Wlggily
of
And, comrades, this thing I strive to say:
must
fermly
I
and
gently
Mrs. jess snaw, also accepted a position as clerk
home of Mr.
"You have, a
on your wny!"
wawked into the rong house, well If Peetie want a collar you can on the Mesa. and
In the dry goods department.
From the New York Times.
woll, thats a screem, that 1st, of make him one."
The Women's club held its regThe Junior and Intermediate ular
Uncle Wlggily smiled but said
corse you cant blame me lntlrely
meeting Wednesday afternoon
went
church
of
the
unions
Off
he
nuu
Baptist
nome
nothing.
Drew
tno
oi
may
hopped
through to Baranca
It seems to be the consensus of opinion among because
at
home of Mrs. C. T. Matthews,
canyon last Saturday Thethebusiness
it. You
with
to
do
something
the dance reformers that it Is about time for jazz know I don't trust home brew. I
meeting was conductfor a picnic.
ed
by the president, Mrs. S. Foutz.
to do the ghost dance.
Shelton W. Parton left Friday
like it, but I dont trust it.
Plans
concerning the feasibility of
morning for Gould, Okla., where he the club
Thats all rite, thats quite an
undertaking some definite
Mrs. Parton
man
will
this
sea,
teach
the
year.
and
sed
pop,
right,
will remain here for several weeks worn ror the town during the en
Yes. axsidenta will happen In the
suing year such as the installation
and
before Joining him.
families,
best of regulated
Miss Bernice Orme entertained of electric lights, planting trees or
thats the kind of family this is, I
making a city park were discussed.
her Sunday school class Wednes- At
cai. see at a giants.
HE BANE DEAD, TOO.
the adjournment of the busivou
at
a
say
your
vnn.
did
with
Thnnlr
Chautauqua
plcnio
day
The senate has Just passed a bill to Pay Moses
ness session,
the meeting was
park.
Lome brew terned out all rite? sed
Bane money that has been owed him bv the
man sea,
Dr. C. J. Amble Is in Wichita turned over to Mrs. W. Fremont
ment 44 years a baneful delay. Washington Post. pop, ana tne to
was
who
the leader for
Osborne,
describe it, its the
duzzont begin
Falls, Texas, this week' on business. the afternoon.
y
A very entertainDr. S. Alonzo Bright, of Albukind of home brew that you
was rendered, conYOU CAN'T EAT WITIT A SWORD.
ony taist in dreems, my ony
querque, and Rev. S. W. Marble, of ing program
As a director of food distributions Mr. Hoover regi'et in the werds of Nathan Hale
Santa Fe, were here Tuesday for sisting of an instrumental duet,
"Humoresque." by Misses Bertha
y
has been in a position to learn that the knife and the grata patriot, is that I have
an
meeting at the Method
and Blanche Osborne,
fork are mightier than the sword. Washington Star. only this one batch to offer to my
ist church. After a rirmon In the Paltenghe
discussion
of the
was a splendid
Dr.
dinner
country men.
Bright,
morning
by
Mnther T reelv think I awt to
on long tables in the back eighth amendment, giving reasons
WAR NEVER ENDS TAXES.
spread
It should be defeated at the
would
of the church.
Americans once went to war to out an end to see this gentleman home, it
During the after- why
election, was presented by
nayberly, sed pop,
noon Rev. Marbla preached an able coming
taxation without representation, and now they are be no more than
I
Mrs.
C.
R. Keyes, and a number of
O
I
don't
know,
Bed,
sermon and the fourth quarterly
wondering what to do about taxation with It. Boston and mathink
events were given bv sev
he'll have ony ferther
hardly
conference of the year was held. current
Transcript.
of the members. Refreshments
'"
trubblo.
the evening Dr. Bright preach- eral
In
were
small
a
Its
man.
served
bv the hostesa tn
t mite sed the
ed nenln. This service closed the
MATRIMONIAL PROHIBITION !
world but. under certen conditions the woods, with Jackie trotting on revival meetings which have been Mesdames S. Vorenberg. W. Vo
A Detroit divorce Judge recommends
loneer
can never tell wen youre going ahead.
- in progress at the Methodist church renberg, E. B. Sifferd, R. Burgess,
All at once Uncle
The cheaper price of gasoline will aid you
3.
courtships.
W. Fremont Oshnrne.
euata gily heard Jackie barking Wigto wawK into Bomeoouy
mostrfor more than two weeks. Th3re II. Taylor.
as a factor toward that. Detroit News.
W. Davis, H, Werthlcm, C. R.
hoiisp.
Ihave
conversions
been
about
sadly.
twenty
S.
fortenv. Its no more than nay
Fautz, J. R. Gillespie and
Keys.
What's the matter?" cried the and nearly as many additions to Misses
got his hat nunny
ARE THEY RELATIVELY HUNGRY?
Bertha
berly, sed pop. And hewent
Paltenghe and
to
Rev.
and
Dr.
church.
the
uncle,
hopping
Bright
quickly
out
and
The soviet authorities of Russia have called
and him and the man
the place where he heard Jackie Marble went to Estancla Wednes Blnncne Osborne.
1
wen
home
come
yet
Einstein to deliver an address on his theory pop hadent
Miss Jessie Defoor came In Fri
by Rov. and
accompanied
day
of relativity. The next call will be for the alienists. went to bed, and this morning he howling.
day evening from Cuervo, N. M.,
There he saw the little doggie Mrs. Merkle.
Commercial Appeal, Memphis.
dident get up till this afternoon on ooy all twisted in a head on
and
will teach In the city schools
A son was born Saturday night
the
account of feeling sick.
tne coming year.
to Mr. and Mrs. Francis Joiner.
ground.
AND HIS CHARGES ARE HIGH!
Mrs. C. R. Keyes was hostess at
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Kleiner
'What happened, Jackie?" asked
Well, the Germans have signed on another dot-l?- d
Mr. Longears.
have returned to their home in a six o'clock dinner Monday even
line. That ends the dance, and there will be
'Oh, a low tree branch caught Riley, Kansas, after a visit here ing at her home south of town.
nothing to do for the next half century but pay
under my new collar, tripped me with their brother, Joe Kleiner, Covers were laid for Mr. and Mrs.
the fiddler. Toledo Blade.
up and pulled me down!" said and their daughter. Mrs. Edwards, J. M. Bentley, Miss Bertha Palten-g- h
and Roy Burgess.
Jackie.
north of town. Thev liked our
Wagon Mound residents worn
TnEY HIT IT WITH A BLUDGEON.
"Well, accidents will happen,
country and expect to raiurn In shocked
B.
Paris
Howard
to learn of the murder of
By
Senator Capper says: "Partylsm never sat more
spoke Uncle Wiggily. "But you the near future.
Tho Pant, at Tart Co mat ftr th Joe Bledsoe at East r,nn Vetrnm a
aren't hurt much. I'll help you up."
lightly on the people." Our view is different. LookSo the bunny pulled Jackie loose, church two days this week and niiuri time ago Dy T. c. Penning
ing back to last November, we say that the people
Copyright. 1921. by McClure
never sat more heavily on democratic partylsm.
and the two friends went on to quilted for the Orphans' home at ton ot valmora, N. M. Mr. Bled
Newspaper Syndicate.
well and favorahly known
Houston Post
gether again. But It wasn't long Portales and the Methodist Home soe was
before Uncle Wiggily, who had Missionary society met Wednesday iiero ana naa a wide circle of
to
rrienas
whom the news of his
hopped on ahead, heard Jackie with Mrs. Snap and spent the dsy
came as a distinct shock.
cry;
quilting for the Harwood Indus- murder
JACKIE'S
AND
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Hargrave and
UNCLE WIGGILY
"Oh, please wait for me! I'm trial school In Albuquerque.
COLLAR.
A daughter was born Sunday to daughter, Beulah, motored up from
caught again!"
watrous
SENATOR SMOOTS' TAX PLAN.
and spent
This time the
vine of a Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Reynolds.
Wednesday
One day, as Uncle Wlggily was wild grape hadtrailing
here
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Story an- several days
visiting and
slipped under
the
woods,
through
Dusiness.
along
hopping
nounce
collar
a
him
and
held
of
Jackie's
fast.
the
birth
daughter transacting
(From the Minneapolis Trlbunt.)
Dink nose WSS
"My! Being stylish is a lot of last week.
Simplification of the tax machinery of the wnnrlerlnir if his
said Uncle
The W. H. M. S. will meet Wed
United States government is one of the things which twinkling just exactly right, all of trouble sometimes,"
noise.
as he gnawed through the nesday at the home of Mrs. B..C.
the country demands. It Is true that the revenue-bil- a sudden he hearda a noise
made by Wiggily,
vine and set Jackie free.
Sharpless with Mrs,. John Blxlcr
just reported by the house committee does not theNo, it wasn't
on a little farther, as hostess.
Fuzzy Fox or the Woozle Wolf.
went
go very far along this line.
They
little
a
I
played
John Blxler returned Tuesday
Now comes Senator Smoot. of Utah, with a. man That's the time
and all at once Jackie went to
which proposes to raise the necessary revenues from joke on you! The noise Uncle scratch his left ear w'ith his hind morning from a business trip to
Jackie
made
was
heard
by
Wlggily
sources
and six only. He suggests that the revelU
paw. But his paw slid under his Trinidad, Colo.
nues come from these sources: Income taxx, 10 per Bow Wow the puppy dog boy.
R. L. Hltt has moved his famtripped him up and down
his
way collar,
Jackie was pushing
cent tax on net corporation profits, tobacco taxes,
he fell
ily to Albuquerque after spending
over
estate taxes, manufacturers' sales tax of 3 per cent through the bushes, saying
"Dear me!" said Uncle Wlggily, the summer here.
and over again:
and import taxes.
trying not to laugh. "I guess I'll
BOOKS
"Oh, I wish I had one! I wish have to make your collar a little
It has been generall conceded by such organizaWAGOX MOUND.
tions as the Tax League of America, of which Mr. I could find one somewhere!"
Miss Fae Brewer, who will teach
smaller, Jackie!"
want
Jackie?"
"What Is it you
Huzen J. Burton, of Minneapolis is the
"No, Uncle Wlggily!" said the In the city schools the ensuing
asked Uncle Wlggily, hopping out doggie boy with a smile. "You year, arrived here Friday afterthat the income taxxes, estate, tobacco andpresident,
ISPIOIAL DISPATCH TO MORNINO JOURNAL)
tree.
"Are
sassafras
a
beneath
taxes remain. The Tax League has proposed Import
from
don't need to make this collar noon from Canon City, Colo.
the 1
Las Cruces, N. M., Sept. 4. Las
P. I Buck, after making a short Cruces
V. cent sales or turnover tax. Senator Smoot inaugu- you looking for a bone, or a piece larger or smaller. Just take it off,
and Dona Ana county will
rates the policy of a sales tax by proposing a 8 per of puppy cack?"
please. I'm not going to wear It! visit here with friends, returned continue the fight
the
"Neither one, Uncle Wlggily," The
cent tax on manufacturers. In addition he provides
be stylish If they to his home In French, N. M., adoption of the new against
may
dogs
school text
Jackie answered. "What I want Is like. I'm going to be natural!"
the 10 per cent on net profits of corporations.
Tuesday afternoon, where he is an books. At a general meeting of the
The Smoot plan has one thing which must com- a collar."
operator.
"Well, maybe that la a
Dona Ana county farm bureau in the
"A dollar!" exclaimed the hunny Idea!" chuckled the bunny asgood
mend it and that is Its simplicity. The complexity
I P. Hammond and family who state
he
armory here Saturday after"A dollar Is a took off Jackie's collar. Then
of the present system has been harmful to both the rabbit gentleman.
rehave
summer
the
spent
here,
noon. D, W. Bronson, chairman of
they
government and the taxpayers. It should be studied lot of money these days, Jackie, had some lollypops e.t the Ice cream turned to their home In Wichita a special committee,
read a letter
carefully because of that very simplicity. It is esti- Why do you want so much?" Uncle store. And if the frying pan Falls, Texas, last week.
from W. T. Richardson of RobwcII,
"I didn't say a dollar,
mated by the Utah senator that its operation would
France
on
second
Its
opetrick
head when the
doesn't stand
Myers,
saying: "We are. with you five
d
of the present force employ- Wlggily!" barked Jackie with a boiled eggs are
require only
to go to rator here for the past year, left thousand strong."
ed by the government to collect the taxes. That laugh. "I said a collar something sleep In it, I'll telltrying
next about iait Saturday evening for Santa
you
Vigorous protest was entered
to go around my neck, you know." Uncle Wlggily and the rain rattle.
alone Is In its favor.
he has a similar position.
against the new books. Tho farm
"You have nice soft fur around
Whether the 8 per manufacturers' sales tax
Mr. and Mrs. P. E. Moore came bureau members then
adopted a
coupled with the 10 per cent on corporation net your neck," spoke Mr. Longears.
Japan Is preparing to build a In Friday afternoon from tas motion to pledge themselves to act
profits Is better than the even more simple 1 per "I should think that would be pyramid for her first emperor, Vegas, N. M., and will make their with Roswell
In
not
using the
cen. sales or turnover tax Is another question.
enough."
somewhere In the suburbs of To- home here during the coming yesr. books.
dif"Well. I want a collar," went on kyo, and for this purpose a com- Mr. Moore holds a position in our
The Smoot plan abolishes about thirty-fiv- e
Mr. Bronson said tonight a test
ferent forms of present taxes. It does away entirely Jackie, and he did not speak as mittee of prominent men will col- schools as principal of the gram- case will be made in the event the
with the excess profits tax which has proven to be pleasantly as he might, "I saw a lect a stone from every subject of mar grade building.
superintendent enforces the law.
Mrs. Louise Wendt, who has been
disappointment and a failure. In that respect at rich dog from the city yesterday, the empire. It is the Intention to
least It is superior to the house measure which re- end he had on a dandy collar, all make this the highest structure In In the employ of A. MacArthur Co.,
The Mongolians eat only one
tains the excess profits tax for the current year.
for sometime, has accepted a post- - meal a day.
shiny brass and everything, Uncle the Far East

MERICAII LEGION MOTES.

RIPPLING RHYMES

Certain gentlemen in New Mexico heartily believe In the short ballot. They contend, with considerable force, that the list ot candidates on the
average ballot Is too long for the people to make an
Intelligent choice. They say that all but the heads
of the tickets receive no careful thought. They
therefore urge the election of three or four state
officers, upon whom will devolve the duty of appointing the rest. The Journal has expressed its
approval Of such a move provided some method is
devised to remove the dishonest of Incompetent
among the elected officers.
These same gentlemen now oppose an appointive
commission in the land office On the ground that
it would "Inject politics" into the management of
the affairs of the office. They say that the governor
can not be depended upon to act wisely in the
publlo interest. What becomes of their short-ball-

OALli
Uroariway.
FOH SALE

ot

argument?
If they can not hope to elect an honest and
competent governor, when the attention of the people Is riveted on that office, how can they hope to
elect a competent land commissioner when his name
and personality are lost in a long list of minor officials?
No thoughtful attention has ever been given by
the voters to the commissioner of the land office.
His nomination has been dictated by the politicians.
His election has followed the fate of the bulk of the
ticket.
board by the
The appointment of
governor, would fix the responsibility for the administration of this trust on that executive.
The loglo of these gentlemen Is positively ludicrous. As the French say, "It Ss to laugh."
THE CONUNDRUM.
When la public money not public money? When
the commissioner of the land office handles It as
though it were his private property.
A contemporary says It is none of the business
of the public what the commissioner does with his
"suspense account."
That official has many hundreds of thousands
of dollars in this account. This fund arises from
for
deposits made In the land office by applicants a
the leasing or purchase, of publlo lands. After
are
year or two goes by before these selected lands the
"clear listed" from the government so that
million dollars,
deal can be closed. From
to one million dollars of such funds have been In the
hands of the commissioner almost constantly since
statehood.
This money comes Into his hands, not as an
Individual, but as an officer of the state. He does
not have personal possession of it as a private citizen; it Is In his hands as an official.
!t
This money Is handled as freely as though
were his private bank account. He puts it in such
nleasa his whim, and without interest at
least without interest paid to either the depositor ct
the money In the land office, or to tho state.
This huge fund is used for the benefit of the
Whether
commissioner, or of his political crowd.
he is paid interest personally or not, no one knows.
If not, the favored banks certainly have a political
obligation to contribute correspondingly to campaign
funds.
The Journal Is convinced that reciprocal deposits
are made by the commissioner in banks, where loans
re made to his political friends In return for tho
funds.
deposit of a certain amount of these
This whole system is crooked. That any newscompaper has the audacity to defend it is sad
A paper
mentary on the state of public sentiment.
on
which would defend so Immoral a proposition
e
the ground that the money is not technically "pun-lideceat
money," deserves the condemnation of

MONEY TO LOAN

lf

people.
The Journal Insists that this money Is 'public
It
money" within the meaning of the law. True,
should be carried in a "suspense account" pending
final disposition of the transaction. But this monry
as
comes to the commissioner as commlisioner, not
an individual. His official bond is liable for it. We
believe his official bond is liable for the Interest
which the law requires on public monies.
To make a huge political or personal graft out
of these hundreds of thousands of dollars and then
to openly defend it as a legitimate and honorable
transaction, is appalling.
Here lies a strong reason for the passage of the
an appointive
land office amendment, creating
board of three members.
INJUSTICE TO EXCESS IMMIGRANTS.
Approximately 100 Greeks arriving in this
country in excess of the August quota are ordered
deported, the first to which such measures have
been applied since the percentage immigration law
took effect. Other quotas have been exceeded but
by Bome method the law was satisfied. Now the
statute Is to be construed literally, it being recognised probably, that one evasion leads to others and
that there must be an end of circumvention.
The situation offers proof that immigration is
There should
badly handled under the restrictions.
be iome means of stopping on the other side those
whose coming would exceed the limit. While the
law
explicit, and is even generous under the circumstances, it is unfair to the immigrant for the
steamship company to take hiB money to carry him
her to be refused admittance. It doeB not remedy
the injustice to compel the steamship company to
carry the immigrant home again. In that case his
money is gone and he is just where he started.
The immigrant cannot be expected to know
whether his arrival will be in excess of (hose admitted for the month, but those who authorize his
repassage should know and should be held here
The lot of the alien coming
sponsible.
It is
at best is not an enviable one.
not likely to make him a better citizen, however
'
he may be to be bandded about. It may be difficult for him to comprehend why he Is handled thus
and his uncertainty as to the justice of the treatment will not add to his regard for government
Were steamship companies required not only to
carry back a rejected immigrant but also to refund
hi passage money, the plan would work to relieve
the situation, doubtless. .In fact the steamship companies for years have used every possible method ot
Induce Europeans to emigrate and they have been
trenuous objectors to the restrictions that have
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CARPENTERING
1651-J- .
PHON'B
for carpenter work, C
P. Roberts. 815 East Santa Fe.
PETi'lh'OKD THE ODD JOB MAN.
Phona 1S73-Any kind of work
FOU HOUSE OU ROOF PAINTING;

work; reasonable prices.
nrown. 102(1 Bnuth Broadway.
or having your
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liKKOKIi
our
house repaired,
phone 864-figures may Interest you; no Job too
Inrge or too small.
first-clas-

s

Otorire

T.

FOR SALE

Real Estate

lut stiutlieusi enr- -,
i'Uit bAi.K Kmy-iuu- t
ner Arno street and Lewis avenue;
price $450; $25 cash, $10 per month.
Phone 3R75--

FOR RENT

Office Rooms

iiU
Uit KK.Vt ultK't iiM.ms, hvtk
water; above lVIatson's store, Central
avenue. Inquire J, Korber's Auto

MATTRESS RENOVATING
MATTUKSS KENOVATINU,
(3.0(1 and up.
Rug c eantnff. furniture ronslrlnv. fur

niture packing, stoves repaired.
471.
Ervin Bending rvirnDnny.

f

--

riwe,

fSp1
Isi?

y'

if Yol took.

TYPEWRITERS
i tfci vv ki 1 i lib Ah'-- 1 makes i.verliau.tti
and repaired Ribbons fur every machine.
Ex
Albuquerque
Typewriter
122 South Fmirth.
phone 80J-- J

WANTED

AgenU

the West to represent the Red Arrow
Kodak finishing service. Address Albu
querque or E. Las iVegaa plant

WANTED

Houses

WANT houses to sell; If your price
is right we will find a buyer for you:
results count and we get them. J. D.
Keleher, 211 West Gold. Phone 410.
Vv'U

PRINTING
SUPEKIOK PU1NTERS
First-cls110 WEST GOLD avenue.
printing service. Phone 71

WANTED

Ranches

RANCH- - Have

good town
property to trade for ranch of not less
than ten acres, close in, with owner direct. Phone 1925-W'ANTKU

NOTICE

SALE OF OVERALIi FACTOR'S
AND EQUIPMENT.
Notice Is hereby given that under au

of a vote of more than two-thi- rd
of the stockholders of
the Union Overall Manufacturing Com
of
Directors constituted
the
Board
pany,
by law Trustees on dissolution of said
for sale at pub
offer
will
corporation,
lic auction on Saturday, September 17,
two
o'clock p. m. on
1021, at the hour of
said day. at 917 South' Second street, Al
buquerque, New Mexico, all the property,
real and personal, of the Union Overall
Manufacturing Company, as follows.
Factory site, consisting of lots 9 and,
10 in block 2 of the Baca Addition to
the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico,
with brick factory vulldlng thereon; 18
Singer Sewing Machines; 8 Union Special Machines, (double); 1 Tacker Machine; 1 Buttonhole Machine 1 Pocket
Machine; 2 Union
Special Machines,
(single); 1 Acme Cutting Machine; 1
Klectrio Motor; Inspection table, bins,
shelving, lighting system, stoves, factory
chairs, miscellaneous tools, office equipment, Including check
writer, clock,
typewriter, filing cabinet, safe, etc.; 64
yards miscellaneous cloth; four bales f
shirting and Denim; 214 yards webbing,
about 14? pounds miscellaneous thread,
115 spools sewing thread,
etc.; Factory
Labels,
tickets, miscellaneous stationery, etc.; Belting, extra parts for sewing machines; 1,200 assorted needles, etc.;
109 pounds pattern
paper; 878 pounds
wrapping paper, 28 pounds twine, etc.;
138 gross miscellaneous buttons; Miscellaneous equipment and supplies, including shafting, 6,000 pounds denim scraps
paper cutters, scales, ato.
The foregoing factory, equipment, supplies an1 all acceasr.rlca of the Union
Overall Manufacturing Company will ba
effered f th. highest bidder for cash,
but terms may be made in purchase of
real estate. Factory may be sold a a
whole or Items sold 'separately, depending on highest offer. Right reserved to
njfet any and all bids.
thority

In Interest

UNION

M ANUFACTUfUNO
OVERALL
COMPANY.

By E. I Mitchell, president.
Attest:
,
John H renhofI secretary.

HFLP THEM

HELP i OCRSELP
Whei! you consider the steady,
continuous,
work
demanded of the kidneys you do
not wonder that they must have
help occasionally to filter and cast
out from the blood stream the
waste matter that forms poisons
and acids if permitted to remain,
causing backache, rheumatio pains,
etiff joints, sore muscles, dizziness,
floating specks, sallowness and Irregular bladder action. Foley Kidney Pills give relief promptly. Sold
everywhere.
never-interrupt-

The old Bruton parish church tn
Williamsburg, Va is believed to
be the oldest church building In
continuous use in America.

Patent Office)

A

Mother plate
Vc?J
Lick.
could

e VrU
some. mqrjs.

oM

.

By Gene Byrner

T

J

T

jMSk ysoop
7

LLJ-- -

:
fcrr-""tggj

Phone

T

1

AlonU

dia-

valuable.

Marcus. 213 Bouth First.
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
and gold jewelry; liberal, reliable, con.
tdentlal Gottlieb Beer, 105 North First,
CONFIDENTIAL loans on jewelry,
watches. Liberty Bonds, pianos,
Lowest rates.
automobiles
Rothman's
Mr.

all-da-

Bedtime

wuiclies.

guns and everything

monds,

J

Pro-f-ss-

Ik loan- - on

.HJ.K1

VERSE OF TODAY

gen-rell-

rucker. cook stove,
Phono 1911--

of buffet, table and four chain; alio
small table and bed. 1104 West Elate,
phnne 1933-- J
MALE ivory rocker, dresser. Ue&k,
dressing table, bed; fruit Jan, SOcj
child'! bed, swing, (ce box, refrigerator,
two roll-to- p
desks, shotguns, violin; all
kinds of good used furniture, priced
right. 325 South First.

BENNY'S

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

Dresner,

4U BuulO

Or will trade for smallei
round oak dining table 11
A- -l
condition. 1615 South Eillth.
'OH SALE Dining room eel, consistiitil

LITTLE

er

lUlllilUio.

and dining table.

ten-ce-

fellow-travel-

liiuid

FOf! KALE
size.

--

PERSONAL NOTES OF THE STATE

Furniture

FOR SALE
lOlt

tMOTE BOOK,

"IT IS TO LAUGH."

one-ha-

September 5, 1921

-

X2T
5-

-

I t
1

'

Vl
'

September 5, 1921.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1
Copyright, ltll by the International News Service
Registered O. 8. Patent Office.

BRINGING UP FATHER.
DON'T WORRY
'

mm

H

VILL NOTSKT
OP THE

HOOe
I

3

i

mvr

I'O LIKE

WHILE.

VERY FINE HOME.
This house is located clos In
in the Fourth ward. Has !
large rooms, servant's loom
laundry room with tubs, steam
heat, and is modern In ovary respect: hardwood floors throughout; newly decorated and In perfect condition. Kitchen range
and linoleum, refrigerator, and
all shades and draperies are Included. This home la In a very
fine location, with paved street
lawn, walks, and double garage.
If Interested in a real, home
call us for an appointment.
A3 INVESTMENT.'
Three small houses, partly furnished, located In a good rent
district In the Highlands. All
houses are In cood condition and
can be bought on good terms If
desired.
WONDERFCIi BTOiDING
RITE.
of a block in the
finest residential section a dandy location for that fine residence.
One-four- th

KANCHT.S.
We have some verv i'lne ranches

close in, located close to good
school, and can bo bought on
very good terms. If tn the market for a iood ranch, either
large or small, let us show you
what we have.
FOU RENT.
Highlands.
house, elegantly
$75.00
furnished

apartment,

$35.00

furnished

$40.00

apartment,

furnished

$32.00

apartment,

furnished
$6,000

..$30.00

--

WANTED
on good first mortgage.

Tell us what you want
have it.

we may

D. T. KINGSBURY,

210

For

REAL ESTATE,
Lonns and Insnrance.
W. Gold.
Phone 981--

Rent-Room- s

A

with Board

FOR RENT Sleeping porch and bnaid
110? East Central
STEAM-HEATEroom; sood board; no
181 North Fourth.
elck.
Fumlehed
roum; buard If
FOR RENT
dealred. (09 South High.
FOR RENT Room with board. Orey
atone roome, si S H west aoia.
618
ABLE BOARD All
Phone 1471-Weet Fruit.
FOR RENT Room and sleeping; porch,
with board. 13 Eait Central.
GOOD UOMIi COOKING, sleeping porcu,
1027
Forrest".
front room; no alck.
FOR RENT Rooms with sleeping porcu.
also good table board. 415 South High.
FOR RENT Room, (ultable for one or
313 North
two. with excellent board.
Tenth.
and ujard, with
FOR RENT Room
boara. 410
Bleeping porch; first-clalHast Central.
FOR RlS.NT
Room, porch and board, for
two gentlemen; terms reasonable. 310
Bouth Walter.
FOR KENT Nicely furnished rooms with
first-claa- a
table board. Fhone 13Z7-110 South Arno.
EXCELLENT BOARD and room, heat
furnished, 145 monthly. Fhone 1893-ell South Broadway.
JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location for
few reaervatlons now
healthseekers;
available. Phone 3238--

A

4

r-U

lM D0WN TOWN
tEMO AN AMftUL- -

TO WALK
OVER ME
LADY IF HE
VANTS TO

N

Insurance.

loaldk Mmxi

Four rooms, glassed porch, biemnt,
built-i- n
bath,
features, la the Fourth
this Is the best finish
wgrdt
and most
FOURTH STREET RANCH,
compl.ti little hem in the city.
Cosy, modern home, five rooms and
Five room eement block, (tree, young
features
sleeping porch, built-i- n
five acres, fine land under ditch. itn.it; this la a well built horns la a
Alfalfa. Fifteen minutes out on sooi neighborhood In the highlands, and
I
worth th money 13,100.
paved road. Priced to sell.
We have a few furnlshsd houses.
GILL AND WOOTTON.
723-115 S. Second.
J
Phone

Phone 414.

120 8.

Fourth.

(,

IIAN'CH CLOSE IN RANCH
mile from Old Town
Three-fourt- h
on Boulevard.
acre,
(adobe) house
with huHt-l- n features, well, trees,
vines, garage, and ditch water.
Tou will have to see this place
to appreciate Its value. Must be
sold In the next few days.
Only $3.500 Terms. Call 57.
FRANKLIN A COMPANX
Loans.
Realtors
Insurance

A REAL HOME FOR SALE
Five-roomodern bungalow,
with hardwood floors, all th
n
built-ilate
features, built-i-n
laundry tubs; lot 60x300 feet,
with garaga and good outbuildings. It Is k real home and In
A- -l
condition. If you are looking for something good, let us
show It ti you.

A, L, Martin Co,, Realtors
,Real Estate. Fire and Auto
Insuinnee, Loans.
32!! W. Gold.
Phone 166.

SDEUETREALTtCo.

& Company
Give special attention to newcomers In our city.
Our office and salesmen put
forth a special effort to show
you about the city and help you
get located.

in and talk it over at
Second and Gold Ave. Phone 640

Come

LOT

Has three apple trees, two shade
alfalfa. In
trees, cherry trees,
Fourth ward, Zapf's Orchard addition. Price only $650. (20 cash,
then 10 per month. A savings account and investment.
LEVERETT-ZAP- F
A CO.
Phone 640 to See It.

FOR

SALE

Fhone

r

489--

lit

"

HUUWS

tUK

BAlilU

brick, modern,
porohea,
lot 10110, Fourth ward; suitable for
two apartments, 14,200.
frame, two porches, large lot,
near shops,
Second ward; good
terms. 12,500.
frame, modern, two porohes,
corner lot, 50x142, Fourth ward,
house. Immediate
garage, chicken
possession; furnished or unfurnlshod;
14,000 and 14,750. Terms.
BUILDING LOTS
lot, University Heights, 3300.
5 lots together, on North Thirteenth.
1 lot on corner of Third and Marble
avenue.

.IHECKMANN REALTY CO.'

Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
Notary Public.
308 West Oold.
70.
Fhone

Miscellaneous

One-four- th

nil.

and Incomo Property
If Investment
We have for sale the

highest

classed residence Income property in the city. Consists of a
modern double house; one side
completely furnished, located
where it will always be In demand as a rental proponitton
Property in exiellent condition.
Will bring a return of 20 per
cent on your lnvaslment. Convenient terms.

five-roo- m

J.

D.v

Phone 410.

HOME IN HIGHLANDS
brick, in splendid location, a east front, lawn, trees,
basement, furnace all for $5,600.
Good terms.
Building lots, one on West Silver, one on I.una place, a few on
East Silver, some very desirable ones on the Heights. Now
is the time to buy vacant property, you will make money on It.
Five-roo- m

ait

$2,000

It. McCUJGHAX,

204 W. Gold.

Phone

442--

-

Splendid Brick, unfurnished. . .$88
6 Rooms, unfurnished
....$45
Rooms, unfurnished
furnished
Rooms, furnished.....
Rooms, furnished

6
5

...$50
.$45

$75

..$50

LEVERETT-ZAPir&C- 0.
J.

SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Rod Arrow (all over the Weet) ren
ders eudden service on Kodak finishing
Work
to people who demand quality.
In before 11 a. m. mailed came nay.
Work In before I p. m. mailed noon next
day. Addreee work to
THB RED ARROW.
E. La Vegas
Albuquerque
(We want a representative in YO'JR
territory.)

REALTORS
Second Street and Gold Avenue
i'boue 640

FOR RENT

Rooms

FOB BALE single furnished room.
North Second.
FOR KE.NT Light housekeeping room
315 West

A

$6. BOO
$5,360
$4,750
$8,160
$2,750

1S22--

Savings Account and
Investment

Immediate

Possession.

With or without furniture. This

Is the largest little brick house
you can find. Four rooms, bath,
trlassed-l- n

sleeping, glassed sun
parlor; hardwood floors, etc.
Garage.
Located on nice corner lot In
Highlands, south front. This Is s
nice home and the price is only
14,500. We insure anything insurable.

i
ze

4 Rooms,

modern, heat
modern, new
modern, new
modern, hear
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Sliver.
PMone

W. Gold.

house, full-siBuys a good
YOU LIKE HOME
lot, shade and fruit trees, good Four-roobrick, large porches,
etc. located on North
rooms
Eighth street. The terms are right. --fine location, $4,250. Seven
Marge lot, garage, shade trees,
H. P. GILMORE
'
close in on carline, $6,000. Five
Real Estate and Insurance.
floors, garage
rooms, hardwood
914 W. Gold.
Fhone 442-$5,600W. H. McMILLION, (Realtor.)
206 West Gold.
FOR RENT
5

NEAR UNIVERSITY
modern, heat

KELEHER,

m

West Gold Ave.

'

'

FOB SALE
Seven-roomodern brick and
stucco two-stoHOME,
hardwood
finish throughout, fireplace, built-i- n
features, plenty clothes closets and
tort room; good lot, fiv mlnuto
from postofflo and situate in beat
residential section of the Third ward
priced right at (5,500,
3,soo casbJ
balance I per cent. Bee
A. C. STARES,
Real Estate and Insurance,
SIS West Gold Ave.
Phone 16S,

five-roo-

firs-plac- e,

Oversize and

The best tire for tha least
money in the state.
Tire Repairing and
Re tread in p.
JUG ULAN T TIKE & RUBBER
WORKS.
Broadway and Gold. Phone 230

OUT OF TOWN

OWNER

Must sell
house, hardwood floors, built-i- n
features,
basement, large porch, garage, this Is a wonderful buy must
be sold. See
ACKKRSON
GRIFFITH,

NOTICE
MAJESTIC Tires are a seven
thousand-mil- e
tire; all adjustments made by us.

Overservice

ht out::

THIS BEAUTIFUL
J.

Lfofe

TRUNK BUT I'VE

HE'LL HAVE

Leverett-Za- pf

apartment

THl--

By George McMarnu

yog::

com-

pletely furnished

TO

TO RUN
OVER

M ON

1

None better than University
Heights Lots $10.00 down; $10
per month.
THEY ARE SELLING DAILY.
YOU WILL BE LIKE SOME
OTHERS.
Surprised to find them selling
so fast. Don't deiay tut get
yours today.
Leverett-Za- pf

& Company

A REAL HOME
GENERAL AGENTS.
Modern five room stucco
Second
Street and Gold Avenuo.
wnne
enarnei union
Bungalow
built-i- n
One glassed-ifeatures.
Bleeping
porch, furnace, garage.
Will take car as first payment;
BARGAIN TRICES
rest like rent.
On these lots for a week only.
914 WEST MARQUETTE.
Located on East Silver avenue. Just
on top of the hill. South Fronts.

Leverett-Za- pf

GOOD VALUES

IrOMP

New

A

five-acr-

e

See

ranch

five miles out on North Fourth.
In the Fourth ward a
modern home.
four-roo-

J.

Iron.

L. PHILLIPS
Ileal Estnto.

2,500

& CO.

F

Realtors.
Second Street and Gold Avenue,

rimno

640.

FOR SALE

Houw.

mi

Two, three-roohouse
on an elegant lot, North
Eighth street; each rented for J 20. Live in one,
your chum in tha other,
terms.
$4,000
house, tnodern In every respect, with
fireplace, breakfast room,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch.
Double garage,
on two
full lots, on South High.
$600 cash, balance) Ilk
m

Five-roo-

LEVEItETT-ZAF-

OFFERED UY

MECIE1E1

n

FOR SALE

& Company

Realtors.
Second Stiwt and Gold Avenue
1'bone 610.

m

rent.

FOR RENT Dwellings
FOB. UB.NT Furnished room. ?0sl East
Phono 354-$3,150
North Twelfth street,
110 South Third
CONCORD grapee, Bandy's Ranch, HOiJS
FOK BALK
brick house, on
Central, phone 82!5-W- .
good neighborhood; five-roo- m
CONCORD Grapes, epecal Monday. 340U3 FOR R HINT Four-roomodern flat, furNorth Eillth. Phone 2401-Bl
BENT
rooms.
FOH
Furnished
modern house with
nished. 40 North Third, phone J845-North
1313
FOR SALE Milk
FOK SALE
goat,
South Walter, phone 1687-Itesidence, 711 North Four-teent- h
sleeping porch. $600 cash,
FOR RENT Cumpie.ely rurnlahed five.
Third.
street; nice location. Inquire
If
FOH KENT
Room
board
Furnished
balance
room;
RENT
like rent.
FOR
room
house.
eia North
within.
Fuu SALE Concord grapes. Phone Eleventh. modern
desired. 300 South High.
HELP WANTED
New five-roo- m
$4,750
Spanish
2404-JFoK HEM' A sleepm room or gen FOU SALE New three-roohouse
wltn
KENT
FOH
type
euruisbeil
Clean,
adobe, in University
air
tleman only. 4D2 Norm necono.
house, five
FOR BALE Set double harness, at Bell's FOR RENT Unfurnished
porch. Or. Burton, suit 9, Barnet'
Male.
315 ft Bouth Second.
rooms.
This
is
Heights.
a homej
rooms, alt modern convenlenoee.
221
housekeeping building.
FOR
RENT Furnished
Livery Barn.
with all modern conven
WANTEFl
Errand boys. The Economist. FOR RENT Two rooms for light house
North Walter.
609 South Second
nd sleeping rooms.
five-rooSALE
Modern
FOR
TRY UODDY'S MILK. BEST IN TOWN.
house;
iences
315
West
Grand.
Including a large
keeping.
Central Restaurant,
OR RENT Nicely
amiill WANTED Walter.
can buy from owner by calling at Hi
furnlahad
'
Two nice large furnished
FOR KENT
Phone 3413-Rbasement.
Can bi pur
Old Alhuquerque,
house with sleeping norch. Aonlv ml
bolt KKN1 j hree furnished room
mom
for llKht
housekeeping, 40s North Sixth.
chased
FOR BALE Water motor. Inquire at South Edith.
on
modern. 1011 North First.
very easy
WANTED
Good
to
salesman
rellabu
North Arno.
FOR cHALE By owner,
modern
terms.
Morning Journal office.
FOR RENT An unfurnished four-roocarry good paying side line tn state of FOR KENT Front roum suitable for two
home, rine location, In Fourth ward.
-- room
A
$4,250
six
FOR SALE
Small tractor, new condi'
modern
1I3B1-Addree X.
bouse, modern; no sick; no children. New Mexico and Arlsona.
Phone
FOR RENT Apartment
gentlemen. 827 North Fifth.
1004 Kouth Broedwsy.
house in Fourth ward,
tion.
J. Korber at Co.
T. Z., car Journal.
FOK RENT Furnished room In private FOH
FOK SALE
income
KENT
Three
Bargain,
property,
has
been
Just
CONCORD
beet for
FOR RENT Five-roonewly dee-orat- ed
GRAPES,
13&7-rurnished house, VANTED Young man going to high
corner Oold; nine large roome. like
Tamtiy; no sick,
1803 South Walter.
two ecreeneji-l- n
tha inachool or 'varsity, to work on farm
throughout
165 per
Bandy's Ranch, phone 2408-J124 Bouth Edith.
porches,
new,
three
no
...i.-h:porchee.
Two-loohot
f
rooms;
water
won
heat;
RttN'T
apartment
month. Apply at 333 South Arno.
terior. This home can
fci board and room; muat be able lu
FOR SALE New .22 Winchester
no children.
1444-Five-room
414 Went Silver.
FOU SALE
sick;
cement
fhone
bungan
C.
housekeeping,
care
mtik
R.,
Address
be
Journal.
on
had
'j..?,1i uouem rurnisned cottage.
and case, 320. 215 South Edith.
very small
run
.
low; strictly modern; lot 10 br !"0;
terms.
two room
Good gardnor to take care FOlt KENT A pleasant front room In a FOU RENT Furnished, modern apart-mentaand glassed-i- n
One
Angora ulllle goat.
toll BALE
sleeping WANTED
garages; cash or time. 1139 West
modern home. 023 North Second.
SIS North Seventh.
$5,250 South Arno, seven-roo- m
of garden one hour or eo each day,
1223 South Broadway. porch on car Una,
Phone 1400-Apply 1311 South
KENT Furnished front room.
Furnished cocy apartment
home with basement,
monthly wages.
FOH KENT
Apply Leopold Meyer, FOR
kerosene etove Edith.
FOR SALE Tin
FOR BALE By owner, flvo-roo.
framo
411 South Seventh,
care E. G. Ssrcla Co., or phone 474-two glassed-i- n
phone 217D-with all conveniences, Phone lgOI-Wsleeping
wiih oveo, llt.iA. 113 South Cornell FOR RENT Modern three, four and five
stucco; has fireplace, built-i- n bookcaso.
FOK
One
to
KENT
Can be duplexroom
four
porches.
unfurnisneU
Two
Femule
small
KENT
apartments.
foit
furnished
apartments,
canand houses,
china closet, lawn and trees; Third ward.
FOlt BALE Beautiful yellow roller
room. Ilk new. 134 South Edith,
ed very easily. On terms.
close In.
W. H. McMilllon,
S0( West WANTED A girl for general housework.
completely furnished. 100 West Ce- Phone 1803-nrles, at 624 West Coal, phone 1356-$11,760
Three rooms and two
ntral
uoia.
FOR RENT Fumlehed front room; gen
327 North High.
FOR BALE Kimball piano, on easy pay
mod- SALE
Brand new five-rootleman only no sick. 323 Bouth Third FOlt KENT Three rooms and glasseil-l- n FOU
on
OK RENT Three rooms and sleeping WANTEDA
sleeping
porches,
at
ern home at Maple and Oold; honest
ments. Call 505 North Second, phono
competent
saleslady
modern.
Tenth street, modern in
FOB. KENT Lovely
room
porch, wired for electricity; place to
1S04-.sleeping porch, furnished;
furnished
once.
The Economist
construction; full value; 15,250; terms,
1352-1keep chickens. III; water paid.
40
Phone
on
120
terms.
every
South Walter.
respect,
gentlemen preferred.
Call 2184-WANTED
FOU HALE Smith Premier typewrltor, pouin xugn,
Woman to do dining room
$1,200 Two plastered rooms,
Furnished front room, rem YOU RENT Furnished apartment, one FOH SALE Four-roo13 South FOlt RENT
work and help In kitchen.
good condition. R. F. Parr, Flaia, Old HOUSES FOR RENT List
modern frame
modern. J14
front
and
room and kitchenette;
11.1.
South Seventh.
your vacllilf Broadway.
sleeping porch,
Phone 3179-Town,
house; best condition; good location;
houses with us for rent.
West Coal.
will take car as first payWe give
Fourth ward. Address J, J. O.. care
BARGAIN
Girl for general housowork. FOH RENT Furnished, room and kltcli
Genuine diamond ring, will
Four-rooapart-menment.
rurnlshed
special attention. Levaratt.Zanf A WANTED
FOK
RENT
2S
West
- afternoon.
1724
enette.
Journal.
Central. Phone
303 North Eighth.
sacrifice for cash. Address "R. H..''
Apply
1013
Wa are glad to show you any
no children. Fhone 1701-- J.
Mre. o. N. Marrnn,
care Journal.
OK SALE
Nice home, furnished; cor
r'olt KENT One good
GRAND VIEW RANCH
apart
FOR ftBS'f-P- oiir
of tha above at any time.
room bumcalow. in.
North Berond.
on
n..r lot, 100x142: a good business goes
ac
ment
floor.
416
first
Seoond
modern
North
me
WAITED
u
on
ranch
Woman
to
Tlece
THB
recuperate:2407-RFOR
SALE
help
machine and
Threshing
Phon
eluding glassed sleeping room, located
507.
two with It; 14.000. Address
11T Wert Gold
KENT
FOK
Furnished
apartment,
rroa v, itatleson. crown Point, V W. C A. HOTEL Rooms for rent '
Bungalow, ear
commodation.
Fordson tractor, la good condltlnn- - ai
Phone,
nest jvew Torn, city Realty Co., N. Mrs.
room
and sleeping porch, modern. journal.
M.
P. O. Box 413, City,
I.
inqvr M'l West TUeras.
North Phone 2U8-M- .
day, week or month,
own, prrone BS7,
FOR RENT Rooms with hoard.
I0u
FOR BALE By owner, good four-rooW A N TE D A good cook for small fani- - Becond.
Private Hotel FOR tiALE Largo size Columbia grapu- - FOR RENT Nice four-rooOn The Mesa.
housa: aImu.
for
nous, modern, glassed and careened
lly on farm, five mile from town. FOR RENT Pleasant rooms tor llatii FOK KENT Three rooms furnished
for tubercular persons. Phone 2400-Jtrie lights, garage, with or without
1551-J- .
phone and excellent violin; a bargain.
Fhon
2408-R- 2
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
box
Postofflce
474,
housekeeping.
or
porohes. newly decorated, excellent conlight
city,
phone
near Sanatoriumc phone 101 South Edith.
acres laou. two mile on North BVoir.n
FOR RENT Room anil sleeping porch Call at 5!1 East Central.
housekeeping,
' ' "'
dition. Apply 714 Bouth Arno.
WHY
.
ma-wBE
aucuTl
wneu
can
IDLE,
you
AVlOHSkiH."
gentleconvalescent!
street
board
for
1400
with
boulevard. Call
OR SALE Bryan Harvester etock; ten
South Walter.
for
Two rurnisned tooms
til
FOH RENT
FOU SALE At
Modern Business College for 110 FOR
Phone II4I-wonderful
sacrifice. JOHJ4
men only, private home.
904 Prince FOR RENT Seven-rooAddress
KENT Nicely
shares, 1175.
furnished
front
modern
W.
homi
no
.
sick
W080N,
15.800
Have
housekeeping;
you
per
adult;
Ceo
light
all
for
a
West
17.(00
cash,
day. ill
Nice room
glassed-i- n
with sleeping street, East Las Vegas, N. M.
I
room, adjoining bath; ladle only; no TI4 Bouth Second.
FOR RENT
sleeping porch, eteam heat. tral. month; open
Attorney.
modern home; all convenlenoee; clos in Room
sick.
zi norm Tniro.
IT and It, Cromwell Building,
perches with board, for convalescents BUY YOUR UUN
before the season garage; a real home, located in th best
II,
no
terms.
Three-rooAddress
care
J. A.,
with
Journal.
FOR RENT
EARN
apartment
BOARD
Room
and
110
month
Mrs. Reed. 612 South Broadway, phone
a
the
of
section
11BS-A.
residency
J.
MarU
and
Phon
FOR
rifles
city.
KENT Three roome, furnished for
to
opens; fifty shotgun
bath, furnlshsd complete; no sick; no FOU SALE
wntl attending echool: catalogue free.
628.
modern house.
select from. 11 West, Oold.
Phone Z0tl-- i.
housekeeping.
PHYSICIANS AND BrEOKO )."""
children. 1U South Ninth.
cellar and garage, one block waat rf
Mackay Busings College, toil South anlight
room wuo siveyiin
house",
south Thlra,
ruH tttt, i
KALE Combination Msjsstlo coal r6lt RENT Modern apartment
FOR
FOH
RENT Kitchen, pantry,
aiam cireet, i.o Angeiee,
living Robinson Park; good location: owner UB. S. I-- BURTON,
eeven room
mAinfc,
mn
hfim. onAklna: nrivate
ana
two
bath,
screened
FO&
and gas range; retails for 1170) (40
KENT Nicely furnlshsd bed room,
1
Ulseaae of the Stomach.
room, closet and sleeping 'porch. In
leaving city; arranged for two families.
porohea, well furnished and clnaa in to.
Male and Female.
family; man ana wife or gentlemen pre- takee It. Malsel, Western Union,
1117 West Kent.
private entrance, adjoining bath;
Bulte.
condition 635 West Marble.
Barnett Building.
qu re jonn Lehner, room 30,
ferred; also garage for rent. 121 Boutb
'
Armljo WANTED Solicitor, lady or gentlemin; elck. 101 South Arno.
SALE
FOR
Enamel
Jewel
"
three-roomod
gas
range,
8.
r Kjn oALb
KENT
O. CLABKE,
Desirable
High.
brick bouse, cor DE.
u,,uiM. iiion mtl.
call In person. Hanna and hsnna FOR RENT Three unfurnished room. FOR
practically new; must be Sold at one. FOR"
ret!- ner
best
rn
Mom and Threat
furnished
treee.
shad
lot,
screened
norehee.
Ear,
apartment;
Eye,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room an
toe west Central.
modern
and water nald: no ehildran: no rience section.
RENtStrlctly
light
15, Averlll Apartments.
8II6-Apartment
Barnett Building.
fine neighborhood;
Phone
from
Phon III. I
the owner,
w.
sleeping porch, adjoining bath, with
bungalow, furnished:
lutni
iBn ivorm seconq.
fYir
h.,
13 upward,
'
Offlc Hour
14.600; 1750 cash,
postal mall
balanc
Ilk rant.
board In a private home, for two lady FOR SALE .Fresh buttermilk and cut- - glassed leeplng porch, Pltteburgh gas CLERKS,
Furnished
KENT
FOU
apartments;
3110
FOH
Servlc.
KENT
month.
Rooms, furnished for sleep
Examination
621 West New York.
I t II a. m , nd I to I p. rn.
tag cheese also fresh milk In gallon
1420.
East Sliver.
convalescents only.
three room with bath. Albuquero.ua
., location is oeet on
17,
September
1815-aiso
Experience
lota.
unnecessary.
ing;
Phone
light
'"
hath,
1422-housekeeping;
Bwayne's Dairy.
FOH BALE By owner, five-rooHotel, 21H North Second.
phone
City Realty Co.. 107
house, D. MARGARET CARTWKIGHl,
ni.i For free particulars of Instruction, write pnon. i west ooia.
full basement large
attic, built In Offlo Grant Bids.. Koom 14. Phoa ITI
T irormer civil service examiner)
I HAVE NOW VACANT, delightful can FOR SALE One reed Ivory eulky with phone 467.
furnished bouse- A
F6n
RENT NIcs laraa front room, wall FOK RENT Two nicely
buffet
Besldence III Eaet Central.
book
hood; like new; also two pairs or ropo For RENT Furnlshsd1,
and
furnac
cases;
vas porch, with room and board; ill"
no
or
alck.
c.
chil
Mmunwuii
fivo-roonios.. wasnington. p.
heat;
vary
kseplng room;
a
ventilated. In modern home: oloea to
415 North Seventh.
fine location. Fourth ward, chad, lawn.
Phone 171.
glassed-i- n
house; one laree llvlnr mom. nn.
sleeping porch; reasonable and hand portieres.
dren; close In. 121 Bouth Broadway.
.meais.
lot ooutn Arno.
W.
Address
FOR SALEr Liwstock
T
""
ar
P.
Journal.
DB.
HARRY
rates to convalescents: best board: pri FOR SALE Red Star wlokless oil stove, Ing room, a large bed room, bath, kitchC. IRVIN,
mod- FOB RENT Two and three-rooMI'KRIAL ROOMS Nice, clean room
four burners and oven, used fourteen en, with built-i- n
121 Notth Maple. Fhone
vate home.
BALE
FOR
Attention
For"
to Gynecology
New
and
Special
an
features,
modern
m.ik
extra
with garagi.
coVs."
ern, furnished apartment
bungalow,
n
rate
.
or
'
by
199S-Over
week.
H26-Pasiima
condition.
day
Phone
glassed-imonths; good
large
Fourth ward; flv room and eleenlna
and Tuberculosis.
Bouth Broadway.
sleeping porch; thorhot and oold water. 421 Bouth Broadway.
nnir niaira
Room
11 and tl. Grant
oughly cleaned: piano In house; very
hi west cen.ra,
porch, lawn and trace, two lane close's
Building.
FOR, KENT Lady aloue wlsn.s to board evenings.
three-rootoland-Chln- a
oneKENT
A
BALE
a
FOR
rOR
and
ilvS
luw!
suitable
for
four or five grown people;
with
FOR RENT Front room, furnished, prl
nd linen
SALE One
fir place, large aereened Phones Offlc. 144; Residence, IMS.
Manueiii
Hamilton
and room two teachers; location down FOR
room furnlahed
modern. porch off closet,
iiittn pin, cnean.
apartment,
iszo Forrriter.
vat entrance, connecting bath, 311
kitchen, with er without new
player plane, 'With muslo cabinet and mi SoVtlTEdltr,"
town; strictly -- modern:
private bath.
Boutb Flrat
(0
Inquire Hotel Savoy furnltnroi never used by lok; raaon-abl- e
i'OH SALlBi'our Btlfitn doti and on North High, phone 370-W,' M, SHERIDAN, M.
North Second, tnirty rolls; glee on tool box, complete.
Averlll Apartments, 200
office.
ma NMth FOR RENT
duck: vaoa Bra-d- in
prlcei easy terms; might take ear
third floor Korber building. Call apart- pnone mi-w- .
furnished '" 'room;
Nicely
Practice Limited to
thr'ee- - or part first rment.
t iitrinenin,
furnished
RENT
FOR
1047-Nicely
Phooe
ment 15. ,
noor
no
neon
e:
well
sok SALE New ehlpment of attractive.
children
ground
r.v.
. .
GEJOTO- - CRINAKY
room
"
and sleeping
porch; furnace
.DISEASES,
low priced. Navajo rug.
Bulok"rourln'f""
a"r; run bal
323 North Wj
jersey cow and two ton hath, phone. 413 Weet Oold.
Furnished
no sick, or children.
AND
400 Bouth
FOR HEALTHSEEKERS
flrtt-clsDISEASES
heat;
BUSINESS
OF THE SKIN
Bond-Ollioa
3133-u;
sondlUon.
three Belgian doe, FOR RENT Nloely furnished" room in Seventh.
...ua, sie siso
and UT North
Co.,
rooms with sleeping porches, hot and Elm. phone
We senna
la Conn-fl- o..
a.
Laboratory
1730-eioutn
.nquir
Mulberry,
gaitn.
noma,
phone
i.iooorn
close in; gentleman FOR RENT One new modern furnlshsd FOR SALE Garage, best ineatloo Ui Cttlrens Bank
cold running water In each room, steam
FuA SALE id? Ford
Phone) 88.
OR SALE
BIdg.
Rabbit, buck and does, prarerreoi no SICK. Phone 1813-town. Phone 17.
touring, ior qulcl
ijtat, excellent board, tray service, call FOR SALE 3,400 pound flrst-siaa- a
apartment, large glasaed-l- n
sleeping
Flemletr Olant. Belgian haree. New FOR RENT On
Call after 4 o'clock,
oo
Phone
furnlsfced fronl porch; eonvenlnt to sanatorium. Ap- TAILOR SHOP for sale; doing good busibells, large aun bath house; trained nurse Turkey Red winter seed wheat.
nicely
CHIROPRACTORS
J414-R- I,
710
West
Lead
Caaa
or
W.
bed
spotted.
Ala.
addree
rooms
J.
reasonable,
"eg,
In attendance, prices
luitabl for two; no sick, ply Woodlawa Apartments,
Hyde.
ness.
419 West Central.
IZlf Cast
i
F0b lULB-io- m.
Ac Oro,
wortn Bieventh, phone 1470.J.
0I and til West Gold.
mods, New Mexico.
Central, phone 1675-xtra gooa uua ears. WB HAVE
FOR BALE One of the beet business
ten hsad of good horses and BLOIN HOTEL
CThlrasMetor.
FOR BALE Handsome saddl, made lo
three-rooMel,,to,h Auto co- room
FOR
BENT
Modern
Sleeping
apartSouth
properties in Albuquerque.
memm ysi ior
!
II and 20 Armljo Building.
at no worth Broad-wa- y housekeeping aoartmonta. b tha dav.
WANTED Miscellaneous
rr.cri v.sd only oneei or.dle and spur
ment and sleeping porch, close in, com first etrset. Inquire at Savoy Ill
'
Houl
we guarantee all atock to give set-'- f
'
tun. SALE OA TRADB-- for
to match; heavy (addle blanket!
. ENGE, U.
ek or month, in
M.
West
reasonable
rent
for
furnished;
Ontral.
pletely
C,
vaol
WANTEP ' Weeblng end Ironing to take big reduur'on from coet- 134 South Am.
t09i matched team a
10-J- ,
email family.
Phone
before
Pbon
I
J6R
Chiropractor.
RENT
Connection,
r
Room
with
noma Phone 8347-FOR
SALE Oood
ph'.8n'lTWWWW
sleeping porch,
FOR SALE Thoroughbred buroo' Jersey
business,
paying
l Weet Central,
Kmi
end ftr
p. m.
rOR SALE Three compartment,
private entrance, near car line; gea
,nd It.
Chevrolet roadster Included, lit cash,
which will pig from September tlemen only;
WANTED Watchee, clocks and japelry
no sick. 419 East Iron.
damountaeis eteel tank. aulUble hUADBTER. in good condition. WIN trade IS ow.
balance
Box
Address
ewe
to
44,
monthly.
October
to repair. 1 IT South Flrat, ptTonV17-J- .
OR
b
can
11)
to
SALE
OR
any FOR
TRADE
for us oa wagon or truck for healing of
(hipped
or
wU1 ,el1
RENT
Two
Bewly
furnlshel
terma
Journal,
r
Brassfleld. the Watch Man.
part of state, I0 to 130 par head, or will
or gaeonn.
"Roadster." ear
room for light bousekeonlna. wllh BAkBEK will work In home or sanato- - FOR BALK
eel.
BALE Town
lot 'aiTd fiv-awir, mi
trad (or milk sow. Posiomo. kn sts
Small rooming house, new-l- y FOR"
AND CUTTING
of metale; SOFT
WHLU1NO
tract on Bt. Andrew Bay. Florida.
SPOTS
sleeping porch. 411 South Broadway.
Heel and arch cushloag )lttL5in'T.W0
rlume; reasonsble. Devlin, Ph. 1605-furnished and modern; reasonable
phone I403-Ralas welders' supplies and carbide for
i"OR RENT-B.autl- fully
High and dry and in rapidly developing
7t0 and film Ford pd-te- r
prevent fallen Instep, cure all foil
VurnlsKio,"fir;nl WANTED Good stenographer attending rent with lease; close In, 117
West section.
PA8Tl(R"FOR CAtTLid
sale, tf M. Steel Co., Inc., phone 1801-Good proposition at 1450. Might
trouble, 31. Thumas F. Keleher. Leather
room
light housekaeBlnt nelviat
30; jrord truck. 10.
university, wante work for bait days. uom.
wet WB HAVE
txcellent pasture and pUnty entranee. for
trade for Ford or lot In Albuquerque.
WANTED 4x6x8 ice box, suitable Hor uo., us weet untrai. fhone 10T-- J,
M
,
tot
care
Beet
Address
14S1-P.
Journal,
Central, phone
FOH 8AI.U
of
wild
300
for
to
Dental
Address
In
300
town
office
hay
eattl
for
care of Carlock
good
e.
Hayden,
meat market; must be In good condi- FOR SALE Apploei carload ot
WB'AOblT, CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE and
roa-cooking VbA jALfi-clievr- olet"
ana gooq eurrounaing territory; po
N. M.
gou'd th
coming winteri running water; ex- FOR KENT Three rooms, partly
tion. Address P. O. Box 117. or phone
stark' Delicious condition, chaani mv- - Ur;'
for light boueekeeolnai mad.
book.
WILLIAMS & ZANti. competition; reasonable; good
appie ana tome
tf FOR SALE OR TRADE
cowman In ebarge. Address
term
keep
perienced
Will aell jn
J19;
0I North Eighth.
eating apples. Call at freight car, just lal car; sash r terma Address bos CI, Hermes Mercantile Co., Bar T Baoch, ern.
Phone
7.J. roum I Mellnl building. Phon 701-oeaireg. yosmrnc box Bta, riovls, N. M
easy terms, or will trad for house In
MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 111 South south of viaduct, Sunday, Monday and
FOR RENT One desirable room In a A THOROUGHLY competent eook woul.1 A
Burlington, Colo.
BRICK rooming house town, the best two and
First, will pay the highest prices for Tuesday.
I6h Ialh oil tKli-o0..- to
between business center and railroad ranch, orchard, good
Private home, cloee Ini emrtloveil
like to get dinner for private family.
nn.
IricT;
house, cemented
your second hand clothing, ehnea and AUTOMOBILE CATTLE guards built of
in good mechanical
tleman preferred; no lck, 307 Wst Oold, or will do any kind party work. Fhoue shops, on
FOR SALE R.nchw
corner lot; II rooms, barn, chicken houses, etc.;
will
for
furniture. Phone 151.
Mb-bollsr flues, trussed sisaa under- - cOMIdtr heavy team In condition;
10 of them furnished;
a money maker: small dairy and chicken suitable two
i'OR
HALlii
VsVs-PhOil
RENT Nicely furnished front room
riJkiiyl'
one
ranch;
BBTT-- fc
i0Mk FlNkaJl.- -it ' Is' nealh; capacity flv ton. 144, F. Q. B. t lit Worth XWrUnth.
I'WO
YOUNG ladle
for house, lot and furniture only miles from postofflce, east side
8403-Jprice
eloa
high
attending
In;
suitable
for
of
river.
employed ledri
better. Return postage paid on mall Albuquerque.
New Mexico Steel Co.. FOR BALschool, would like room (nd board la IMUO; part terms.
Address P. O. Box Address K. D. C, care Journal.
no sick taken. Pkon I133.M.
Til West
-lir
good" use J &ojg. FOR SALE Trad or" ronil' elgtrty-ac- ri
orders. The Barnsm Studio. Illtf Wast Inc., 1905-good horn In exchange for work. Phone 4M, City,
.
Oold.
Brother roadster; soupl bargains
'
MV'B ""s' M,t t lit?.
Central. Albuquerque. N. M.
l!4-J- .
in
"
ASBESTOS" HOOF PAInD"
WANT TO LOCATE I.N SOUTHWEST
used Do
I'fjR
BENT Two
modern
ill OH EST cash price paid for second- - OOOO for aU kind of roofs, i pay gal- Korbtr deeCo Brah
Large number ot horn and health-seekrooms for housekeeping; also nice bed- - Sp ecial NURSE, day or night, or by
Ante Bipsrtment, phone FOR SALE 6R TRADE-3- F or
lon.
hand bicycles. Brlns ns your old wheels
The Mansano Co., 110 South
Improved room; ao sick.
the hour; hemorrhage
cases
In th north and east are begintaken:
K3I-J,
Phone
iof North also baths, messsges and
olty proserty. suburban irut or about Arno.
sol (et Mela. Broad Bicycle and Trad-In- Walnut, phone HI4-J- .
Try a built up
hypodermics ning to writ, wanting horn, farm or
Co.. tiO South Second,
SADIATOR SPEiULlsfg
all cultivated)
We'buTld thirteen aorta, nearly
phone 1H, roof, will last a long as th building.
gaso-rnone
business
In healthy
iven,
location
In th
adobo hous with Iron yoof, FOR
TIME CARDS
furnished, nice, airy STENOGRAPHER and
apeeiai raoiators for speedetors, put two and one-haRUO CLEANERS
severul southwest ; if you want to eell or exclerk,
new cor Is pour old one, or
mile north of Old
iront room, in privet horn,
deHATTRES8KS renovated. 13.10 and up.
change,
at
repair
it
full
regleter
writ
once;
will
years'
experience,
perma
Town, en Rio Grand
accept
bath
w
hot
with
and
cold
boulevard.
6e
water,
do
Guarantee
ill
Auto and owner at 120 Werth
furniture repaired and packed, stoves FOB. SALE Five hundred shara
nent er temporary position: can furnish scription, lowest net price, terms, adSouth Arno.
f City Radiator welding.
'
High, lty,
Co., at O. JC, McCab. lie
A- -l
Free Information Bureau, 111
repaired. Brvln Bedding Co, phone 471
Electrlo Bsllway. below par. Dr, R. North Third,
reference; not sick. Addreae A. X., dress.
i0k IlLtt-flty-.-lght
acr ranch, on F6R j!MT-rurn- r.OT
new nous.i, care Journal.
phone 1370-- J,
Texas St., Kl Paso, Texss.
room,
Wanted
iwerui Koaea iinishlns U HusL K. T. Armilo bulldlna.
one-ha- lf
Lo
and
furnaoa
mil
location,
good
from
N,
nliahu
hut!
Lena.
FOH SALE Marmon
34
Twice aauy service, nememner, satis
automotlle', M.I all fenced and under ditch;
twot reasonablal board asnvnlnt. SPANISH.SPEAKIlia lady tnographer,
r;
part la for
PERSONAL
faction guaranteed. Send your finlehlng
model lOlli flrat-clas- s
eves year' experience In law offlcee
1! North Maple.
In naatura; --rood
cultivation, balance
motor has just been
condition;
d,
to a reiiaoie. estannsnea tirro, Hsnna Cbe
and commercial, wante work In AlbuWANTEDicliBeTmiowltll iooCttt-enre- s
velVe r6of AND IRON I PAINf!
furnished "llabt querque,
new upholstering, ha an extra hovs. four largo room down stair, up. "SS RENT Three
es Hanna. Master Photographers.
WIISVSOUNU
Address
Barela
Mercantile
for sorority houss, Call 14II-J- ,
Dally.
Boot Xoteri Roof CsmsnL stons leaks. wheel; terms, one-ha- lf
jtalr in on room I good out building;
down
houekeeplng rosma Second ward, on san Rafael, N. M.
or 7 30-fruit tree, all kinds; also trap
PIANO TUNING ana repairing by
Mohair too dresslna: Plymouth Gotten to .pit buyer en terms, I. and balance
Train.
no
oarllnat
Arrive. Depart.
so
Has-I- I, soaring
slokt
children.
South
Ill
lomsg
and
1
UO
two
YOU
herrleet
on
No.
here In Albuquerque over five Faint; Vslspar Enamels, for automobile;
well
WANT
UN
TO
t
LEA
of
SPANISH
1:10
The
M.
water,
N.
Scout...
good
Edith, phono 142S.R.
Enclno,
desires
pes 1:10 psa
and one-ha- lf
mile to depot; will give
SEE J. C ESPINOe'A,
io, I, Woolwortb No. I Calif. Llmlted.l0:4t am UilO am
yeare; all work guaranteed; also repre- Homestead Floor Faint.
Satisfaction A
K
."M
lltptOjrillVIll ,
TvTo
FOR
RENT
REAL
SACRIFICE
Ara
reasonable
city
sent Knight-Campbe- ll
unfurnished
4M.
7
Los
Address
Phon
Musis
K.
term.
MS,
large
assured,
Tho.
leaving
building.
y, jtolshsr Uatbw Co.,
company,
Unas,
Fargo Fait.. 11:10 am 11:41 ana
capable of taking full charg. renderlleg
-- va.
will offer for al for th next Us
front room With hath! iIm
Denver, Colo. O. A. May, 114 South 403 Weet Central, phoa 10IW.
day, m.. ssojr ,
Navajo. .11:4 am 1:11 ass
profit and loaa and financial statements, EXPERIENCED driver and mechamo No. I Th
half block from car-linmy
1111 Weet tag reporte, eta Any reforenoee
tight els touring osr,
Fourth. Phase 401.
SOUTHBOUND.
want to drlv car to California; furrequired.
siaio, pnon llll-M- .
only been run a few thousand mil, la
No.
El
II
Paso
A- -l
I- 10:11 pm
Address
Boutb
Til
Flosssch,
DRtSSMAKlrNti
nish
H.
Eip.
MoFarland.
references,
Broadway.
fin conditloni twnty-f- v
mile to galNo. IT XI Peso Exp,
11:11 am
308 North Twelfth.
FOR RENT large, handsomely furnlah-d- , EXPERlBifCED
LOST ANDFOlTND
lon of gasi two extra tires, pot light,
I hnm.
etenand
ressmsjcinie
bookkeeper
EASTBOUND,
wU ventilated bed room; balh,
OILDERStBEVB BLICTXIO ca
tne flay
ographer, capable taking full chare- - SUPERFLUOUS HAIR permanently
phone 3403-JMr. Moon. and right up to dat and Juet newly
Ma f The Nivajo.. 1:11 pm 1:41 Rra
hot
water
131
heat;
located.
of an office, seek permanent or temstore. Boulevard road.
Multiple needle. Susan Chit- No, 4 Calif. Limited 1:00 em 1:40 um
DREsSMAKlNti of all kinds;' expsri lajy painted at your own price. ge It and
1744-MOtWBBRI
Wet Coal, phone ssntrally
1KB rVlVTWif -- n
Art.
porary employment: speak Spanish tlu- - tenden, electrlo needl epeclallst.
FOUND Nose
and
I S, r. Eight.. 1:11 pm 1:11 pra
vnor.na. vssoing --and. .embroidering rid In It, at 101 North Third. .
chain;
glasses
,n
WB CAN save rot money on electrical WOODWORTli-Heur'nlsliei " nlc ently; not healtbseeker; A-- d referencee. Aeeptlo Beeuty Parlor, ill East CntrL No,
.
a
wly
owner can have same by Identifying
EM....
f
luriill
No, 10-Scout ... 7:80 ana III an
178-service,
call
Phono
our
and
up
stlmata
get
Address
clean
rooms
oi
West Central, phooe
Result.
and hrmsekeeolna anart.
and paying for ad. Celt Journal office, fLeatino.
r.
Foultrr-ErSALE
rnou riiiith
FOR
17
West
OntraL phono I7IS.J.
aosordlon, eio una boi:
4SS.
mente,
WHAT
week
or
month.
by
WORRIES
Reduced
No.
YOUt
day,
tf From El Pao 1:11 pm
mall order. H. Cra- n- sis Hmk FOR SALE Five
summer rate. Ill South Third.
LEARN to make thing com
pure-bre- d
very fin
your way, Nu 10 Front El Paao 7:11 am
FOR RENT-Miscellaneo- u's
Seventh i Crane Arartmeota phone 314.
Salesmen
In love, health or money; bo long, tedl-o- u
Embben geese. Nlpp' Ranch, phone
SEWING
No, 10 connects at Belea with No. II
MACHINES
dlassed-i- n
RENT
FOR
porcfi.
I431-Rsleeping
kind "'i
UMSTITCHiM) and all
FOR RBMT Planus. Phone UH4-- J
leesona, but lust what Ton need now. for Clnvl. Peoo Valley. Kansas Cltv
hlsh-clas- s
13x10. with (mailer room for kitchen, WuirvrciL'iii&i7tb&!a
saleemen;
ud
Vno1 Just lend
pleating and braiding dona at the
your blnhdate and your free Oult Coast,
SALE Special price
not call If you can't nroduce. Cell In modern bom,
on several
FOR KENT Oarage. 523 Houth Mlah":
with bath and toilet,
n will
William Millinery, corner Broadway mnA FOR
issnea:
and
for
part
supplies
.
10
An-No. II connects at Bl
arietlne
of
11
from
a.
to
oirering.
prof. Coffman, Ply. J
m.
hen
114
and
Co..
with No. II
good laying
Franklin
111 per month! next door to Taylor'
fSSTtK NX aaraga. JI -- t Zfcird, Oold. aheae W7I-'XL
all
work
H.
1324
make;
guaranteed.
North Second
ooekeraU. nil East CoatraL
Wst Oeld.
Albuauerqu. from Clovl and points east and sentk
store on plasa. Old Town.
Morehead, phon 711. 420 West Lead. New Mexico.
s of Clovla.
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STORE CLOSED

CUTTLE BRANDS

Day Today

NOW REGISTERED

Account Labor Day.

About 95 per cent of the oattle
brands of the state have been registered with the office of the cattle sanitary board, It was estimat-

ed Saturday by M. G. Keenan, secretary of the board.
brands
To date about 20,000
have been registered, and it Is exp
clean-udrive
pected that the
which Is to loliow snoruy win
to about 25,000.
bring the number
Thln timKai twill Inrlnria everV
In New Mexico
use
brand now in
and in a general way will indicate
the number of ranches in the state,
i. 4a ir.f an fivDt indirntlnn. how
ever, as several brands are often
used on one ranch, ana memDers
of a family' often use different
brands for their herds, although
the herds really belong to the
same ranch.
The number of brands which
have been submitted to the board's
office so far indicates a reduction
of about 60 per cent from the
number at the last registrationto
is taken
eight years ago. Thissettling-down
indicate a general
on the part of immigrants Into the
state, since a rancher who decides
to remain in one place is likely to
add small adjoining ranches to his
own, using a single brand for all
the herds.
That new ranches are continually being formed. Is proven by the
fact that the board continues to
receive ten or fifteen applications
for brands every day, which Is
about the normal number. clean-u- p
The board will start a
drive shortly to secure the registration of every brand In the state.
It is expected that several thousand brands will be added to the
list by this drive, making the reglist of all
ister virtually a complete
s
of
the brands and
'
the state.

CRESCENT GROCERY

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD

ROBERT JONES

.........

Coal and South Walt??

815 Marble Aveno
Phonec

Phone
j

B7S

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodle, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

LET'S GO

PUSHIVIE

i

AIR COOLED.

I

WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS

T0PAY I
I

TIME"

"LOVE

SHIRLEY MASON SCORES
TRIUMPH IN "LOVE TIME,"
SHOWING AT PASTIME

hi

-

in

MASON

SHIRLEY

The story of a girl whose heart Tins worth
more than the rank and fortune she won.
ALSO THE LATEST FOX NEWS AND A COMEDY
"SAVE YOUR MONEY"
REGULAR ADMISSION

Here is the strange result of a
barnyard mesalliance. This
critter, whose mother was
a turkey and whose father was a
rooster, rocs pecking its way
around the poultry run of Dr.
Thomas Ross, of Portland, Oregon,
with a rooster's comb, turkey wattles and an undershot bill.

ranch-owner-

LOCAL ITEMS
on professional business.
George Savage of the City Electric company, left Saturday night
for Los Angeles on business. He
will be away for about two weeks.
Four dollars, full wagon load,
factory, wood; limited amount.
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
Miss Julie Estelle Hubbell returned to her home in Pa.1arito
from a visit to her uncle, J. Lorenzo Hubbell and family at
Ariz.
McMlllen and
Miss Katherine
house
guest, Miss Amy Sacker
her
of Boston, have gone to Santa Fe
o,

to attend the fiesta.
The regular meeting of the
Woman's Auxiliary of the American Legion post, has been postponed on account of Labor day
from this afternoon to 2:30 o'clock
on Tuesday afternoon at the
bry.

THE Santa Fe Stage
Will Iicavo Tuesday morning at
7:00 o'clock, to lo in Santa I n In
time) to sco the Do Vargas parade.
210 West Contra!. Phono

DEATHS AND FUNERALS
ARMIJO Ignaclo Armijo,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bruno
Armijo, died yesterday afternoon
at the family residence at Sandoval.
Garcia & Sons are in charge of the

k

funeral arrangements.

Martinez
MARTINEZ
resfiled yesterday afternoon at his
idence after a few months illness
suris
from Bright's disease. He
vived by his parents and one
brother. The body was taken to
the Crollott funeral parlor pending
Daniel

funeral arrangements.

Mm. Araclo Gal- years, died Satur901
day night at her residence,
North Eleventh street, after
months Illness. She ia survived by
five children besides her husband.
Funeral services will be held this
afternoon at 4 o'clock from the
Felipe
family residence, to the San
de Neri church. Burial will be at
Crollott
'Santa Barbara cemetery.
is in charge.
C
MOORE George M. Moore died
.at his home at 116 South Edith
.street Sunday afternoon after a
lingering illness for the last year
and a half. Mr. Moore was 77 years
of age and was one of the oldest
He
residents of Albuquerque. Will
.leaves his wife and two sons,
Moore of this city and Frank
Moore of Mexico City. No funeral
until
arrangements will be made
the son is heard from. The b6dy
is at Strong Brothers' mortuary.
James Joseph
O'DONNELL
O'Donnell died at a local hospital
22 years. His
age
morning,
Sunday
wife and brother were here with
him. The remains we.re taken to
No
Strong Brothers' mortuary.
made
funeral arrangements will be
until the arrival of other relatives
from Los Angeles.

fiiu.iT.ns
asted

FOR ANY WATCH I
CANNOT REPAIR
All Work Guaranteed
J. BRASFIELD (with)

Roth man's
Music and Jewelry Store
First

St.

Phone

917-,-

37

i

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

comedy,
Money," and
the reel of "Fox News" pictures.

Governor Campbell has been
principally interested In reclamation work in the west and
is now president of the League
of Public Land States. Because of his interest in reclamation work in the west he is
anxious to see Mr. Bursum returned to the senate.

)

KATIlEltlNi; MaeDONAI D AT
"Nll'ST VOl K WIFE,
TODAY ONLY AT THE LYRIC
Katherine MacDonald, the per-

II EST IN

'

SUMMERS BURKHART
TO HEAD W00DR0W
WILSON FUND HERE

ROAD CONDITIONS

AS REPORTED

01

(Sprrlnl Correspondence to The Journal.)
New York, Sept. 4. Appointment of Hon. Summers Burkhart

00.

Miss Gertrude Thompson, piano
teacher, will be In her etudto,
"Whiting building, Monday morn6. and Tuesday
ing, September
evening, September 6.

gos,

,"

REWARD

117 S,

Theaters Today

ARIZONA GOVERNOR
"B" Theater Ethel Clayton, one
of I'aramount'a leading stars, is
TO MAKE CAMPAIGN
again at tho "B" Theater today as
FOR H. 0. BURSUM the leading character in "Sham;"
also repeating "A Woman
an interesting comedy, and
Governor Thomas Campbell
the "Current Events'' pictures.
of Arizona will take the stump
Lyrio Theater
"Trust Your
in the coming senatorial camWife," a First National attraction,
paign and support Senator H.
With Kathei'lno MneDnnnl.l oo Ih,,
for
O. Bursum
star, ia being repeated today; also
Governor Campbell met O. L.
repealing ine comedy, "The One
. Phillips, chairman of the camBest Put."
In
Gallup
paign committee.
Pastimo Theater Shirley Mahis
yesterday and announced
son, popular on the Pastimo cirdesire to enter the fight to
cuit, is again at this theater In
send the Socorro man back to
"Love Time;" also repeating the
the senate.
"Save Your

$50

Phone 4 and 5
Fred Crollott returned last night
from Raton, where he was called
Coal Supply Co- -

appeal finally arouses Holcomb's
conscience. She leaves the cabin, but before she disembark the
yacht slips slowly down the river.
Dick, who has been informed of
the proceedings by another woman
who had entered Holcomb's life
arrives at the pier Just in time to
see the vessel gliding away.
A very tenso and dramatic sitreturn
uation follows Margot's
home, but the arrival of the conscience-stricken
Holcomb with explanations and backing for Dick's
scheme smooths out the tangle
most happily.

..WHAT IS IT?,

MOST OF STATE'S

I

1T0RT0URISTS
Roads from Hillsboro over the
Black range scenic route are al
most Impassable to Silver City, acJ
cording to a wire received at the
chamber of commerce yesterday
from the chamber at Hillsboro.
Wet weather is responsible for the
condition, which will be only temporary. The south route to Phoenix should be made by way of
Hillsboro and Deming
until the
upper route dries, according to
tourists.
Recent rains have again out the
Santa
Vegas road In poor
condition, according to tourists who
diove over the road yesterday.
It
is passable, but poor. The chamber of commerce is taking the situation up with the state highway
department In the hope of securing some sort of action which
would make the road at least fair
ly good during the rainy seasons
until a better road can be con
structed. This stretch of road is
a part of the main route taken by
tourists going east and west
through New Mexico.
The road to Santa Fe Is In fine
condition, speed fiends having no
trouble In making the trip in a lit
tle over two hours.
The Estancla road Is In good
condition except for a short stretch
of rough going near Morarlty, in
spite of the fact that road infor
mation givers at Vaughn are reported as advising tourists that
they can not get to Albuquerque
but must continue west tnrougn
Abo canyon to Socorro. It is re
ported that this information is
causing trouble to many tourists
who enter the state at a point
where
they reach Vaughn, and
want to come up to Albuquerque
but are prevented by the Incorrect
information given them and chased
onto very bad roads south. An ef
fort is being made to impress upon
Vaughn road Information givers
that it Is the New Mexico spirit of
hospitality to inform tourists cor
rectly about all roads leading to
the places they wish to reach, and
not to turn them loose on any particular favorite road regardless of
its passabllily or general poor con
dltlon.
Fe-L-

former United
of Albuquerque,
States attorney for New Mexico, to
servo as chairman In that stato
for the Woodrow Wilson Foundation was announced todny by
Franklin D. Roosevelt. Mr. Roosevelt is national chairman of the
committee in charge of raising a
popular fund for endowing an anLinnual award in
coln's name. The appointment was
."aid to have been among the first
state organizafor the forty-eigtions which are to present an apin October.
to
the
late
public
peal
announced
Mr. Roosevelt also
that the specific purpose of the
had
award
the
Foundation and
been defined by the executive committee In the following terms:
"Created by public subscription
In recognition of the national and
international services of Woodrow
Wilson, twice president of the
United States, who furthered the
cause of human freedom and was
Instrumental In pointing out effective methods for the
of the liberal forces of mankind throughout the world.
"The award or awards from the
Income of the Foundation will be
made from time to time by a nationally constituted committee to
the individual or group that has
rendered within a specified period,
meritorious service to democracy,
public welfare, liberal thought or
peace through Justice."
SENTIMENT IN BUSINESS.
The old saying that "Business Is
Business" gets a Jolt once in a
while when some big business
firm stirs a little sentiment Into
the mixture. Recently a big chewfirm put a new
gum
ing
brand on the market and called it
There have been
Wrigley's
many guesses as to the meaning
cf the name. Some have said that
of the slogan
was the Initials
"Packed tight kept right," but
really it's Just a little matter of
P. K. are the initials
sentiment.
of Philip K., the son of the found;
er of the business, Wm. Wrlgley
Jr. P. K. Is now In the business
as one of the vice presidents.
s.

JELKES GOOD LUCK
Phone

OLEOMARGARINE
21D8-Free Delivery.

158

Taxi & Baggage

sonification of feminine loveliness,
has been making great strides of
progress with her histrionic talent.
Realization of this tact Is forcibly
brought home by her latest starring vehicle, "Trust Your Wife,"
which opened an engagement to a
capacity house at the Lyric theater yesterday a'ul which
is boinB
repeated today for the last time.
The vehicle is unquestionably, the
best that has yet been given the
charming star, and it provides her
with a wide range of onnortunitv
to display her art as an emotional
and dramatic actress.
"Trust Your Wife" It adnnted
from Harry S. Sheldon's stage play,
uonscionce.
in It Miss MacDon
ald gives a splendid eliaiactei iza- -'
tion of Margot Hastings, the bride
of a young western architect who
goes1 to New York to put over
a
g
scheme on a "shoe
string." The newlyweds put on a
uig rroni in tno metropolis, living In a sumptuous
apartment
which Is really beyond their means.
Dick endeavors to get tho backing
of Slater T. Hnlromb, financier and
roue. Holcomb, who Is attracted
by tho architect's beautiful young
wire, promises to advance money,
but later, when he learns of their
true financial condition, ho tells
Dick that he must put up $25,000
of his own in the scheme. Dick is
discouraged, and a letter from his
bank calling in a noto doesn't help
matters any. Margot determines
to secretly visit Holcomb to induce
him to continue with the contract.
She finds him
on
his yacht at night. Margot's subtle
money-makin-

six Iiaths, including
body massage, for $10, for balance Cf this month. Trained
Nurse and Masseuse.
MRS. TERRY DEAMER, Prop.
508 V, W. Central, Phone 083--

R

PRICES

DAY SPECIAL.
Railroad Watches Cleaned. . .$2.50
Commercial Watches Cleaned $1.50
Dependable Work. Factory Method
HERBERT C. SCHULTZ.
107 S. Fourth St.
Jeweler,

158

f FOR

n

WALL TINTING and all
kinds of painting call WRIGHT

Phone

1342--

Fifteen Days Only
We will put In irenulne

Factory-mad- e

Main Springs and guarantee
SI. 00
them for one year tor

Wiseman's Watch Shop,
215 South Second Street,

.J..

PRICE LIST
Better Kodak Finishing

REDUCED

10c
15c

tolls Developed
Packs Developed
Printing, each

FOR SALE
WATER
MOTOR
'
Inqniro
O C II N A I, OFFICE
,

.1

THEATRE

GOLFERS STILL1
IN STATE PLAY
Grover Divine, A. G. Simrr-s- .
Gillette Cornish and Joe
McCanna Are Among the
Eight Men Remaining.

LAST TIME TODAY
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAYi

211)

West Central

.

Job!

Your Trunk Hauled for

25 Cents

Albuquerque Transfer Co.
Phone S42.

Call

Added
I

if

Attraction "A ROMAN ROMEO"
TWO PART COMEDY

s77 xrcrtwfc

Jlilf JAW

rwnitK skip motm

s. spitz

3Stt

TSOTrl

fifllllOFFKS

Copyright, 1031, by Fnnnle 8. Spid

Sunday.

Lv. Albuquerque. Springer Transfer Office, 104 West Sold
7:30 a. m.
?hone 4i
10 a. rn.
Ar. Estancla
12 Noon
Ar. Mountalnair
7 a. m.
Lv. Mountalnair
9 a. m
Lv. Estancla
12 Noon
Ar. Albuquerque

Estancia Stage Co.
Inc.

Inspector, Santa

POLL TAX
due and payable at the
High School Building. Corner
Broadway and Central. Call at
jfflce or mall checks to
BOARD OF EDICATIONI

Now

G. E.

Fletcher

Monument Works
Albuquerque,

LAST TIME TODAY
KATHERINE MAC DONALD PICTURES CORP. Presents

"TRUST

YOUR

a

WIFE"

"THE

OIJE

PET"

BEST

REGULAR PRICES

Memorials of the Better
Kind

ANNOUNCEMENT

STAGE

II. R. SHELL and II. A. IIOCII

to Santa Fe.

FOR

RAILROAD .
WATCHES

Wishes to announce they will open to th

Leaves Albuquerque. , 7:45
Arrlvese In Santa Fe. . .10:45
4:80
Leaves Santa Fe
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:30

Phone

am
am
pm
pm

600

TAXI
SINGER
Office
Singer Cigar Store,
210 West CeDtral

SEE

Gottlieb & Beer,.
Opposite Y. M. O. A.
EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING

WANTED

LOOK

Dishwasher and Tray Boy
at
Murphy Sanatorium
BEFORE

Reclaimed Russet Shoes. .$1.95
Hob-Na- il
2.00
Shoes
2.50
Army Cot
. 1.00
Khaki Breeches
.73
Wrapped Leggings
Reclaimed O. D. Shirts....
$1.25, $1.75, $2.00, 3.50
3. D. Blankets. . . . $3.00and 6.50
8.50
Navy Blankets
Prompt attention to all
mall orders.
LIBERTY ARMY STORE

........

117

DONALD

In a Story of a Wise Wife in
City of Folly

N. M.

Albuquerque

BUY

MAC

KATHERINE

CAFETERIA
from 7 a. in. to 8 p. m.
Open
Corner Fourth and Central.

YOTJ

TO 11 P. M.

We pay the freight to you

EAT AT

BRACY'S

AT THESE PRICES

1

ALSO
"SNOOPY" The Humanzee and Those Adorable
Children in a Chester Comedy '

VANN

Fo R'y.

Lyric Theater
CONTINUOUS

STAGE
.
Except

3

shhrbto

nwnrc

Dally

1

nurs

pifion

Must Meet the Rigid Requirements
of tho Santa Fe Time Service
Department.
Watch

PRICES

REGULA

DORfH

EVENTS"

"CURRENT

Office Springer Transfer Co.

WATCH REPAIRING

w

1'

Q(?aiwnountgiclur&,

kstancia
alb;Packard
qvekque
Stage Service

We Are on the

WEEK

PARAMOUNT

Santa Fe, N. M., September 4.
At the close of the second day's
play in the state golf tourney here,
eight players were still in the running, four cf them from Albuquerque. They were: Grover Divine,
A. G. Slmms, Gillette Cornish and
Joe McCanna of Albuquerque, Jack
Lyons of Raton, C. C. Catron and
Woodford of Santa Fe and Baddett
of Las Vegas.
Thirty-tw- o
started this morning
and sixteen were eliminated in the
first round. The sixteen who survived were the eight listed above
and the following: Horan of Dawson, Fletcher Catron of Santa Fe,
Gerard of Las Vegas, and H. G.
Coors, Jr., Leo Murphy, Dr. C. A.
Eller, Tony Otero and Aber of Albuquerque.
The consolation flights will begin tomorrow morning with the
sixteen men beaten this morning
particpating. Tho two elimination rounds in the main event will
also be held tomorrow. The finals
In both champlonsrhip and consolation play will be held Tuesday.

3c to 5c

Ihe BARNUM STUDIO

Private School

I

TEN

CIT? ELECTRIC SIIOK SHOP
BG7-213 South Second.
Free Call end Deliver.

Pliuue

SADDLE

Hand-Engrav-

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

Skinner's, Ideal and Pappe's. Price
00 cents.

--

Mrs. Edna Thomas will conduct
a school for upper grades at the
English Lutheran Church, Sixth
ind Silver, beginning
SEPTEMBER 8TR7.

DUKE CITY

GENTRY'S EGGS.
'At Champion,
Hawkins, San,lose,

Reduced Prices

JEWELER

KOHZA BROTHERS
At Itiippe's Drug Store.

Sealed bids will be received until noon September 16, on general
construe. ion, heating and plumbing
and decttlcal work for a school
building to be erected at Las Vegas,
N. M . for the Immaculate Concep
tion church, according to plans by
Chas. W. Parrett, architect, East
Las Vegas, N. M. Plans may be
secured fcm,the architect upon
depositing a certified check for $25.

AT

Bridle, spurs and heavy saddle
blanket; used only once. .Will
sell at big redtiction from cost.
124 SOUTH ARM).

Oil

NOTICE.

Tickets of

FOR SALE

guaranteed.

Failure Is apparently not in the
lexicon of Shirley Mason, the William Fox star. She scored another
emphatic triumph yesterday when
she opened a short engagement at
the Pastime theater in "Love
Time," the romance of a maid of
Savoy. The picture is being repeated today.
The story, written by Hubert La
Due, Is dainty and wholesome in
The picture is handsentiment.
somely staged by Howard M, Mitchell, who has directed much of
Miss Mason's best work and the
entire support of the star is excellent, headed by Raymond McKee
as leading man.
The ramonce of "Love Time" begins when an artist o noble birth,
wandered into .a village of Savoy
under an assumed name, paints the
portrait of a little peasant maid
whose beauty has attracted him.
The scene shifts to Paris, whither
she goes to escape the attentions
of an aged Don Juan and where
she earns a living by her ability as
a singer and dancer. The young
artist follows) her so does the
aged Don Juan his uncle. The
latter enlists the
of
the artist's aristocratic mother to
prevent a union of the loving pair,
and difficulties
thereupon are
erected. But all comes right In
the end, of course; and meanwhile
Shirley Mason is busy building up
the sympathy and admiration of
the audience for the pretty heroine.
"Love Time" is to be recommended as delightful

Medicated Turkish Bath

Hoch & Snell are going to open
their new store Tuesday morning BURSUM CLUBS BEING
Hand Decorated Glass, Linen
WANTED
with a fine fresh stock of meats
FORMED THROUGHOUT
and Trays
This Week Only
and groceries, and tell us they wil.
to
take
and
ironlnir
Washing
STATE
THE
ENTIRE
Elizabeth Clark Hesselden,
have cash and carry prices and
dried.
home.
Also
rough
W.
1100
all
to
Central.
deliver
will
Pliono 933-parts
that
Reasonable prices.
, . v. they
Bursum clubs continue to be or918-Phono
& Co. are selling ganized throughout the state with
Leverett-Zap- f
Heights lots and property so last greater rapidity than club officials
v
are
that folks
certainly surprised here can count them. Wod was
FOGG the
to see so much enthusiasm there. received yesterday of the formaThe new California type brick tion of a club at Gallup, and short- MRS.C. M. pROOKS 18k White and
Green Gold
M.
Paul
bungalow being built for
after a club was reported to Has Reopened Her Dining Room
Wedding Rings.
corner Vassor and ly
Williamson,
at
with
formed
Chllili
been
have
at
Silver avenues, is going to he a about sixty members.
, 122 South Fourth Street
COMMERCIAL INN
beauty. The building will soon be
The telegram from Gallup folBoard By Week or Month.
Phone 903-- J
ready for the roof.
lows:
Opposite Poslolflcc
217 South Fourth.
"Gibson Bursum club organized
AT.T. IIA7.0R
e
seventy-fivthis evening, about
Blades left at the White Elephant members.
Secretary sending full
'for sharpening, call at liuppe's
report. Mr. Page, Rev. Graham,
wnere
ana
Let Us Send a Man Miramontes On the Mesa
Drug Store for tnem,
Kellam addressed the meetnvn on. Mrs.
they should be left from
ing."
To
replace that broken window
Hotel for healthseekers.
Have your straight raz'M-- honed
The club at Chilli! was organized
glass, Albuquerque Lumber Co..
and set by experts. All work by F. M. Gallegos of that place.
Phone 2400-- J 1
423 North First
Phone 421.

PRE-WA-
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North First Street.

THE PARISIAN
Ladies' Tnllor and Furrcr

I.AKIKS
Do you know that wa can make for
d
you a beautiful
lull or
dress aa cheap ai you ,can buy the
aame quality In read-mad- e
clothea?

Garments made her are of the
highest class In workmanship, and
the very LATEST IN 8TVLB.
We Invite your Inspection of our
work.
118 South Fonrth Street.

Auction Sale

Wednesday. September 7th, at 406 West,
Marble Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m.
Five rooms of A- furniture to go to the highest bidder for cash.
Note the following articles to be sold: Two oak dressers, oak
commode, library table, library lamp, electric fan, dining table,
buffet and chairs to match, rugs, rockers, hall tree, beds, springs
and mattresses; stand tables, telephone chair, kitchen range, refrigerator, kitchen 'table, white enamel cabinet and many other
articles not mentioned on account of space. If it is house furnishings you need you can not afford to miss this opportunity.
condition and never used by sick.
These goods are all In AAlso ten Ithode Island lied hens and rooster. Don't forget the
"
date and place, and be on hand promptly.

publle on

Tuesday, Sept. 6, Grocery at University
Heights, to Be Known as
University Grocery
meats, fresh fruits and;'
carrying a full line ofto groceries,
have full ' support of University;
We hope
vegetables.
downtown
the
and
district,
Heights
With Free Delivery Service to All Parts or the City.

Souvenirs to All Ladies Who Will Call Tuesday
Price Sells
Vv
Quality Tells
103 Harvard Ave.
Phone 881 J
--

AUCTION atSALS
South
Tuesday September 6th,
Edith Street.

320

Sale Starts Promptly at 2:80 p. m. Eight rooms of house
to go to the highest bidder for cash. Note the following
articles to be sold: One $650 piano, looks like new, dining table,
buffet and upholstered chairs to match, base burner, dressers,
chiffoniers, rugs, rockers, brass bed. Iron bedr, hall carpet, Morris chair, sewing machine, refrigerator, commodes, stand tables
and library tables, mirrorr coal range, gas plate, dishes, cooking
utensils and many other articles not mentioned. If it is house
don't fall to attend this sale, These goods
furnishings you need,
are all sanitary, never used by sick and are in good condition.
Chalmers auto. If you are interested in
Also one
this auto we wish to state that it will be the first article sold.
We probably can arrange terms on auto and piano. Don't forget
the date and place and arrange to be on hand promptly.
gs

er

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

-l

-l

'

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

O

